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Alfred Stephen Kenyon, sworn and examined.

Bv tlte Cltairman.
What are vou ?-Enfor Agriculture in the Departmen't of Agriculture,
2. How long have you been in that positior. ?-~
little over three years in the Depaltment of Ag~l
culture,
to that I was eighteen ye~rs m
Department of Victorian Water Supply; eleven
years of that time I was 1n charge of river gaugings
and distribution of water amongst the bodies COlland the remainder of the period I was in
of water supply to towns, and the stock
supply of the north-western portion
of the State.
3. In 1902 you gave evidence before the Royal
Commission with regard to the chtsses of land that
were
()11 the ]\[urrav and its tributariesthe areas and the water SU1)ply for that irrigable
area. Has your opinion'dtered with regard to that
in any particular ?-I would like to say that in givevidence. before the previous Commission I was
representing the Department of Water. Supply officiFlll y, and consequently the opinions had necessarilv, to some extent, to be those of the Department. I presume that, now being nGt connected
with the Department, I give evidence wholly out of'
m" own knowledge of the water. The point is,
now I am giving wholly my own opinions in regard
to the volumes of water and areas that require·
them, previouslv I had to conform to the opinions
that were held by the Department.
4. You were sworn on the previous occasiop ?-Yes, as to facts, but I am speaking now of opinions;
the opinions I held before wer!" the opinions of the
Department, now I do not in any way represent the
Department~they are my own opinions now.
5. What is the irrigabl'e area ?~The irrigable
area in the northern part of Victoria, within the
Murray basin, and excluding the Mallee countrv
and the A\'ocfl, which are really impracticable, as I
stated in my previous evidence, is, in round figures,
4,000,000 acres.
The whole of that area 'is more
or less suitable for profitable irrigati.on-the
volumes of water required for the irrigation of that
total area may be set down as 2 feet in depth over
the whole surface per annum.
'6. By Mr. Cadis/e.-Eight million acre feet?Yes, if the whole 4,000,000 acres were to be irrigated each year. That is 2 feet in depth, measured
in the river at the off-take; it is estimated that
I.

6994.

I foot in depth would be delivered on the land per
annum. That is the same evidence as
and my' experience since then has not
to modify that estimafe.
7. By tlte Cltairmall.-What does an acre foot
represent ?-One acre in area, covered to the depth
of 1 2 inches.
8. What does that represent in
three thousand five hundred and
but, for convenience in working, we generally call
it 45,000 cubic feet~that is about 280,000 gallons
-allowing 6i gallons to a foot.
9. So there is a loss of
between the off-take and the
is so.
Actually, only 50 per cent. of the w'ater gets on to
the land to a useful extent; in addition to the losses
in transmission, there are losses in distribution.
10. vVhat amount 6f water' is
to irrigate
this land ?-If the whole of the 4,000,000
acres were irrigated each year, it would mean about
360,000 million cubic feet, but the assumption that
the \vhole of the irrigable area would be irrigated
each year is not a justifiable one. Fifty per cent.
of the irrigable alea is as much as might l)e expected
to be irrigated annually, that would reduce the total
volume required to about 180,000 million cubic feet.
II. By lIfr. Carlisle.----You are speaking of the
holdings as they are at present, not one man to
50 acres ?--'-I do not think then it would be practicable; the 4,000,000 includes all the roads and
homesteads, and yards, and so on, and in working
. your irrigated paddocks a paddOCk has to be occasionally thrown out. I think 50 per cent. is a reasonable estimate, even allowing for closer settlement.
12. By tlte Cltairman.--That would
be about
2,000,000
acres
each year, reqUlrmg a
volume of about r80,000 million cubic feet.
13. Would the process of time alter that at all;
mav we assume that as the ultimate practicable development ?--.J would not altogether admit the word
practicable. The 180,000' million cubic feet that is
of that is greater than
required for the
the streams at our
will supply. The total
flow of the River Murray, a portion of which belongs to us, and the tributaIY streams in our territory, is about I50,000 million cubic feet, somewhat'
less than the requirements of the total area already
•
stated.
.
14· B'JI Mr. Rees.-That is the total winter and
summer' flow
in the years of low flow, and
as there are four years at least in succession which
may be classed as'years of low fiow, it is not really
practicable to store the excess of the flood years for
the supply of the low years.
,I5· By tHe Cltairmat&.-How long would you Say
, storage is possible ?-Only for twelve months, that
is in storing the winter flow for after use in the
sllcceeding summer.
I6. By }!c!r. CarZisZe.-Is it possible to store two
supply?-The reason against the feasibility
of that is that, if schemes were carried out on the
basis of the low years, you have' to face the fact'
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that there ~,re four years at least in succession at a
low year's rate, and your storage necessarily in that
case would have to be carrie~l forward from the year
would have to carry
preyious t;; the four
from the yen before over
years.
• 17. Is there more than one period of four years
of low water ?-The river records only carry back
for forty vears; during that time the most noticeable period of low years is I896- 1899 mclusive.
I8. By the Cltairman.-How do you arrive at the
four years period ?-You have those four years to
face.
I9. That may hnppen at any time ?-As it has
happened in the past, there is nothing to prevent its
happening ngain.
"
20. By Mr.
Carlisle.-It has only happened
once?-Only once since 1867.
2 I. Bv ,tlie C ltairman.-Has any period showed.
less records ?-No ; ,that period is the worst period
on record of individual years. 1902 shows a much
lowe.r result; but 1 think the Commission may reject
any idea of providing for any such year ds that.
There is no means of storing at a reasonable cost
to provide for such a 101V j'ear as that.
22. By lItr. Carlislc.-Do you mean there is no
place where you could com,truct starnge ?-Not to
hold sufficient wa.ter tp retain in storage a long
emmgh time for a year like thnt, and to hold up.
sufficient to supply evaporation and losses in the
meantime.
23. Have YOll any idea what it would cost to
sJore two years' flow?-The only way I can answer
that,is that it
something like 60,00o,000,uuo
cubic feet of storage to carry out, not the
2,000,000 of '~lcreage, but half that in those ordinary
years, and I think ,something like 60,000,000,000
cubic feet of storage, which is about eight timer;
as big as Waranga basin, is as much as can reasonably
I::e expected to be undertaken by the State ata
profit, within the next 50 years. A storage like
that would be completely inadequate for ~' year like

28; You have some knowledge ot the South AlBtralian lands adjacent to the Murray?-The South
Australian lands are very much like the Victorian
lands below Swnn Hill.~ There are considerable
areas, close' on 300,000 acres of river flats in South
Australia at np great height ahove the river, which
could be irrignted fairly cheaply by pumping, but
\\"hich are for the most part quite. unsuitable for
irrigation on account of having river silt deposited
there; they are stiff, cold, hungry, soils in the
m~jority of cases.
Have you any estimate of the amount of land?
300,000 acres.
Then t'here is an nlmost
unlimited area of land fronting the ]I.'lurray river
at levels from 60 or 70 feet to 200 feet above the
ordinary summer level, .\\·hich could be irrigated
p.rofitably-the to:al area of that might 'amount to
anything 'from I,OOO,OOO to 2,000,000 acres.
20. So far ns irrigation is concerned, the valley
of the 'Murrav, as between Victoria and South Australia, does l{ot admit, of much in the way of comparison ?-The gravitation irrigation is impossible
to any extent in South Australia.
3I. To what extent is it p(]~sible ?-~A mQ.tter of
a few thousand acres, pe.rhaps 10,000 or 20,000
acres of reclaimed reed beds and billabongs along
the river, i,n scattered
from lVIorgan dOWll to
the lakes.
32. It is alleged that the diversions which have
taken place up-stream in New South Wales and Victoria, have affected navigation in the lower reaches
of the !'.:[unay-what is your opinion about that?That could only ,be technically true. It might have
affected navigation to the extent of a few hours or
a clay or two a't the commencement or the end of
the season, bu't not to any long period.
33. How do you account for this complaint, that
it has affected it ?-I think the origin of the complaints in South Australia has been chieflv due to
the fact that the periods have been pe'riods of
exceptionally low
not due to diversions,but to
natural causes.
19 02 .
34. There would have been no water in any case?
24. By the Cltairmall.--So far as your opinion is
concerned, 2,000,000 acres is the utmost that is prac- , --The investigation that 1 made of that question
ticable ?-I would put it, that it is the utmost pos- at the time of the previolls Commission in I902,
sible. I am not ,at all pxepared to say that so much showed that the diversions onJv affected the flow of
irrigation is practicable.
I am rather of opinion I'he river appreciably at the South Australian
that something over half of that i3 the maximum boundary, when it was far below llavig~tion level. .
profitable amount of irrigation we can expect all35. You know the agTE'ement that hns been proposed to be entered into ?-Yes.
'
nually.
25. I understarid Mr. iHead has expressed deflnite
. 36. Can
s~y how it is possible to regulate,
opinions about these matters ?-Yes; I have had a in the way
is proposed to do by tEat agreement;
conversation with him on these questions-he can how regulating diversions can insure a certain supspeak with authority on these points,
ply to the eastern bOllndary of South Australia?It would
l~e a matter of the administration
21). With regnrd to the land further down the
ri';er, the Mallee, hnve you ali\' viell's about their by the
Commission under the agreement.
req\li~emellts ?-Taking that as' meaning the river
37. Do you
anything impracticable aDout that?
below SlI'al1 Hill, I am of opinion that irrigation -It "'ould be impracticable, or would lead to a
is cnly justified along that portion of the rirer when considerable amount of friction, if the 'agreement
worked ill connexion with the interior lanus of the were carried out stricti v in the words used.
For
i\Iallee. "The water that would be used to irrigate instance, it is not possible to stop diversions at the
at that low portion of the river could be lIsed with upper off-take at the exact moment tllat the flow at
grpater profit higher up,~ that would only be' justi- the boundary fell below the specified quantit)',--an
fied-taking the \rnter down the
and suffering allowance would have to be made for the time taken
thE' losses in transit-by some incre:tsed profit in, in transit from the upper off-t~ lee of the volume
those lands lower down, and th;:>t increased profit flowing in the river to the boundary.
These ali:; or;] y possible LJ' combining ... the frontage settle- lowances, though they may be set down for one time,
ment with interior settlement.
vary somewha.t. A sharp freshet ,will come down
. It is more profit~ble to lise the water higher on top of a sma.ll freshet at a much faster rate
up
for the reil SQ]l 1h:it you' avoid con- ,at one time than another, and a strict interpresid:;rQble losses in transit ill the river channel, and tation of the ngreement, might pre\'ent diversioq.s
the mudi cheaper Iray in which the ,,",lter can be into Waranga basin, when a big ,river was flowing
applied to the land by gravitation instead of the there, ancl a small river was at that time, at the
boundan'. But I should take it that the Commiscos~lv methods of pumping thnt are required below
sion to 'be appointed uncler ,any, agreement would
S~\an Hill.
, ,
"
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ha ve sufficient power to use a cerbil'. amount of
commOn sense in interpreting the direct figures in
the agreement.
38. They WGuld have to have a very free hand?
- I think necessarily so ..
39. 'By Mr. Abbott.-What time would elapse
from the time of the water being liberated from the
Goulburnand getting to the eastern boundary?About 23 days from the Goulburn weir to the South
Australi:m boundary for the ordinary flow in. the
river. The diminution in volume varies with the
volume in the river at the time j the diminution may
be from about 40 per cent. down to as low as 10 per
cent. Put it another' way, that nearly 2 cubic feet
would have to be allowed to pass Goulburn weir at
certain periods of flow, to provide I cubic foot at
the boundary at the .lower stages of the river, and
about one and one-tenth at the higher stages-that
allowance would have to be made by the Commission in interpreting the exact words of the agreement.
40. By tile Cltairmall.-We understood you to
sav that the diversions hitherto have not seriouslv
affected the flow cf the river into South Australia}
-As far as navigation is concerned.
41. What is likely to be the future course with
regard to those diversions if the projected works
are carried out ?-I think it is practically certain
that for a considerable peri,ld, longer than one year,
the river would be closed fer navigation altogether
under natural conditions if the upper States. carry
out the schemes that they propose to carry out.
42. Including the works. on the IVIurrumbidgee,
the Goulburn, and other streams?--Yes; for each of
the upper States to utilize to the fullest profit the
waters that they have, anci the land that they have,
it would absolutely close the river to navigation
for considerable periods; there would probably be
a period of over three years at a time in which no
navigation could take place.
.
43. That is cor.terripl;:ting. diversion of water in
excess of anything that has hitherto prevailed?That is so; but I may point out that since this-Com,
mission last S;)t, the diversiO<lS on the :Murra.v river
itself have increased at least four times; the'diversions from the Goulburn have not very greatly increased, because the works so far have lIot been extended to their full capacity.
44· Do you recollect what the diversion was in
I902 directly from the river ?-~I could not say offhand. I believe the maximum was about 100 cubic
feet per second, or about 6,000 cubic feet per minute.
. 45. Now it amounts to how much ?-Retween
20,000 and 30,000 cubic feet per minute.
46. That is all gauged out ?-Yes.
47. Does that include private diversions ?-Private ·diversions are not very great compared with
the State diversions that are .10W being made.
48. By Alr. A.bbott.-Do you mean by private
diversions, pumps that are being used for irrigation
or winc1milIs?--The actual pumping plant, by steam
or other power.
49· By Mr. lvfcmifold.-You have not included
that in the 20,000 cubic feet ?---That is in round
figures; that would include it.
50. By Mr. Abbott.--Are any records. kept of
water pumped privately from the river ?--I can only
speak as an outsider. The State River Commission
has I know taken steps to note all the private
diversions, and keep records of the amount pumped
by them.
51. By the C llairman.-As to the feasibility of
regulating the diversions, you say a free hand would
have to be given to the Tribunal to regulate the.
whole matter. You have read the agreement ?-I
have perused the agreement.

52. The material clauses in that a.re .30, 3I, and
51, so far as diversion is concerned. Can you give
us any opinion as to whether those clauses are
workable, or can you offer any criticism on them?I should like to be asked thnt question at a later
date, as I desire to work out certain proposals in
connexion with that in detai 1.
I can say, in a
general way, that the effect of those proposed diversions is to limit the amount of irrigation that can be
carried on,in Victori'1. and to reduce it to probably
under I,OOO,OOO acres per annum.
53. That is your opinoin ?-That is about the
rough resul t.
54. How do you arrive at that ?-Ry taking the
low year's dis:.:harge, and working out the amount
that our State would be entitled to divert, under
those provisions.
55. Do you know anything about locking the
river ?-No j except that I would say, from the
point of view of Victoria, there is no advantage to
be gained in locking the river, from an irrigation
point of view, because Victoria's interest in navigation is practical! y nil.
56. The same would apply to New South Wales?
-With the exception of the Darling, and even there
the interests of the' New' South Wales settlers are
the same as our own-irrigation purely and simply.
57. We may take it that the 1ccking would in no
way b2nefit the Victorian irrigationist, that is, between the eastern boundary of South Australia and
Blanchetown ?-In no way whatever.
58. It really is a concession to South Australia-it, is of beneflt to South Australia entirely?,-The
only excuse for Victoria contributing to part of the
locking, in my opinion, would be to induce South
Australia to give up any right she might hold to
the water.
59· Or any right she might have to object to diversion of water by Victoria and New South Wales?
--Giving up saine of her rights, if any, that she
possesses.
60. Do you know enough about South Australian
requirements tv say whether they can be met in any
other way?-It appears to me that the South Australian requirem:nts, on a reasonable scale, will
be satisfied by the inevitable amount of water that
we must allow to pass and "hicb we cannot profitably utilize. Rut, in speaking of the requirements
of South Australia, I do not J::lropose to provi"de any
water for loss in the lakes at the mouth; that is
a monstrous proposal to put down any volume to
keep up the losses by evaporation in those lakes.
61. Are you familiar with those lakes ?-I have
seen the!lJ.> from both the eastern and western sides,
and I have been at th,e mouth.
62. There is considerable settlement there ?-Considerable valuable settlement j but, as far as I can
ascertain, sufficient water for stock and domestic
supply can be obtained by sinking and local storage;
·the lakes themselves seem to be much more suitable
for profitable reclamation than for storage for the
few farmers along the frontages. The amount of
water that might be allotted to South Australia must
necessarily be the losses to convey the volume in
transit, and to provide for the riparian settlers, and
for a reasonable amount of irrigation; that might
be put down at about 200,000 or .300,000 acres along
the banks by pumping schemes.
. 63· In your opidon, altogether too much is allowed for South Australian requirements at both
periods of the vear ?-I say' Victoria should use
the whole of th~ water in its streams that it can
p,rJ?f!tably lltilize. I am of opinion that, even then,
suffiCient water must pass to satisfy South Australia's
legitimate demands~
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64. By .Mr. Abbott . ...:.....Would that be up to the
million cubic feet ?-No, I think that
million cubic feet would be diminished, but
I can answer that more definitely at a later stage.
65. By the Chairntan.-I understand you have
some know ledge of the amount of na,vigation that:
does go on on the Murray?-I can only answer tha\
in a general way j since I have been acquainted with
the river, there has been a continuous falling in
the river traffic, due partly to bad seasons, but
principally to the tapping of the river at various
points by ViCtoria, Kew South Wales, and South
Australia bv railway. In each case where the river
has been t;pped by railway, the river traffic has
been almost annihilated j the Customs Department
have the exact figures in tonnage and values.
66. Could you tell us what parts of the year the
v:::tlue of navigation justifies any sacrifice being made
in connexion with irrigation ?-Speaking for the
future, I think no sacrifice of irrigation should be
made for. navigation. The products of. irrigation
can be taken away-as evidenced by the Mildura
railway, the Bourke railway, and others--profit~bly,
without any need of so-called cheap water carnage.
Further ev'idence of that, I think, can be found in
the fact that South Australia is, proposing just nOW
to construct a railway to Loxton's or .Pyap Bend,
about 30 miles from Renmark. South Australia is
constructing that railw'ay there now for farm products, such as wheat, showing that even in that portion of the river very little reliance is placed on the
river to carry' away the products of the land. The
. railway cuts across from Tailem Bend, through the
Big Desert. There are two or three proposals, one
from Lameroo, another from Peake, and the third
frqm Tailem Bend, right into the LoXton country,
which is being settled now.
67. Assuming that a proper system of locking
would cost three or four millior.s of money, would
you suggest that the same amount spent in storages
higher up would be of more or less benefit to the
whole of the States concerned ?-It is certain that
we cannot increase our present amount of irrigation
without very large storages. Any valuable amount
of irrig"tion in Victoria necessitates large storages,
which will have to be constructed in any case apart
from navigation j but, answering the question
diroot1y" I WQuid say the expenditure in' storage is
f.ar preferable to any e:l\penditure in navigation, as
f.ar as Victoria is concerned, and also from an Austr'alian point of view.
68. But not necessarily from a South Australian
point of view (-No.
69' Would it be possible to use the storages for
the purpose of giving them a better navigation
supply lower down ?--The four years' period of low
years precludes any large volume being used for
navigation·-that is the stumbling-block, because
navigation, unless, it can be conductea regularly, is
,of no service to anyone.
70. In .giving your evidence last time, you re. feiFed to impro\;ements that might be made by
canalization and snagging j was anything further
done in r~gara to that ?~I think that refers to the
portion of the river between Swan Hill and Mildura. The car.alization of the lower South Australian river. would be attend'ed with considerable difficulties-it might be practically impossible, the obstructions being largely sand bars, 'which are liable
to. shift. The, sand bars between Swan Hill and
Mildura: are not nearly of so important a characteF,
the, chief obstac1elDeihg rock or cement bars.
71. IDo:you·think anythihg could,be done in the
way of canalization further up, or dredging '(Without going into. the question in detail, I coule!
not give a definite answer, but 1 am rather 'of:
60,000
60,000.

opInIOn that there is no expenditure of consequence
that is justifiable on the grounds of navigation, and
certain it is that car.alization, whether by locks or
dredging and snagging, would be a costly operation.
You 'mentioned three millions as the cost of the locks.
I think there is no doubt that figure is very much
under-estimated. The complete estimate of locking
given in the previous Commission's report are very
much below the mark in my opinion.
72. What do you base your opinion on ?-On the
cost 'of the locks as set down by the New South
Wales engineers,' I think something like £30,000
each. I do not think it is possible to construct a
weir and lock in the Murray River, with the knowledge I have, for even twice that sum-it would be
nearer £roo,ooo.
73. Whai ,,'ould that bring the expenditure on
locks up to ?--I did not work that out, but taking
the estimates all round, it might be nearly doubled,
that would make it nearer five millions than two
and a half millions.
74. Where do you think the original estimates
were fault\' ?-I can only surmise that the" were
based on the cost of the iock that is in existence at
Bourke. The size of our river and the foundations,
and the floods we have to deal with, would, I am
sure, prevent any satisfactory structure being erected
at a similar cost. I do not think it would be satisfactory at all on similar lines to the Bourke structure.
75· By iih-. Abbott.-Are you aware of any definite information In ving been obtained since this re"
port that gives yOll ground for saying the cost of
the locks would be so much greater. It has been
suggested that there were no reliable data to go on·
with respect to the locks ?-I think that South Aus"
tralia said they did have some data j their estimate
for locks is about £100,000 on the New SouthWales and Victorian side. Since the Commission'$
repor.t, I understand cross-sections have ~n ,taken
and borings made for the foundations, and I believe
that estimates have been made by the Water Supply
Department as to the cost of the locks, but I cannot
say more than that.
.
76. You think the cost of the locks on the South
Australian side has been under-estimated ?-I am
inclined to think the South Australian estimates err
on the side of economy, but not to such an extent a.s
those for the upper portion of the river.
n. By tlte Cltairman.--':Do you know whether,
<lS a fact, any borings hive taken place since those
estimates were made that would tend to show they.
were under the mark ?-It was not so much a question of foundations and design as that the originaJ
estimates were made as a jump estimate, merely
based on the cost of an existing lock in another
river.
78. I refer to the South Australian estimates;
were those South Australian locks estimated too
cheaply. Do you know if any boring has taken
place since indicating that they were estimated too
cheap ?-I do 110t know that any further work has
been done in South Australia.
79. Coming to Lake Victoria; hive you any
opinion to offer about the feasibility of utilizing·
storage for Lake Victoria ?-I can offer very little
opinion upon that, because I do not know the lake,
but it seems to be a. scheme that is largely· for the
benefit of South Australia, and one that South Australia might take up, but, to my mind, it is of no
particular benefit to Victoria.'80. Except in so far as it is part of the arrangement to get more water for Victoria ?-Unless the
water could. be obtained from the Darling, we would
have no water to spare for Lake Victoria) to give
any reasonable supply to South Australia.
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81. Not even flood water ?-No. In that four
years', period, we would have no surplus water to
store there in the winter.
82. If Lake Victoria were put into use, to be of
any advantage to Victoria, it would have to be filled
from the Darling ?-In such periods as I have mentioned, the Darling is the only resort for surplus
water for South Australia.
83, <By Mr. Manifold.-Are there any records as
to the four
period for the Darling ?-We
know the flow, but only very approximately j the
gaugings of the Darling River prior to the time of
the previous Commisson 'are quite unreliable.
84. You have nothing reliable with regard to this
particular four years' period ?-We can only deduce
from the South Australian gaugings, and the Victorian gaugings of the IHurray at Mildura, the probable flow of the Darling to make up the difference
between those two points.
85. By tlte Chairman. - You remember the
evidence given as to contributions to the Murray
from New South Wales and Victoria respectively.
Have you formed any opinion from observation as
to how much of the water of the Murray, say, about
Albury, is contributed by Victoria and New South
Wales respectively?-The figures in relation to
various maximum" mean, and low years are contained in pages IO-I2 of the Commission's report;
the typical low year is on page II-·those figures
were prepared by me for the Commission.
86. On what data were those prepared ?-From
the gaugings made bv the Victorian Water Supply
Department and by the South Australian Water
Supply Department" and two single gaugings made
bv officers of the New South Wales and Victorian
Water Supply Departments in regard to the tributaries of the Upper Murray, the l'l'Iitta, Kiewa
Swampy Plains, the Incli or Murra,y, and the Cud·
ge\\'a Creek, and the Tooma. The watershed of
the Murray River above Albury is, in Victoria,
about twice the area tha't it is in New South
Wales.
87. That is including th~ Mitta?-Yesj the whole
of the Mur,ray watershed above Albury has about
two-thirds of its area in Vi.ctoriii·, and one-third in
New South Wales.
I n ,the original figures laid
before the Commis2ion, I divided the, flow above
the Jingellic in proportion' to the catchment 'areas;
the New South Wales officers took exception.to that;
they claimed that a larger p.roportion flowed off
their catchments than off the Victorian catchments.
Tbat question wa" investigated by certain single
gaugings of those tributary streams, and the New
South Wale,; condusion was, in my opinion, proved j
the result is that in the typical low years, New South
'Vales is credited with 40,000 million cubic feet
above Albury, and Victoria is credited with 57,000
millioil cubic feet, an excess of about So per cent.,
instead of about IOO per cent.
88. By ilfr. Rees,-Is it determined upon the
average of the f:linfall with TO per cent. discharge in
the river ?-It is determined by the ga ugings of the
tributaries taken all at one time, when it was fonnd
that the flow-off, taking a square mile of catchment
of the New South Wales side, was greater than the
flow-off of the corresponding area on the Victorian
side. That is, to some extent, proved by the fact
that the Mitta River discharges, :1S shown there,
32,000 million cubic feet per annum from 1,99°
square miles in 1896, whereas the Murrav River at
Jingellic in the same vear, off a catchme'nt area of
2,520 square miles, discharged 52,000 million cubic
feet, showing thJt the catc;hment area above Jingellic vields more in proportion than the catchment
of the" Mitta River, which is wholly Victorian'.

89. By Mr. Abbott.-Is that owing to rainfall
or snow?-Owing partly to rainfall, and altogether
to the better conditions of flow, steeper ranges, 'and
less absorbent soils.
90. By the Cltair-mall.-Do you know whethe~ any
more systf';matic gaugings o~ measurements of the
flow of those streams have been obtained since 1902 ?
~I know, in the succeeding year, I903, 'the New
South Wales Department put in hand a very COIIxpJete system of gauging all their tributaries, on lines
which should give as reliable results as our own
work j but I do not know what has gone on since
that period.
9.L Do you consider the system of gauging gives
fairl y accurate results in Victoria?~The system
adopted gives as accurate results as is possible undetordinary instrumental conditions. The point where
error rnav creep in is where the gaugings have to be
estimated.
Large flood flows, higher than any
gauged records, have necessarily to be estimated,
and m.ay be subject to error to as much as 20 per
cent. j but all gaugings within the limits of the field
observations ma y be taken to be· Correct within 5
per cent., or at most, 10 per cent. As the Cominission is principally interested in the low years,
the g2.ugings may be taken as practically correct for
the low years~ as there are no large floods QCcurripg.
92. When you give the high floods, the water
flows higher than any mark that you have got marked
off ?-On any point where gaugings have been taken,
gaugings are taken at intervals of a few feet, and
the intermediate discharges are practically correct.
In any of the limits of observation, there is necessarily a certain amount of error creeping in j but in
low years, that cannot 'affect the totals to aIlY ap·
preciable extent, because in this year there are no
. floods.
93. With regard to New South Wales ~ystem
of measuring~is it the same as ours ?-It IS now
I think the gaugings
done by an electric meter.
that are used in the report were all taken with the
Revey current meter, without the electric attachment? The meter used now is the Amsler meter,
which is a Swiss meter.
94. Victoria. and New South Wales gauge with
the same apparatus ?-Practically the same, and
the same methods j the same applies to the South
Australian gaugings, as far as they go.
95. By Mr. Abbott.-In connexion with gauging
such a large area of river, is there any danger of
the water being gauged more than once ?-No j not
with any reasonable care.
96. Would not it back out and come in 'again
lower down ?-When the river is gauged, the operator
takes cure beforehand to ascertain all overflows,
and measure them j the gauging of the ,river is not
merely the volume in the channel, but the volume in
all the ana:branches 'and billabongs flowing at the
same t1me- it is the total flow of the river at any
point.
97. By Mr. Ret's.-How long were you taking
the gaugings ?-Eighteen years j I was connected
with the field and office work of river gaugings.
98. Where did you take the gaugings ?-At the
various stations established on the river by the Department, and occasionally at other points, in order
to make checks.. I took gaugings at Mildura, Murrumbidgee.Junction, Tooleybuc, Swan Hill, Nyah,
Echuca, Albury, and Ifowlong.
99· Take the gaugings between Mildura 'and
Echuca
few have been taken 'there. The
whole of tlie gaugings between Mildura and Echuca
:He only sporadic or occasional gaugings.
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'100. You, took gaugings at Mildura-how often
'did you take the a,rea through which th~ water
flowed during the km',river period ?-Three times
I think.
101. In what period ?-I think in abollt eleven
years., i\h. Berry took ~ome after that j Mr.
Checchi ai30 took some; there would be probably
five during the eleven years.
102. How iang would the bed of the rincT be
before'it would change ?-As far as my recollection
serves me, those live gaugil)gs showed only small
variations in the discharge. Suppose even those low
flows, because it was only at low periods that the
liability, to errOr cm'ne in; were completely omitted,
or even if the) \Vere duee nr four times as great as
the truth, that would not affect the annual flow to
any considerable extent. It affects considerablv the
irrigation along the river, and the amount sent d~wn.
103. As far as we are concerned, ,,~ are not deal.
ing with the total flow of the river. I want to get
at .the summer flow, and what is available for irriga·
tion at that period,as the summer floW' is more import.ant to us; are the river gaugings accurate for
the low-river peiiod?---At Echuca, Mildura, Albury,
the Goulburn, and the Ovens, the\' are accurate for
all p.ractical purposes.
The Mitia and the Kiewa
and Jingellic I nm not so sure about.
I04. You consider examining the bed of the rivet
once every two or three years sufficient to have ac·
curacy?-If the result of the examination shows
that no alteration of any moment has ta"ken place.
l0S. By tIle Chairman.-The rcftdings further
down are, to some extent, a check on the readings
fllIther up ?-Only to a slight extent, because bet,veen the two points of Mildura Hnd Echuca there
is the intake of the Murrumbidgee; in the lower
portion of the river, there are not sufficient gauging
stations established to definitely settle all the ques
tions that the Commission, under that agreement,
would have to answer. Many more gauging stations
could be est'lblished, and manv more measurement!>
taken.
,
.
I06 .. By iIlr. Smitli.-Are ~Jl those check read·
ings t(lken out of one .spot ?-At Mildura they were,
but not at Echuca. The main point is to find what
the reading on the gauge means-that 6 inches belo\y stlmmer level means a certain' discharge j it dOb
not matter where you men sure it-you measure it ill
the most suir"able section.
107. Bv Mr. Recs. Is it not a fact that the discharge has bet,n taken, computed on the reading of
the gauge, that is, the ·ga.uge shows the water to be
I fcot above summe,r level, 'and you say, because
the Wrtter is I foot above summer level, there is ,\
certain flow'j is not that how the computation ha5
been made ?-No, the whole of the diEcharges used
far arriving at any results are either direct measures
or inferred from direct measures made at levels not
far
'
108. Was there anv
while you were taking
the gauging when an;'
were made of the discharge during the low river period?-There were
some periods of more than two years without checks,
owing to want of staff; a part of the time the gaugings \rere not as complete as they might be; sa far
as they
they are accurate, but I admit they do
not
enough.
BJ' Afr. Abbott.-Yol1 said the New South
Wales gaugings were not too accurate when this report was issllecl ?-There were no New South "Vales
gaugings in the sense of measurements; thev only
harl some rough float or roc! observrttions through
p:ltting the roj or float in the river arid seeing how
f;H it took to go a given distance.
But the rod
res::1t3
bad :It Albury a'greed with our metermeasmed results, almost exactly, allowing for are,

ductijn~tbey llsed the \v[cm'gfigure.
The rough
float observtltiolls at Albury agreed with our measured observations almost exactly.
J TO. ThF.re is no reason to th·ink that the comparison of the water. contributed by Neiv South
Wales, according to the gaugings in this report,
would be altered much by investigation ?....:..If. they
are, subsequent to 1902, I think they may be
correct.
I I J. By
Mr. ill allifold.-With regard, to the
figures given on- page I I of the report of the
Inter-State Commission, it is ~aid that the flow
from· New South Wales is 40,000 million cubic
feet, and Victoria 57,000 mWion cubic feet.
When you 'were speaking about those figures, I
understood you to say that the 57,000 attributed to
Victoria was based to some extent upon a larger
watershed, and that subsequent investigations had
shown that although the New South Wales watershed
w.as smaller, it had given a much larger discharge
of water. Woule! that alter the relative proportions
of'the discharge given here for the typical low years
-that Victoria. gave an excess ofq ,000 million
cubic feet rt.1::ove New South Wales ?-Those are the
corrected figures. The figures to which exception
was taken are on page I26 of the eviaence, in which
New Soutb Wales was credited with 32,000 million
cubic fect of water, and Victoria with 67,000 million cubic feet j that was in direct proportion to the
watersheds. Exception was taken to tilat, and the
corrected figure,s are contained on page I I
J 12: Victoria stili supplies the greatest quantity?
but not in proportion to the excess of the
drainage area that she possesses.
II3, By tite Cliairmall.-Yoli are responsible for
the accuracy of those figures ?-Tha.t is so. There
was a safeguard in the Commission's recommendations that further gaugings showiilg alterations in
tllOse volumes would be the basis for the alteration
in the figures in the agreement. It is understood
that those figures are emly tentative, seeing there
were no New South Wales gaugings at that time
thilt could be used.
IJ4. By Mr. Abbott.-Do you still think that the
basis of allocation of water between New South
is a fairlv
Wrtles and Victoria in this
accurate one ?-·····Yes, so long as neither State is
allowed to take its water above the junction of the
contributing stream to the 1'durray j that is, New
South Wales should onl y take her proportion of the
Mu.rrumbidgee water from the Murrumbidgee, or
the Murray below the junction-we should not allow
New South Wales to take the whole of her proportion above the junction.
lIS- By the Clwirmi:m.-You t8.ke into consideration, not only the amount contiibuted by each State,
but the place, from which it is. contributed ?-Yes.
I l6. Bv 111r: Recs.--Would it not be better to
exclude tl;e Murrumbidgee altogether in the calculation, and leave the proportion as set down in pilge
Il; that would give a contribution by New; South
Wales of 40,000 million cubic'feet, and by Victoria
Gf 57,000 million cubic feet ?-That is lea.ving out
the Ovens and Goulburn, we have to take the Goulburn in.
II]- As far as New South "Vales is concerned,
it only contrihutes 40,000 million cubic feet ahove
the ?v[urrumbidgee j unction
thousand
million cubiC feet out of ,~bout 200,000 million cubic
The effect of whrtt I WlIS saying, is that
feet.
Np,w South Wales would only be allowed to divert
a quarter of the Victorian diversion' above the Murrumbidgee junction from the Murray River.
J 18. Arh· additional amollnt she should divert below the juitction.?.....:..cYes, or from the Murrumbidgee'
itself.
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132. In the four. years you mentioned, the river
I 19. You said I acre foot was sufficient fat irrigation j is that according to the Victorian experience? nt Swan Hill nen~r went down below 10 ft. 6 in. j
last year it kept down to IO feet. When the riyer
-That is taking irrigatioil all round. At ~mdura,
it is 2 acre feet, but in all parts of the Goulburn is ro feet Qr 10 ft. 6 in. at Swan Hill with the low
and the district of Rodney it is not much more than flood year~, what would Le the effect in a year like
one-half to two-thirds of an acre foot j it depends that of retaining the water by large storage, sMcll as
Trawool ?--It is rather a difficult question to answer
upon the country, the rainfall, and' the crop.
definitely. At about 10 ft. 6 in. on the gauge 'at
£20. That is the annual amount required by the
Swan Hill it commences to spill all over the country,
general area ?-An average of I foot.
<1nd the increase in volume above that level is
121. Vou do not agree with 1\1.r. Mead's statement that it is an average of over 2 acre feet per enormous, compared with the increase in the gauge
annum 1'--1 think 1I1r. Mead is referring to the off- itself. Twelve feet odd is nearly the I870 flood j
I I feet is u vcry large flood volume.
takes. I asked Mr: Mead :fbout this, and he agreed
I33. You are dealing .with a specific thing j ypu
that the net average volume is about I foot in depth
for actual irrigation, but the 'a,mount required to said during the four veal's. of low discharge, if we
give that twelve inches is actually 24 inches at the had the large storages contemplated constructed on
the Murray, that would stop navigation ?-Yes j
off-take.
there would be nO water passing Swan HilI beyond
• !2 2, Supposing we diverted direct into the channels from the river, and no channel is more than 3 tInt allowed for irrigation requirements, except, per'
or 4 miles from the paddock to be irrigated, would , haps, for a week at a time.
I34. You say, if you constructed those storages,
you say you could not irrig';Jte that for I acre foot;
take the Swan Hill Or Murray frontages ?-In the vou would take awav the whole of the flood river
Murray frontages, the soil being' suitable for jrrga-, on that reach between tl~e 'Murrumbidgee Junction
tion, is unsuitable for e:lrthern channels, and the and Echuca ?-That is so; there would be no overloss is greater in proportion than in the gravitation flows whatever.
schemes, ,where they are going through alluvial
135. By !lfr. Abbott.-You said locRing woulrl
0
plains.
onlv be beneficial to South Aust.ralia, as far as naviI23. In that case, you would put the Goulburn gation was concerned, the Murary was very littlr:
Valley scheme to use 2 <1cre feet <1t the off-takes? use to Victoria. Is not there a considerable amount
-Yes, and a place like MiIClura, White Cliffs, abollt of traffic when there is a high flow to EchucaI ~ acre feet for the same sOrt of crop, but it took
Not of Victorian goods, it is mostly traffic from
2k ::lcre feet at the off-take of the Goulburn to New South Wales. I think if you get the figures
supply that I~ acre feet lower down j so, taking the of the Milcluru' railway that will be proved j the
Goulburn Vallev as the gei1eral focus', it takes 2~ Mildura railway was expected to be a failure on
acre feet to give 12 inches depth on the Murray account of the river competition; but, as a fact,
frontages, as against 2 acre feet for the Goulburn it has knocked out the river trade altogether.
I
Valley itself.
understand P~rmewan, Wright and Company have
taken off nearly all their steamers.
It means if
124. You said water lost 50 per cent. in flowing
through the Murray, or that it·took 2 feet of water you do not 'h;{ve locks you must have railways;
at the Gouiburn weir to give I foot at the Smith but the railways are apparently quite sufficient and
Australian boundary?--That is based on g£!ugings economicaL
I36. You said, in giving evidence just new, yOll
of water only at periods of low flow in the river,
it is not correct for large flows, because the loss is were giving your own opinion; is there any impor.
not uniform from the river channeL
' tant point of divergence in vour own opinion as
I25. If you were discha.rging a general body of compared with the opinion of the Department?water in the upper reaches of the Murray, you Previously, I said nothing, or very litHe, about the
'vly opinion, as a Virtorian,
would lose 50 per cent. of it by the time that came value of navigation.
to IvIiId~ra ?-By the time it got past Mildura you is that no concessions whatever should be made tu
navigation, unless to gain some concession- in another
would have lost about So per cent. for a small flow.
way.
126. By lIir. Abbott.--In actual practice, would
I37. By tlte Cltair;nan.··-What do you base that
an acre foot of water give more than two effecth'e
opinion on ?~Th<1t the whole of the available water
waterings ?-It depends upon the class of countxy.
In open and porOus soils, such as the l\'1urray front- can be used by us profit::lbl\' fnr irrig:lticm. and that
age and Cohuna, it would only give about two water- navigation is of no benefit to this State, or its proings; on the alluvial soil of the Goulburn Valley ducers.
T lte Witness witltdrc'l.£;.
, and the Campaspe Valley! it might be expected
to give three.
Adjourned.
I27. Do you consider two waterings are sufficient
for lucerne ?-Not nearly j five or six are necessary
for lucerne if you can get them j but everyone is not
going to grow lucerne.
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I28. The possible amount of acreage available
Jl1 embers present:
under lucerne would be considerably curtailed in that
case?-Yes. '
D. MACKINNON) ESQ., M.L.A., 111 the Chair;
I29. By Mr. Rees.-What is the effect on the
J. Gray, Esq., M.L.A.,
flood river of the building of a large storage, take
D. Smith, Esq., M.L.A.,
the building of the proposed Tra"'ool scheme ?--No
The Hon. R. H. S. Abbott, lH.L.C.,
effect at an in a re<1r of maximum flood, such as
The Han. W. S. Manifold, M.L.C.,
I870.
The Hon. R. B. Rees, M.L.C.,
I30. Take a year of mCi\l1 uischarge ?--fn a mean
J. Lemmon, Esq., M.L.A.
·discha.rge it would vcry considerably diminish the
earl y floods, and in years running from mean clown
Elwood. Mead, sworn an,} examined.
to low, it would diminish the floods for the whole
138. By tlte Cltairman.--What are you?~
of the year, in some cases do a\yay with them.
I3I. You said it would do away with navigation? Chail'man of the State Rivers and W:lter Supply
Commission of Victoria.
-Only in :l. four years' period of low discharge.
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I,39. How long have you bem in Victoria?Not quite two years.
'
,
140. What. \~as your pr~vious position ?-At the
time I accepted this position I was Chief of the Irrigation Investigations of the United States Depa~t
ment of Agriculture.
I42. Does that necessarily give you experience
in the use of water ?- Yes, and prior to that I had
been ,State Engineer of \Vyoming, where I had charge
of the public waters of the State, the duties. )f
tl1at position being similar to those e~ercised by the
Commission of which I am chairman here. Prior
to that I had been an assistant State Engineer of
GOlorado.
\
142. Those are both irrigation States ?-Yes.
143. How many years' experience have you had (
-Twenty-five; these three positions include that
period.
144. You have been employed by the United
States Government in connexion with litigation ?-,
During the litigation over the Arkansas between
Kansas and Colorado, the Federal Government intervened on 'thegro'llnd that the contention of
neither State was satisfactory to the general Government, and I was appointed as an expert engineer in 'that case for the Federal Government
145. You know generally what the object of this
inquiry is ?-Yes.
,
,
146. I understand you have a written statement to make ?--With the consent of the Commission I should like to submit a statement of what
seems to be the best use of this river.
14i. During your time here you have had opportunities of ascertaining what the capabilities of the
River Murrav and its tributaries are ?-I think so.
I have ascertained what the irrigation possibilities
are, and the irrigation needs of the ~lumty Valley,
regardless of State lines, and ,I think I have
reached a fairl \' definite conclusion -regarding its
navigation posflibilities as well. I may say in that
connexion I have had long personal experience
of and acquaintance with American navigable
rivers, having been raised on the banks of one of
them, the Ohio, and .am personally familiar with I
the results of inlantl water transportation and the
cost and value of it.
148. You natural he had considerable knowledge
of steam land traffic as well ?-Yes.
T he witness read tlte following statement:-

This vIew is in accord with the general policy of other
countries';
As a rule, arid and semi.arid cOllntries give preference
to irrigation where irrigation and navigation rights con:
The reason for this policy is statec! as follows in
flict.
Farnham on Waters alld Water Rights:.
Experience 'has demonstrated that a. controlled waler
supply is equal, if not superior, in importance
to either' a fertile soil or a favorable climate in
the successful sustenance of a dense population
from the fruits of the earth. . . . The {nets
an seem to point to Olle conclusion, and that is,
tlllit agriculture of the future must, if the population of' the world continues to ,increase, be
rescue(1 from a precarious dependence upon natural
rainfall" and be brought under the influence of a
eertrtin and cont.rolled water supply.
Italy places no restrictions on diversions for irrigation
from the Po and its tributaries because of their" effect
on navigation, althou,gh the Po is 'much better suited for
navigation! than the Murray.
The United States Government is building a reservoi r in the channel of 'the Rio
Grande 'RiYer with the object of impounding the ent're
flow of the river, and using it all for irrigation, notwithstanding this stream ,hns been declared a navigable
river by the 'United Stntes Supreme Court.
The chief
cqunser for the United Strttes Government in the argu·
ment before the United States Supreme Court in the case
of Kansas v. Colorado based his ar,gument, in part, on
the following propositions of fact and law:That the use of the waters of the strcnms in the arid
-region for, irrigation purposes is of paramount
importance to their preservation for navigation
purposes,
That Congress has, the power to dedicate to irrigation
purposes the wnters of the streams in the arid
region which, uniting be!:>w, go to make up
navigable rivers in the humid belt, and has exer·
cised that power.
In considering the policy which should govern the use
of the Murray waters, two things 'are conspicuous. These:
are;•
L The overshadowjn~ need and value of irrigatwh.
2. The limited possibilities and small need of water
transporta tion.
The catchment area of the Murray includes 414,2",
square miles, or over 250,000,000 acres of land.
Of
this, the following areas are irrigable, if the water for
this use can in any way be provided : : ' New South "Vales ."
... 43,542,000 acres.
Victoria
4,000,000
"
South Australia
2,700,000
"
The whole of this vast area is semi-rrrid. Without the
use of this river for irrigation it can only support a
scanty population.
It can only produce crops of low
acreage value, and the conditions of life must n;lways lnck
the attraction which comes with a plentiful water supply
for irrigation.
On the other hand, there are few countries whose agrkultural and horticultural possibilities
equal those of this' valley under irrigation. Practic::tlly
ever\' fruit that can be produced in the semi-tropical and
temperate zones can be grown.
The attractive appearSTATEME~lT BY MR. ELWOOD MEAD BEFORE
ance and fine flavour of Australian fruit has established
THE MURRAY WATERS COMMISSION:
a favorable reputation in the markets of- Europe.
''''ith
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better shipping facilities the limits of the export trade,
'Vith the Commission;s permission, I will precede my
especially in apples, pears, and oranges, seem only de·
examinntion with an outline of whnt seem to be the
pendent upon the available water supply.
The possi.
necessary steps to secure the greatest benefits from the
bilities of fruit-growing to the three States concernerl
use of the water of the Murray and its tributaries.
In
are illustrated by what has already' been achieved at ¥ilthis no consideration is given to. the. special rights or
dura and Renmark, where there are nearly 300 people.
interests of any single State, the sole aim being to have
to the square mile.
"
,
this resource render the greatest service to the Common.
H is not. however. until "'e consider the relation: of
wealth as a whole.
"
irrigation to the full development of the live stock inThe water of this river is needed to supply four classes
dustry of tbis immense area that its full value beco;ncs
of uses:apparent.
\Vithout ,it this industry must always con.
r. Household and d'rinking purposes, including the
tinue, to be a gamble 'with tl1e seasons. "There is no
. watering of live stock..
'
other safeguard ag"inst the hazards and losses of drv' .
2. To supply steam boilers and other industrial ,pur. years, Of the sufferin~ 'of helpless dumb animals which
poses.
these years entai1.
I have no data its to the number of
3. Irrigation,'
live stock owned in this area, nor of the. magnitude' of
4. Navigation.
the losses ,in years like 1Q02, but some idea of the ma;::-·
These have been stated in the order of their importance nitude of this interest is shown by the effect of the
measured by the "alue of the sen'ice' rendered by the
drought of last seaso') on the live stock interest of tilis
water lISed. The first two do not require' discussion, be.
State. 'The report of live stock in Victoria for the year
cause the amount of water required to satisfy these needs
ending Mrrrch, 1909. shows a decrease from the nrevious
does not vitally affect the scttlement of this question:
year' of 268,64.1 cottl e and 1,6oo.t:i92 sheep.
This ,de't is otherwis~ ,,·ith irrigation and navigation,
The
crease is almost wholl \' clue to the drought of the prcdemands of each of these are so great that 'neither use
viOIlS vear; not all the stock died, a large part was
can be fully satisfied without a conflict; and it will reshipped to other States, but nnder conditions which hi·
quire careful consideration of their relati"e merits to
voh'ed hea\,>' losses to inrlividuals anel to the State. All
l1r~vent mistakes being made.
these losses' could haw, heen averted if OUT irrit'ation
..
It is, my belief that the needs of water for ir,rigation 'svstem' had been more fullv developed.
No conce'ivabJe
are so in: pemtive, ::tnd its value for this so great, that
benefits to come from the use of this strenm in na,-j<'p.
navigation should be made subordinate whenever there, tion can equal the value of irri!:(atibn in extending and
is a conflict.
safeguarding the livestock industry of these three'Statc!l,
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and one at Lake Victoria to' serve the saroe purpose in
South Australia.
The building of these two reservoirs
would protect all of the present irrigation areas along the
main stream against the danger of a short water supply,
and wonld provide for a very considerable expansion of the
irrigated area in all three States.
These works, taken
in connexion with the increased water supply made available by the storage works at B!,lrren Jack in New South
Wales, and on the Goulburn in Victoria, would greatly
extend the present irrigated area, and materially increase
the low wClter How of the river in South Australia.
That irrigation allginents the low water flow of the
lower reaches of a stream is an abundantly verified fact,
the reasons for which are well understood.
\-Vhile the
immediate effect of diversion for the purposes of irriua·
tion is to diminish the contemporaneous flow of the
stream, continued diversion soon produces a different reo
sult.
In the process of time the water percolating from
canals and spread over fields saturates the underlying
material and gives a permanent body of ground water
which forms springs and converts dry water-courses into
NAVIGATION.
running creeks or rivulets, and this finds its way back
The river's availability for navigation has not thus far;
to the' main stream and tends to equalize the flow. The
,been impaired duri~g five or six months of the year, nor
11igh water flow is diminished, bnt the low water flow
is it likely to be in these months during the next ten
It is the usual experience that the conis augmented,
years by probable extensions of irrigation which all
tinuatio,n of irrigation increases the volume available for
the States will be able to carry out; but an attempt
irrigation on the lower section of a stream.
On many
to mai,ntain navigability during the six months of theAmerican rivers there are now more irrigation canals on
irrigatiol\ period will imperil development in Victoria
the lower renches than could have been maintained on
and in New South 'Vales as well. Navigation during this
these streams when irrigation first began, and irrigators
period cannot be maint,,;ned without restricting irrig"tion
on the lower sectIOns of streams new encourap'e excessive
development in the two upper States.' The construction
diversions above flood waters.
The am,ount o~f the' water
of the locks will lessen the amount 0 f water required,
diverted in flood s~a;;ons which returns to the streClI1l de·
but the large sum of money needed to build these locks
pends on tIle width of the irrigated valley and the chao
wi II check the constl uction of irrigation works in all the
racter of the underground strata, but the average of a
State,;, because they will hardly be able to provide the
hrge number of streams is about one-third.
money required for both purposes.
.
The carrying out of these storage works, together with
These locks are too costly to be considered as storage
the channels required t8 distribute the water will it is
weirs for irrigation, and they would have so little v"lue
believed;' ahsorb the "vail able resources of all 'three' Stat~s
f.or this purpose that it may be disregarded. The quesfor t?e n.ext five years.
If locking is postponed that
tIon, therefore, to be determined is-Is river navigation
long It WIll, I Clm confident, never 'be undertaken.
The
for half the vear of sufficient value to warrant the build·
value of the locks for transportation will not be sufficient
ing of these 'locks?
It is my conclusion that it is not,
to justify the expense, even if we did not need the water
and th"t this is true if we ignore entirely the value of
for irrigation.
the water for irrigation.
J48A. It will cost Victoria £37,000 a year in inThis opinion is based on the declining value of river
transportation in some other parts of the world, and on
terest to maintain those locks; as compensatioI1 for
the fact that this river has few of the essential requirethat we will receive 57,000 million cubic feet for
ments of cheap water transportation.
It has no seaport
irrigation. What view do you take of that ?-I take
at its mouth to permit of the direct transhipment of
t~e view that we ought to ignore navigation' enfreight designed for export.
Nothing which can be 'done
will make this river a s"tisfactory means of transporting
tuell', and deal with it solely as an irrigation
green fruit, poultry, or dairy products, yet these are
'
proposition.
exftctly the products which are likely to result from the
I 48B . You do not think the gain of 57,000 million
extension of irrigation. South Austraiia's future Renmarks
must have railway transportation no matter if these locks
cubic feet is sufficient compensation ?-N O. This is
are bui).
Moreover, the claim that river transportation
the situation: W;ithout any leck:> navigation can be
will be cheaper than that which can be supplied by ·railmaintained for at least six months in the vear as
ways, will, on examination, be ,found to be fallacious.
at present. The value of locking, therefor;, so' f;r
Railways can serve the river settlements with less than
half the mileage that boats must travel in following the
as it aids navigation, is. only for six months of the
tortuous course of the str~am.
The estimated cost of
vear. The view I take is that the whole of the river
the locks is [1,652,000,
1£ interest ancl maintenance be
transp~rt~tion for that six months would not' justify
taken as equal to 6 pcr cent., the annual cost will be
the bmldmg of those locks, regardless of any other
'£100,000, which is JT'ore than 25 per cent. on the average'
annual value of bufh imports and exports shipped on tlie
consideration. '
river at Port A.del:tide hom 18<)2 to IgOI inclusive, and
,149, The statement deals generally with the
WIth \'he increoslllg numher of railways touching the river
value of irrigation as a national proposition j have
this freight will diminish rather than increase in the
future.
you got any figures showing what the actual preAsslll:ning, that all three States are agreed to f~llly desent diversion on the Victorian side of the :Murray
vclop IrTlgatlOn, regardless of its effect on navio-ation
it?-That is being prepared nO\\'; I will furnish
the next step is an agreenlent as to their respective bshare~
the, Commission with it.
of the. water: Or rCtther an agreement as to the principles
On whIch theIr shares are to be determined.
This should
IS0. HaVe you got 'any statements as to t/le
be as simple as possible. The sh:nes of New South \-Vales
Victorirm contribution to the :Murray?-I did not
and Victoria should depend, ·on their' contribution to the
bring them; they are being prepared,' and will l:ie
Oow of the stream; that of South Australia should be 'a
produced.
cerbin share of the flow.
No attempt shonld be macle
in an agreement to fix definite volumes for either State'
15 I. Can you give us your opinion il1 regard
that sb,')uld be left to the Commission entrusted to th~
division. It can establish gauging stations on all tribu-. to the possibility of increasing the diversioPf!;
how far it is feasible, as things are at pres.enr,
tanes, al~d by means of telegraphic reports be kept adto increase diversions for irrigation purposes ?-I
n.sed .daIly of all Iml;ortant changes, and can regulate
chverslons to accqrt! With this,
A system of this chawould like to know what you mean by feasible.'
racter is in successfnl operation on' several rivers in
1)2. To what extent could the present irrigation
Amcrica, anrl there will be nO difficulty in apph-incr it
be increased ?-Taking the valley of the 'MurraY,
?cre.
Rut the~e wil! ce~tainlv be friction and il~ju;tice
any furtl:er extension of irrigation ought to be
If an attempt IS macle III advance to fIX t"e abwlilte
amount of water any State is to have, regardless of the
a5=compa~1e~1 by storage, so that, the further extenflow of the stream.
sIon of lrngatlOn development beyond those works
Fol.lowing this a~~reement should come the eClrly COnnow in process of being c,arried out will depend
structlOn of two large stora['es-one at CumbaroonCl on
on the development of storage. That does not
,the Upper Murray to provide ,,,ater for irrigation in
mean that all the water to b~ 1)sed must be
New South 'Vales and Victoria when th~ river is low,

Even the area now under irrigation can be made to bring
returns infinitely greater than can be secured by the
fullest development of the navigation possibilities. If
one-half of the land in Victoria, irrigated with Murray
'waters last year, had grown lucerne hay, the prodnct
wonld have been worth to the farmers in this State more
than J>,ooo,ooo, wliich is five times the average annual
valne of all the river freight handled at Port Adelaide
from '18g2 to Igol.
If irrigation is made a paramonnt nse, the land that
can be reclaimed ought to 'support a dense population.
MOle people will live in this valley than now live in the
three States, and the Murray will in the near fnture rank
with the Po, the Euphrates, and the Sacramento, among
the irrigated valleys of the world.
But this result will
only come by making irrigation superior to navigation.
If there is any uncertainty or controversy about this,
development will be slow and uncertain.
A great opportunity will be jeopardized' with no compensating gain.
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somewhere, and that is the mos', c0l1Veniel1t
stored, but there mllst be enough stored to carry
to store
irrigators over the two O,r three months of the' place, and it seems a very economic::! I
low water flow of any ril'er, whether the Goul- water.
burn, the J\Iurray, 01: any other river used in
162. B'v tIle Ckairman:-Can yOU say how this
irrigation. That is the reason for the statement \Yorks out in practice. You have a certain supply
that the next step i:l de;·eloprr:ent should be a sturage duriug months to be given at a certain place-ll~)W
work on the Upper 'Murray, and that is required are you goiilg to regulate the t~p stream \vate~, whIch
for any considerable ex.tension on the 'i'vIurray; and 'comes down very slowly, to ll1sure that Ce1l1g caradditional storage is required on the Goulburn for ried out. Is that
of the proposition workable?
any considerable extension heyond the works now· -Yes there are many ,treams \vhere the system
nearing completion.
I hav~ suggested is being successfully carrie0 out.
an. expenm:=nt.
153: Without storage the area could not be Introducing it here would not
An illustration is the Arkansas RIver 111 America;
safely extended now?-That is so.
it 'supplies altogether' about 1,500 irrigation chan1 54. That is on the principle that Victoria is
These
entitled to take out what she contributes ?-Yes. i1els on the main stream ::j.nd tributaries.
'r might illustrate the situation on the Murray, as channels have rights of varying value, whlch value
shown by the flow of 1908.
That was a low does not depend on the place of· diversi::m, but on
The
water discharge, but it was one of the discharges I the date when the channels were bUlIt.
that shows the limitations on the use of the river. minrrling of earlier and lower r.ights on all parts
These are. some diagrams to illustrate that state- of the stream complic3.tes the diversions which
would be directed from a central office located on
ment [producing and explaining same].
ISS. Without further storage there is no pos- - the main stream below all the principal tributaries.
sibility of development ?-Storage must be a Whenever there is any change in the volume of a
contributing stream this is im:nediate,ty ·wired to
feature of further safe develoDment.
156. Looking at the proposed agreement, sect:ons the centra I office. and instructlOns gIVen to all
30 and 31 regulate the diversion until the locking seclions of the stream where diversions would be
It would probably take. a year or two
takes place, and section 5 I deals with the matter affected.
of diversion after' the works are completed.
I to 'ascertain the length of time it. would require
understand you have diagrams which will sliow a rise in ::tl1V particular tributary to reach diverthe effect of that agreem~nt on the Victorian sions below . but tl1e certainty with which this is
supply?-Yes.
•
done on 'sb:eam where this, system of .distribution
has been in force a few years gives nO doubt of its
I57. And the Victorian use ~f water?'-:"Yes.
success bere.
In considering this I asked Mr.
I 58. I gather you disapprove of this system of
fixing the amount?- I believe the simpler and bettcr Checchi, who has charge of stream gaugings for
plan would be to base the respective shares of 'the Commission, to give me a statement of the
each. of the States on a principle rather th:m fix time it would require water to pass from Tocumwal
any arbitrary or definite amount for the two upper ,and Swan Hill to the SO'Jth Australian border,
States; their respective shares should be fixed by tl:e both when the river was high and when it was
low.
His measmements of the velocity of flgw
amount of their contributions to tbe stream.
and he says t.hat with
, 'I59' By Mr. Rees.-Does that include or exclude enabled him to determine
·the IHurrumbidgee?-That would include the M.ur- a low river it would take 27.~ days for water to
rumbidgee. When the storage works that are now flow from Echuca to the SO'Jth Australian border,
while it would flow from Swan Hill to the border
being built on the Murru,mbidgee are carried out,
the larger part 6f that river will be used in New in I9 days. With a high J:iver water would flow
South Wales, and that will be charged against New from Echuca to t.he border 111 18 days, and from
The Int~r
South Wales, just as we will use the Goulburn ancl Swan Hill to the border in 13 days.
our use of the Goulburn will be chargw against our St:1te COl:rr:ission in dividin~ water between, VICshare. The probabilities are that in time the Goul- toria and New South 'Wales would only have to
bum will be used' in Victoria, the Murrumbic1gee deal with ~ he quantities whiCh their tributaries
will be used in New South Wales, and they will turned into the main stre~lm, which would greatly
only offset each other. That will leave the river it- simplifv this work. I am confident that with~n
self to be dil'ided between the two States'in pro- 'two or' three vears the respective shares of the
portion to the contributions of the other tributarv three States cOllld be so closeJy adjusted that there
. streams.
The contributions of South Australia " would be no chance of uncertainty or injustice.
would have to be based on some different principle,
r63. You are against any fixed am~)lmt at the
because it contributes little or nothing to the river, eastern boundary of South Australia ?-1 think
and there it becomes a neighbourlv ag.reement to it would be a '
mistake. It \yould be much
safeguard their rights; and I think it shOUld be a better to make
a matter of percentages.
proportion of the stream's flo,v, and that proporr64. The South Australian supply would have to
tion should -take a part of the flood water, ,mel it be some fixed amount ?-Why? '
should 'go down v,jth the fali of the stream. That
16 5. Bv,i11,.. _4bbott.~They would not agree unwould. of course, require South Australia, as it reless they got some fixed amount·? I do not think it
quired the upper. States, to provide by storage for \rould be .unfair. South Australia has the oppor·
.their necessities during low \vater flow. They have
tunitv, in the existence of Lake Victoria, to make
at the present time an opportunity for a very large a large storage of flood water at, its border. That
storage at Lake Vic~Gria, and I think the effect of • it can let clown just as it 'ple:lses;; the other
'irrigation above will in tiVle be t<) regulate the flow States would have no concern ill that whatever. In
of the stream so that thev will have naturnl1v ;'\n addition to that it would receive its percentage
incre;'\sed supply on the l~wer reaches of the '!'lver 'contribution of' the varying flow of the river. .It
irrespective of storilge.
would ha\'e to provide against the rise and fall in
160. By irrigat~on water returning?- Yes.
tlu1t flow bv the use of the necessary part of its
r6:r. By Jl1r. Al>bott,-Withou: that stor:lge near
s~orage water, but that is precisely Ivh:lt the ·upper
to South Australia at Lake Victoria, SO-1l1h AusStates would ha'le, to do; they would :111 be on
tralia could have no. effective irrigation supply in
an equality as far as th:1t is cOl;cerned.
tilt> summer months. supposing we divert
166. By Mr. Gray.--Do you know anything
caIly the whole flow of. the. Upper
'less it \vas stored 'somewhere else; they require the about Lake Victoria ?-·No.

h:
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I67. In the information supplied by the previous Commission, if they made an effective storage
at Lake Victoria they would be able to supply
their stream to pretty' well a navigable limit from
that storage during the dry months ?-Yes, the_belief I have about it is this, that they will find that
water so valuable for irrigation that they will prefer
themselves to destroy navigation to retaining it. In
maintaining irrigation they will have a complete
use in a few years for all ihis water.
I68. By tlte Cltair1nmi.-You approve of storage
at Lake Victoria ?-Entirely.
169' By Mr. lrfanilold.-You spoke of the ~r
centage that ought to he allowed to South AustralIa.
Taking this particular case where the two upper
States 'contribute the whole of the water, and South
Australia contributes absolutely nothing, could you
give any clue as to what you consider a fair percentage to be allowed to them ?-No. I have not
'sufficient information, and have not &iven enough
, attention to that to be warranted in expressing an
opinion.
I70. By jUr. Abbott.-You are not' in a position
to say w.hat amount we could afford to allow South
Australia ?·~I ao not think I would be prepared
to express an opinion on that without much more
information.
17l. By tlze Clzairman:-You think the better
basis would bea .percentage basis ?-Yes.
172. Ha~'e you any 'opinion to offer with regard
to the basis that has been adopted as between Victoria and New South Wales ?'-~No; I do not feel
I am sufficiently versed to express any opinion. I
do not regard that as an important matt~r.
I
believe the basis in future agreements should be
that· the di,'ersions by each State are in proportion to what it contributes to the flow of the
stream.
I 73. Your idea is that the proportion should Le
fixed by an independent body?-.Fixed on the measure from year to year; they can determine to-day
how much water will be available next week, or perhaps for a month with very great accuracy.
174. You know the proposed body consists of representatives of each State?-Yes.
17 5· Would you consider it a fair tribunal to
deal with such a subject ?-I think it ought to be.
It does not depend upon where a man comes from.
It depe~ds upon the kind of man he is, and the
share of each State would not be a question of
law or opinion j it would be a question of fact
to be settled by' stream gaugings.
176. Do you know of any similar body representing different States?-;-The only analogous body I
am acquainted with is the joint Commissio'n between the United States and Canada determining
th", international water-wav between the two countries.
That includes th~ di~ision of the power
at Niagara Falls, the boundaries of, the fishing
rights on the great lakes, and a great many naviJ:{ation questions.
The duties are not the same,
but they are somewhat analogous Commissions.
. 177. So far as that part of the scheme, is concerned, you have 1'10 objection to it?-No; I can
see no other means of reaching a .solution.
, 178. By Mr. AM·ott.-Those contending States
in America never attempted ,to regulate their affairs
by 'a . Commission in this way?-No.
179. Is there anybody regulating the rights of
the two States on the ~rkansas River?-The
practical effect' of the Supreme Court decision is
to leave €olorado untrammelled to uS;', all the
water it can use; it is the upper State. '
180. There is nobody regulatini!; the water between the two St,ates ?-No. I can give another
illustration where there has been an adjustment of
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riahts across boundaries. There has been a treaty
e;tered into between the United States and Mexico
involving the rights to the river for .irrigation acro~s
the boundarv. The Rio Grande RIver was used 111
Mexico before it was used in the United States j
later the diversions in the United States on the
upper reaches of the stream so impaired the flow.
as to deprive the lower reaches, and a treat v has
been entered into to this effect: the United States
agrees to furnish water to existing rights in
Mexico, but ~o no future rights, and is building
a reservoir to utilize the entire stream within its
own boundaries.
181. Looking at clause 5I I understand your
office wil! produce a diagram showing the manner
in which that will work out ?-Yes.
J82. That diagram has your approval ?-Yes.
183. By Mr. A.bbott.-Tf you are opposed to the
basis of this agreement would it be better for us to
go on with no.agreement?-No, I think an agreement is very desirable.
r84. By Mr. Gray.-Between the two States?No, between all three.
185. If you give the third ~tate nothing what ~s
the use of the agreement ?-I think South AustralIa
should have her share. She should have q percentage of whatever the flow is.
I mean there
should be no arbitrarv quantity that would remain
uniform regardless of the flow of the river.
186. I have received later information from the
Engineer-in-Chief of South Australia that during
the early part of March they took the gauge at Morgan, which showed 3,000 cubic feet a second, that
w~,s contributed probably by the Murrumbidgee and
the Darling. Is there any occasion at all to provide
for a large quantity of water for South Australia,
seeing that until New South Wales locks the water
and stores it in some way, South Australia will
always receive that water ?--I am not sufficiently
informed regarding the conditions to express an
opinion. Taking the year I885, according to this
diagram, I find there are' seven months in the
vear in which there was no flow at all from the
barling.
...
187. In how many years did it fail altogether in
March ?-The failures seem to be in October, Novembe,r, and December.
188. That is the time when we send plenty of
water down the Murray, so that would not matter?-It has failed in ']1,'1 arch " 1889, 1900, 1901,
and '9°2.
189. By tlte C liairmalZ.-Yesterday sorr.e members of the Commission wanted to know how this
proportion, with regard to the dlVlSlon of water,
There is to be 60.000 million
would work out.
cubic feet at the eastern bounuary per ~nnum ; that
mny all come in one or two months, there is nothing in the agreement to regulate the time in which
it should come.
Is not that a weakness in the
arrangement ?-Supposing South Australia had received fn a flood 60,000 million cubic feet, would
it be entitled to claim any for the remainder of the
s'eason-if that is so her sole reliance for surr.mer
.
water would be storage at Lake Victoria.
190. I suppose you would have had something
to do with it if this agreement had been carried by
all the States ?-I do not know.
19I. By lIlr. iVanifold.-The way this agreement
is written now, it appears that particular part of it
would be favorable to Victoria because we would
not be robbing ourselves at th~ time we wanted it?
--Yes. it is a little ambiguous; I have never re"arded this as being entirelv conclusive.
That
clause taken alone would mean diat having received 60,000 million cubic feet, regardless of the
time the v received it. that would end their claim
On t~e other States, but taken in connexion with
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. the powers of. the Commissioners'I do not feel eer,tain it would be construed In that \Va,'.
192. By tlte Cltainnan.-In your Opi~lion if these
quantities areallo~~~ed, and the water is divided in
the way proposed in the agreement, evel1 now, a
typicill year, Victoria could not. get the amount it
requires for its nse?-Take the division proposed
. between the three States' for the t\Velv~ years, or
,~I}til lock,ing is completed; I am sure it would in,terfere with the use of water in Victoria.
.
19,~' What would be the effect of that ?-We
; would' have to provide by storage. .
I94. I uqderstand that one of the rea SOIlS YOll
object to spending monel' on locks is that the
mone;! which would be spent on that would not.
be 8\'ailable for storage ?-I believe,' as far 'as the
three States are concerned. their first use of their
monel' should be to provid~ storage.
195. You hold positiyely to' that opinion ?-Yes,
both Victori:l and New South Wales need it on the
·upper reaches of the Murrar. and South Australia
needs it at Lake Victoria.
"
'
196, 8v Mr, Gray.-Did von read the clause reJatii1g to South Australia in the Royal Commission's
.report. It says if ttl~y made the storage at Lake
ViGtoria they would get roo,ooo cubic feet Der
m.inute, whereas they were only to g~t 79,000 cubic
feet Fer r,1inute under the. agreement ?-It seems

:\lurray settlements will be generally devoted to
dairying and fruit-growing. As to the things that
nctyigation would most affect, I think this would be
a true statement regarding inland water transportation. that regardless of the size of the river or
water ways it has only proved economical and
effective where applied to products of great bulk
arfcl low value, like coal, iron, lumber, and. in
some cases, wheat.
These are products that hot
onlv have a low value where tirr.e of transit is immaterial, but they can be loaded and unloaded by
automatic n1achinerv. Where convenience in reaching market become's an element, and where the
products have a high value river transportation is
not satisfactory, and where Jiailway transportation,
even at higher rates, is provided, the products all
go by raiL
2IO. By Mr. Ree:r.-Is it not a fact that where
you h'ave a river or canal and railway transportation
in competition, even goods of low value are 'carried
preferably ];Jy rail. Take the New York Central,
and ,the Erie Canal, runHing parallel from Buffalo
to Albany, is not it a fact that transportation is by
rail rather than by the. canal ?-Take wheat, from
Chicago to New York, where there is ·both water
tral{sportation' and rail: a large part of that goes
bv raiL The other feature in the same transportation is that the meat. products, the dairy pro,,59,
.
,
ducts, poultry, and eggs, practically all go by
197· By t!ie Cltairman.-Your office if;. able to raiL 'Vater transportation there, although superior
produce gaugillgs, showing the volume of the in its capabilities to anything that can be hoped
-Murrn\' for several years?-Yes, we have gauging:; for here. is not utilized.
•
made at several poii1tS. '
2 II'. 'By Mr. Aobott.-Havc the navigating
198. And also cf the tributaries of the Murrav ? people done .anything in opposition in ~merica?
_-Yes, Mr. Checc!1i has prep::lred for submissi~n There. is a great diffc!'ence of opinion. There was
to the Cormr.issicll a complete list.
-recently.a conference in the United States to urge
. I99. Are vou satisi1ed' with the accuracy of the
on Congress the' improvement of the inland water
'g<lllgings and the system employed?-Yes, he is
ways, but nothing came of it; and the discussion
~ vel'): competer;t and skilled man, of loi1g exthat resulted from it has brought out the facts I
perience, alli:1 his gaugings are reliable.
have stated.
'. 200. And the statements are suffiCient
212. Br' illr. Rees.-As a matter of fact, the
'they are the best in llse anywhere . .
WeHand Canalis hardly llsed as ag-ainst transporta20I. Do you know if there is any 'renson to doubt
:the acctlr:)<:;v of the 'gaugings taken prior to the tion {l:om Buffalo to New York ?-There is scarcelv
'1:1st few yearS ?-I think . not.
!v[r. Checchi has 'il canal system, outside the Erie 'Canal; in AmeFic;,
been recentlyre.gauging the rivers that were gauged that has any practical value. I have here an article
in the EngineerillJ; News of 28th January, which is
'twenty vears ago, and while there were some dis·
a review of the Water Wavs Commissioner 'of Wis- .
crepancies, ns'a rule, their a,grecment is very close.
consin-fltandiug in tke sdmeJ.
'
:!O:!. Is there any cause for the discrepa'ncies?":':'"
Z I 3. Ry the Cltairmalt.-Have you given any COli' .
Just the change in the shape of the banks.
'zo.). We lTlay look upon the gml,girigs as being sideration to the locking system in South Austr.alia.
it is proposed to create six locks there ?-,--I have
fairly ne;1,r the m31'k?-Yes. I think·so.
:nade
no. personal investigation. of the engineering
204. In both Australian and American instances
features.
I have taken the statements given in
I1'lVig;1t i9l1 is s,ubordinilte to 'j'Tirration ?-Yes. ..
2()5· Is -that the vie\v thaf' is' gener,allv held the reports.
2I 4. Y GU consider that part of the scheme is a
ilmO:lg the people in the arid regions of America,
w'here they have both navigation and irrigntion? mistake, from <In Australian point of view?-I think
-So far as the neople themselves are cCDcerned it so.. . I do not believe it will be worth the cost.
2 I 5· Yot; do not think the £'37,000 it will cost
i.s lmiversallv held, but it is more than. that; it
hilS heen st.?ted as the position of the GO',emment Victoria every year is made up by the extra 57,000
officiallv· where it affects strernr.s that flow into the million .cubic feet of water ?-The ra.ilway conhumid 'redons, so that that feeling is. not confmed nexions with the 'Murray are being constantly
We are building new railways to tap
to the arid regions. it is .the Dol icy adopted bv the extended.
Government \vhereit affects humid districts as well. the Murray at. different points; New South Wales
is extending its Jines along its streams. a,nd
206. By Mr. Rees.-And admitted bv the humid
South Australia is doing the same.
I think that
district ?-':"n has not been contested. ~
there are" perhaps, certain cheap products that
, 20 7.' By the Cltairmall.-You are familiar with
the products .of <'In irrigated country, such as the would be carried out on the flood W:1ters of the
Murrav basin ?-Yes.
rivers as river transportation.
I think that will
,wg~ I understood yOU to say that railway trans- continue for a good many years, without any
P9rt:1tion was far more likely to be useful for the locking.
pqrposes of these prodUcts than navigation ?-T feel
zr6. That will be in the nature of station loading,
sure of that. The river transportation is too slow and a cC.I'tain amount of wool ?-Yes, but that kind
for carryino; perishable products like green fruit and of transportation is not at a 11 unusual; the fact that
a p;rent many dairy products; it is unsatisfacton'" it is intermittent does not destrov'its value. On
zQ9· What do vou consider the maIn staple oro- , the great lakes the ,transP0rtation' is intermittent;
(,"lcts d the ~ettle!T'ent. such :l.S is rising on the they are closed in winter bv ice, and a D"'reat many
Murray and its tribtlfaries?-I think the lower rivers in Europe are closed in the same way., -
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~ 1 7. 1n connexion with these locks, there will be

weirs; will they be of any value for irrigation purposes ?-The weir for storage purposes may be dIS
regarded, because the cost is too great, and be<;:a?se
at critical periods you must keep th.e w.ater behmd.
the weir if it is to be used for navlgatlOn. There
are some places where they would also seIye f<;>r
diversion weirs but the number of those reqUIred IS
far less than 'the number required for navigation
purposes.
218. By jV/r. Gray.-What area do you expect. to
be able to irrigate from the Goulbllrn w~)!ks dunng
the next five vears with the Waranga basm?-About
2 50,000 acre~' as soon as we can build the distributaries, and carry out a small increase of storage
in the weir.
21 9. Mr. Swinburne said in Parliament that the
area commanded by irrigation works would be
1:,25 0 ,000 acres?-Th'rit is not a discrepancy; command means that there will be that much land below
the system.
.
.
220. And it was to be in operation in 19 1 4 .. D.o
vou expect to have more than 250,,000 acres contributing revenue for irrigation by that time ?-No, I
doubt if we will go any further than that on t~e
Goulburn by that time. I think that, is a very satISfactory progress in four years; anythmg beyond that
will involve further storage on the Goulburn. I do
not understand that to mean there will be 1;25°,000
acres inigated,
Tl'lat simply means below: the
channel.
221. By jIb. Abbott.-This agreement contemplates the three States contributing equally towards
either locking or storage; would i~ be a help to
Victoria to agree with South Austraha, so as to get
her eontribution, and to let them have water stored
in the upper reaches, or to agree with New South
Wales in the matter of storage, and let South
Australia do what the\' like in their own territor\' ?-l think it would' be Detter to have an
agreement between .all three States.,
_,
222. By the Cltamnan.-What would yo~ suggest
as :t fair compensation to, South Austraha-what
percentage of the waters of the Murray WOUld. be
reasonable ?-In using the term percentage, I thmk
the term" share" would be better; it might not be
a uniform percentage; it might be a variable share,
depending on the requirements of t~e. State. . For
example, if we aim to completely utIhz~ the nver,
tneIe is no necessity for sending down 111 the nonirrigating period more than is require~, .so it wo?ld'
be a question of a share based on eXIstlI1g reqUirements, and partly on concessions made to bring about
an amicable agreement' between the three States, and
considerations as to how the water could be used to
.
the best advantage, regardless of State, lines.
223. South At~stralia is p,ra~tically a non-,contnbutor; it cannot adopt the pnncIple of retur:n 111 proportion to contributions ?-No. .
224. There'is a statement made in Parliament by
Mr. Downward; he was reading a memorandum
which you had furnished him with in introducing
the Sallle Bill, and YOU are quoteo as saying, "the
benefits of the two upper States seem to be in accordance with their contributions, and are therefore
fair" ?-That was based on the contributions
stated in the report of the Royal Commission, 1902.
225. 'Do you stiJl think it a f~ir prin~ple. that
benefits should be in accordance WIth contnbutlOns?
-I.think that is the correct principle.
226. You cannot
any other principle?Nothing that seems so equitable as that.
227. By Mr. Abbott.-Has anything transpired
since YOU assumed control here to cause you to doubt
the accuracy upon which that report was based as
to the flow of water
do not consideI that a
matter' of, any' consequence, Oecause if we adopt the

principle of diviSIon on the 'basis of contributionS, '
the share that each State will receive will not be
based on those gaugings, but on the gaugings of each
ve:u--tltlat will vary with each year.
228. By the CMirman.-It will be adjusted between the States themselves each year?-Yes.
- 229. You believe in 'a flexible arrangement?-Yes.
230. By Mr.
flbbott.-The allocation between
New South Wales and Victoria is based on that
statement of gauging-if that statement is inaccu-'
rate the distribution is inaccurate ?-Subsequent
gaugings would show whether it was inaccurate.
23I. By Mr, Manifold.-Can you give any idea
as to what percentage of ~he average share, 'which
would fall to the lot of each State, they wou~d be
justified in 'applying to irrigation. If they were to'·
make works to use up the whole of their share in
'l111 average year, would that not be rather a risky
proceeding-some of the irrigation colonies might be
stranded if the share fell below the normal ?-I do
not think there will be much danger, because development must go on comparatively slowly; we will have
to build storages for a considerable portion of the
water available, and we will be ascertaining from
year to year, and learning more and more as to the
~mount of water actually required for irrigation, the
amount lost in transit, and the amount that returns
as percolating waters. That percolating water will
in. time become practically constant, it will vary
much less than OUr rainfall, or the surface contribu"
tions" and its, effect will only be on the lower portions
of the river-the upper portions will depend upon!
the surface flow. There might come abnormal years',
like 1902, when we would have demands for water
in ~xcess of our supplies, then we would have to
take care of the more valuable products, see that
our orchards did not die, and let the cheap annual
products take care of themselves. As time goes on
our soils will become pretty well saturated, and
WE' will be able to carry through a year with much
less surface water than we can now.
I have
known in seasons of extreme drought in California:
where they have gone through a year, and protected their citrus orchards with only a surface:
a.pplication of 3 inches of water.
232. Throughout Australia we hear a great deal
made, from time to time, of the amount of rain th::..t
falls, and what a, very small proportion of it reaches
the sea in the beds of our rivers. It has generally
been accepted among -laymen that there is a tren:endous seepage takes place under ground, which probablv reaches the sea somewhere else. If there is
such' a flow it would interfere slightly with the return of water to the river used for irrigation bigher.
up, We see enormous floods in Queensland, I bave
seen them 25 feet high, not a. drop of which reaches
the sea on the surface?-I understand that is the
case in certain parts of Australia, but the portions
of Victoria that are under irrigation, Qr are likely'
to be irrigated in the future, I do not believe have
any underground channels that would carry the
water awav. ' The difficulty is likel \' to be the reverse of that; the danger 'is that OlU. 'soils will fill
up and become water logged. and we will have to
provide artificial drainage channels; that has oc-'
curred at Mil dura, but these wiJI act similarlv to'
the natural ones, the effect on the river will be the
same.
233. By Mr. Abbott.-All the statements of the
irrigable areas and irrigation made to us are based
on an acre foot per annum. Is a foot sufficient for
irrigation for lucerne and those crops ?-No, I do
not think we can safely base our irrigation on less
than two acre feet per annum.
2,)4. Byl/f!.., Rees.-You say you would require
to send four feet of water away from the
at Cumberoona in order to have the necessary
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irrigation on the lower reaches of the rived-No, I
do not think the loss will be one half. I would sa v
the losses from Cumberoona on water sent down th-;;
river should be very slight, it will be travelling on
the water surface j that is, the natural loss of the
river if you had no Cumberoona would be sustained
if you had no storage-I think there will be verylittle additional loss.
235.
the Ckairman.-You think the storage
might be used for making up the losses to South
. Australia ?-No, I think that storage will be used
I
exclusively bv Victoria and New South Wales.
think Lake Victoria will supply the low water flow
required by South Australia.
23 6 . Bv Mr. Rees.-If you sent down 2S,006
million cubic feet would that irrigate 290,000
acres 2 feet deep ?-In the actual use of that water
you would only draw on. your reservoir for part of
the year; you' would utilize the n.atural flow of the
river as far as you could-the probability is vou
would not draw on that storage until after the fir.st
of January, the dry period. It is a auestion what
percentage of your requirements would come during
that p'art of the season; it is difficult to make any
estimate of how much land could be irrigated before you know how that water is to be used.
237. I am assuming it is used between the junc·
tion of the Goulburn and the Murrav and Nvah
or between Echuca and Nyah-would that \~ate!'
give 2 acre feet to the area mentioned ?-There
would be a certain loss, You would not have an
acre of land irrigated for every 2 acre feet of
water, but what the loss would be I could not undertake to sav until I knew where the water was
to be used. •
238. It would not be 50 per cent. ?-I do n01
think so.
2.39. By lVIr. Abbott.-In reference to our pumping from the Murray, and the schemes in actual
operation and in prospect, have we overtaken the
summer flow of' the jVEurray-have we got anywhere near approaching purr:ping the Murray dry?
-We are approaching close to the low water period.
I think we want to consider' immediately the construction of storage works on the Upper Murray.
240. By lIb. Rees.-As a matter of fact, if all
your State works were in full going order this vear
you'think we would pump the river dry during the
months of February and March?-There was more
than enough to 'supply us, but there was no surplus
water for anv considerable extension. I would say
we had reached the point \Vh,ere we must consider
storage as a feature in any further development on
the Murrav.
.
241. By the. Chairman.-Whether we enter into
this agreement or not?-Yes.
242. By lVIr. Abb'ott.-The private pumps between Echuca and Swan Hill are increasing very
largely?-Yes, we have only made one census of
those pumps, and that did not take into account the
time 'when they were established, so we have no
knowledge when they were placed there.
243, By the Cltairman.-They all have to get
a licence from your Commission?-There was an
amending Dill introduced in the ',last Parliament,
and it .passed the House, but did not pass ti1e
Council, and we have taken 110 further steps regard\ ing that matter, pending action by Parliament on
that Bill.
Z44, ,What was the object of that Bill ?-To
bring into effect a proper system of record of license
for pumping on all streams.
24.1, T~ not that verv necessary?-Jt· is absolutely necessal'l' for the. proper .administration of
the streams,

By

246. At present you have to go by guesswork?

-Yes.
247. What was the effect of the Colorado and
Kansas judgment in the Supreme Court of the·
United States?-You can get the informat~on in the
United States reports. This was a suit brought by
the State of Kansas, which is a lower State as respects Colorado, on the Arkansas River, against
Colorado, the Upper State. Kansas claimed that
prior to the diversion of the river in Colorado such
a volume of water came down in the early surr.mer
months as to saturate the ground on either side d
the river by percolation from the banks inward,
and water the soil of the valley, varying in width
from one to six miles, and that the action of
Colorado had so 100\'ered the water level in the
stream that the v lost the benefit of tilis' saturation.
Furthermore, tl;at Kansas has constructed a large
number of irrigation works, and that they had been
deprived of surface water for supplying those
'
works.
2413, :Pid the State of Kansas proceed on behalf
of its subjects, or as a national affair ?-Both.
The State of Kansas sued both as a land owner
(in the valley of the stream they had a public institution of some kind on the banks of the river)
and also on behalf ~f the citizens. In addition to
those claims they set up a claim that it was a
navigable stream, and that boats had run as far as
Wychea in. Kansas. . It is a navigable stream for
about 500 miles of its length, with boats running
every day, that is in Arkansas and Oklahoma still
fUlther down.
Colorado, in its answer, ciailI:.ed
that as a sovereign State. they were entitled to use
the resources of that State in whatever manner was
necessary for the welfare of the people, and that
being an irrigation State, it was absolutely necessary to use the stream for irrigation, in order that
people might live there, and that under those cir:
cumstances to use the river for irrigation. was to
supply a natural want, and, consequently, thev had
the right, whether under their statutes or under the
common law, to use the river for that purpose, re-·
gardless of its influence 'on the States lower down.
On the joining of these issues the Federal Government intervened on the ground that the eontention
or neither State agreed with the Federal Government's conception of the proper jX}licy to be adopted
in controlling streams throughout the countrY.
Hence they claimed that a somewhat different doc,
trine from either of the two States should prevail. The Federal Government claimed that irrigation \\as superior to navigation, SO that ~laim on
the part of Kansas could not be considered_
It
sustained Colorado so far as a right to the complete use of the river as far as irrigation was concerned, hut held that those users of water in Kansas
who had taken out ditches and made use of the
water, prior to sirr.ilar works in Colorado, sho'uld
take precedence over them, and that the streams
should be divided between the users of the two
States, exactlv as if there was no State line, and
that the division should be based on the priority of
time of use.
In the Supreme Court. on the trial
of the case, the evidence turned largely on whether
Kansas had been damaged, and the evidence was so
conflicting, growing out of the increasing summer
flow due to return water, that the Court held in
effect that Kansas had not sustained damage to
,any material extent, and, therefore; it was not necessary for the Court to rule On the issues, and it
was tluown out of Court without anv indication of
what -would be the ultimate decision.
249· The plaintiff did' not make out his case?The practic:l1 effect of it is. to leave Colorado to
go ahead with its di\'ersions untrammelled. It was
a very expensive Iitig3i:i~1l" ve::y d,iscqura~in,g. r,o
o
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the contestant below, and the general feeling is that and sunk a shaft 60 or 70 feet in depth, and went
the issue is not likely to be raised again betwee!l t.hrough a large stratum of limestone, and apparently struck a very strong. flow of water, as if
those two States.
They
250. That is not very satisfactory as bearing on they had struck an underground stream.
utilized this as being a way of dealing with the
our present condition ?-~No; it is not.
They aho said this water was very
251. By lI-fr. Mani/old.-In this case, was it ac- drainage.
tually proved that there was a certain proportion of brackish ?-As far as its quality is concerned, the
water returned to the fiver by the time it reached water that percolates through irrigated land will
become less and less brackish as time goes on, beKansas ?-Yes.
'
cause
the soluble salts will be washed out.
252. The water could be seen?-Yes.
There
260.
By tlte Cltairman.-I take it the conditions
were a large number ~f meas.urements, as an indicain
the
western
States like Colorad~ and Wyoming
tion of the influence of return \rater, 'durinrr the
time that this trial was going on. A new ch~nnel are similar to the conditions in these parts of Auswas. built on the border of the State to carrv 400 tralia, and they suffer from periods of drought?'
cubIc feet a second; that is quite a large canal, Yes.
261. In the cases cited in Parliament, Kansas
about a quarter of the size of the Goulburn channel,
against Colorado, some one· said they contained the
and that was to utilize seepage water entirelv.
253. By Mr. Rees.-The conditions a;e very decision of an important legal princlpie, but I candifferent. You say percolation took place from the not gather that, and your observation seems to conbank of that river from oue to six miles-that in- firm my opinion; apart from that, do yOlL know
dicates a certain condition of soil. Is there am of any recent decision which affects the rights of
There
percolation on the black soil of the Murrav?-Thi's two States to common water in America.
is an entirely different soil, no doubt; the 'Arkansas was the case of proceedings taken by the AttorneyValley has a gravel subsoil. We have very little G~neral of New Jersey; do you know anythmg of that case ?--Yes; I can send you a
of that here.
.
number of cases in which the point has been
254· That /being a different soil, would there be
So far, in America, there has not arisen
any return water. You know the Swan Hill flats raised.
any
urgent
need for a determination of thai:
-;-we have been irrigating there for fifteen years;
principle. The upper States are using the streams
there any return water from that irrigation area
without any particular regard to the rights of the
mto the bed of the Murray?--I am not able to S,lV j
States below, and they have not reached the comI ~lever made any examination of that, but I am
plete absortion of rivers that requires the settlement·
qmte sur~ ~hat. in all of those irrigated areas, .lS
soon as lrngatlOn becomes svstematic the lower of that question.
262. YOLl are quoted in Parliament as saying that
gl:ounds will become saturated: ane! ejtl~er there will
be natural drain:lge, or vou will have to provide you thought the division of \\ ater according to contribution is a fair thing ?-I simply expressed the
artificial drainage.
.
255· Will that water be ava.ilable for irrigation, view that the system of basing each one's share on
or any use whatever furtber down the stream?- the contribution was a fair one.
263. Do you think the contribution through the
Yes; I am sure of it.
.
mouth
of the 'Murrumbidgee of a cubic foot would
, .z 56. The \yater c~rried off in the drainage ilt
Mddura, where land IS water· logged and they ha\'e be considered as valuable a contribution as a cu,bic
!o put. drains in: is brackish. Sup~sjng that wate! foot from some of the up stream rivers. Would
IS carneJ b:lck It would really be unfit for use ow. you take them as equal ?-No j I should think the
ing to its being in contact "with the salt st::ltum con~ribution further up stream would be more valuthat \ve ~now is in that country 12 or T 5 feet down? able, because it gives a greater opportunity to utilize
-There IS pJ'obably mOre salt in the soil at Mildura , the river; but as a practical matter, I do not regard
than further up stream. It would be more brackish that as being of any importance. I feel assured
there. If you are compelled to use water of that that New South W,lies wiII utilize the Murrumch:1racter continuously. it would iniurioush· affect bidgee completely; it is within its own territory,
soil, :but that MilJura water, after 'it comes back, and little or nore of the Murrumbidgee will corne
down irlto the Murray, just as we will endeavour to
~CX:S mto ~h~ s~ream, and is diluted to a point where
It IS not lTIJUflOUS, and I am quite confident from utilize the Goulburn completely in our own territory. Those two rivers will balance each otherwhat I have seen of the character of the soil here
there will be no difficult v in using all the retun; whatever New South Wales uses of the Murrumbidgee will be measured up stream above the point
water that comes into the stream.
257· You have no data to go UpOl~ that that of junction with the Murray., and the same will
Hence the question of
water does return il1to the Murray from the irri- be true of the Goulburn.
gate.d area, where we know that irrigation bas been division will be 'as to the contribution of the other
earned on largely for, at an\' rate, fifteen veal's? streams.
264. By iVr. Abbott.-If New South Wales
-There are places where it is beginning to' show
the effects of satur:ttion, and it will have to go started to use the head waters ,of the Murrav, it
would be a very simple thing for them to use ~ Jot
somewhere soon, or the land \vill be water· logged.
258. By Mr. Abbott.-There is an impression of water that we wanted ?-I suppose if they used
among. the people at the Waranga. ch:tnnel Lilat you any, tbey would use some that we would want in
are gomg to lose an enormous quantity of water at time.
265. The nature of the country is such that thev
various portions a long ,the route of 'that channel.
Is that likely to happen ?--Tt is entirely possible can get it easier than we CaJl ?-Yes; but if this
that there may be sectIons of the channel 'where the principle is established, all they will' be permitted
losses will be heavy. and some means will have tn to 'take is their own contributions.
266. By Mr. Rees.--Allowing those two to offset
be taken to prevent it. We do not think there will
he continuous loss~s; the soil generally is good soil one a11other, the Murrumbidgee anc! the GOlllburn, not
taking them into account at all, we would find that
for holding wa.ter.
.
259. As to the drainage at Mildura, when the New South Wales weuld give 4T ,000 million cubic
parliamentary party was there. they took llS to tht' feet, and Victoria would give 57,000 million cubic
place where 'dl~aim{ge was llcCeSSar)', and they told feet; that would be a fair di\'isioll of the water acus that tl}ey had! got some miners up from Bendigo, cording to its effective contribution, omitting the
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Goulburnhi. one case, and the Murrumbidoree in-the
other ?-Yes; if those were the contributions .we
would be entitled tot:rke a little more out than' the\'
,vould.
'
267. If we put the Murrumbidgee in, we come
back to the old basis ?--No; the MUlTumbidgee will
be measured, and the Goulbu~n will be measured,
and whatever they carry will be credited to them.
268. Then your scheme would. be that you are
giving more water to New South Wales out of the
MurrilY than they contribute really of effective
water ?-N o.
26 9' By the.Clzairmatt.-The Murrumbidgee is ;t
larger stream than the Goulburn ?-I would not
eire to discuss those gaugings, because I knDw
nothing about them.
•
27 0 . By Mr. Rees.-If you omit from the calculation altogether, both the Goulburn and the ~1ur
rumbidgee, I agree with you ?-I think the two
streams are nearly of i. size.
27 1 . On Rage I I of the report, there is a statement on a typical low year.
The effective water
supplied to the river is from the Upper Murray and
Majors Creek, in New,South Wales, and then from
the Upper i\lurray, and Mitta, and Kiewa, in Victoria ?-At Mildura, New South Wales has 149,000
million cubic feet, and Victoria 153,000 million
cubic feet; that includes lboth the Goulburn and
the Murrumbidgee.
They are still in about the
same proportion. Victoria has the bigger contribu·
tion until you include the Darling.
27 2 . By the Cltairman.--The Goulburn in low
years is below the Iv[urrumbidgee ?-I am not able
to say. Some recent gaugings that I have read in
the report on the Barrenjack scheme indicated that
the two rivers were about the same size.
273. By lVir. Matti/old.-Under this system of
agreement, to which you have referred, of taking;
\Vater by shares, I understood you to say you would
not, in the case of New South Wales and Victoria; make any difference between the value of a
• foot of water at the :r"Iurrumbidgee, and in the
upper river. Would it, not be possible for New
South Wales to sav: "I am entitled to SO ma:nv
thousand feet; I will take it out of the upper rive;,
and _if you want your share, you can have it below
the l\Iurrumbidgee," where it will be nO good to
Victoria ?-~That is theoretically poss~ble, but practicaHy impossible, because their chief work is on the
l\;Iurrumbidgee. If thev had not made any proviSIon on the Murrumbidgee to utilize that work, what
ypu say might happen, but we know that their prinClpal works a;re on the Murrumbidgee..
.
.' 274. Under such an agreement as that it would
br impossible for them to entirely use the Murrumblqj:(ee, and at the same time divert an enormouS
q0antlty of wa~er from the Wakool ?-No, because
they have nothmg on which to clairr: it. It is far
~~re. ~jesirable for. Ne\v South Wales to develop
lrngat10n on the Murrumbidgee than on the Murrav.
275. By Air. Sl/tith.-In connexion with the
amount of \vater to be supplied to South Australia,
. there is provision further for a considerable amount
of evaporation at Lake Alexandrina-is that H
reasona,ble provision ?-Under t,he sugge.stion I have
made It would be left entirely to South Australia what it did with its share of the water:
276. You would not regard it as a fair thing to
proviqe water for evaporation in another State?-"I had better not discuss that.
277. By .Mr. Rees.-Is not there a joint Com·
mission in the Unit~d States to regulate the water?
--:-No, there is no regulation or commission between
two American States. Each State determines this
matter for itself, absolutely without anv regard to
the uses or rights of the lower State. "
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278 .. ~'here is some authority that determines
when Irngators' can divert water' the' amount they
can divert j and when they should cease diverting"?
-:-That is in each Stat€'; but you take so~e of those
nyers; the territor v en:braced. while it is not eaual
extensive that it is a very fair
to the 1'1'1 urray , is
illustration of hmv the principle·works.
"
::~9. By ·111r. :ibbott.-The Arkansas River is
hLg-er than the Goulbum, )mt not so large as the
~-Iurray ?-:r'hat is so.
I think there is something
lIke 300 mIles between the upper and lower ditches
on the Colorado, and there' is a net ,,;ork of ditches
on the tributary streams.
280. By Mr. 'Lemmon.-Was it not held in that
Case that a man who had started his irrigation,
could extend it to any extent and yet it would be,
deemed a reasonable use of the river. Was not the
question of rcasonable use prominent in that case?
-It was in the discussion of the case not in the
dec~si?n. The definition of riparia;1 ;ights in the
majorIty of the States is that the riparian riuhts ex·
!end to the limit of the drainaj:(e area j a;;'ywhere
I!1 the watershed of the stream is riparian rights.
2.81. If he had only an acre irrigated, 'and the
dramage area extended to 10,000 acres, he would
b: jllstifiecl in irrigating the whole of that, irrespectIve of the man down stream ?-Yes.

so

The witness 'Withdrew.

John S. Dethridge, sworn and examined.
282. Bv tlle Chairman.-What are vou ?-Deputy-Chief Engineer of Water Supply. •
283. How .Iong have you been in that position?
-Two years.
284. Are you ·farr.iliar with the proposed' agree.
ment between the States. with reerard to tlie divi·
sionof the Murray waters ?-Yes.""
285. I understand VOll have prepared saine diagriW1S in regard to the practical effect of adopting
that scheme of division ?-Yes. [The z1ltltness prddllced lite same.]
Diagram No. I [Exhibit 1]
shows the effect of .applying the agreement to the
year 1907-8. That is'the known quantity as "am!ed
at Mi Idura; to that all the known divers\';ns- of
:Victoria haye been added, so as to get the total flow
discussed by the agreement-having got this the
.
agreement has been applied to it.
286, What does that show?-That shows how
the water would have been apportioned among the
three States during the year 1907-8 from Tuly to
J'.lne !n~lusive. Exhibit, 2 is a diagral)1 showing
Vlctona's share of the nver flow in I907-8.
287. Have you any remarks to' make about the
deductions tQ be drawn from that diagram ?-That
also shows the actual diversions made bv Victoria
in that year. It is shown that ill the ir_onths of
:March and April the .actual diversions :exceeded the
share made available for Victoria by the agree·
ment.
288, So if the agreement had been in force
Victoria ml}st have gone short in its irrigation reo
quirements'?-Yes, if it had been enforced strictI v .
it is not 'likely that :New South Wales would ha~'~
taken its full share.
289. That is assuming that New South Wales
had nothing to spare for Victoria ?~Yes.
These
diagrams do not take into account .any flow from
the Darling River,
.
290. :rbev do, however, .allow jor the South'
AustralIan demands under the agreein~nt?- Yes.
'
291. Those demands might be met bv water
from the Darling ?-In this particular ve;r it is
almost certain thev would have been but~there have
been Years in whi~h they would not.'
292. Is the year 1907-8 a tvpic.al year?-A
typical low year.
"

;;!93. Whqt was the typical 'low ye:u before. that?
,-I believe IS96 was a typical low year.
1902
is, IWt a typical low year, it is an abnormal low
year.
294. We 'have evidence from Mr. Kenyon that
IS96 to IS99' was a succession of low
that correct ?-l cannot answer that, as
directly iI.l charge of the gaugings. In
the Goulburn, witll which I deal directly,
have
a diagrllm that is typical of the Victorian contributions to the
but I would not SilY it is typical of the ,Murray as a whole.
295. :Mr. 'Kenyon said yesterday that no storage
could provide, except at enormous cost. for making
up the deficiencies of four low years, such as that
, period-have you any opinion about tllat ?-Without being posittve, I am inclined to a,e:ree with that
, statement.
296. You agree with him that the flood storage
is principallv available for the summer months
which follow?-As a general proposition, that is

'so.
297, 1t is not feasible' to store for more than
'one, or, at the utmost, two years ?-I would say
two years.
29S. You would not consider that an argument,
, the fact that four vears have come in succession like
'that, against considerable efforts in the direction of
storage ?-Certainly not. Exhibit No. 3 shows the
,apportionment of the same discharge at Mildura for
the same period 1907-S between New South Wales
and Victoria alone.
299· Assuming each State gets its full qU'lntllIT.
,under the agreement?-Yes.
.
300 , What is the proportion?-Two to New
South Wales 'and one to Victoria approximately.
30 I. Have you any inference to draw or fact to
call our attention to witl} regard to that diagram?This diagram also shows the anticipated requireIT:ents of Victoria when the works now~ in hand or
projCf.:ted for immediate construction are carried
out. '.
3 02 . What period would that cover ?-,-Within the
next two or three years.
303. By 1912 ?-Yes.
30 4. !3y 1I1r, Gray.-You do not refer to further storage ?-No, only the works in hand now.
30 5. By the Chairman.-What does that diagram (Exhibit 3) show?-It shows, assuming those
works to be in operation, there would have been
shortages in the months of Jiln'uary, r'~bruary,
March, April, and May.
306 . Have you any further comment!> to make
about that ?-No, I think that covers the whole
ground.
30 7. By Mr. Abbott.-This is the available
,water after giving South Australia's quota ?'-No,
in this diagram it is assumed that South Australia
has been provided for elsewhere, either by storage
on its border or by the DarlinK River.
308 . This means that we cou:ld afford' !o give
South Australia nothing from the Murray, or our
• own streams ?-Not without further storage or going
short.
30 9. By Mr. Rees.-These calculations are based
on :\Wdura gaugings ?-Yes, and ip this c;ase the
qnticiPllted diversions.
3 10. Qo you know QOw the gaugings are taken at
, Mildura?-Yes, Many years ago I had bome per',sonal connexion with them, put for vallf purpose
you h:.d better get Mr. Checehi.
3 I I. During the time you were taking gaugings
at Mildura, would a considerable stream of water
I flowing in the Darling affect the floW at Milpu~a?
-:-It should not do so--it would affect it in the
sense of elevatin~ it.
".
,

312. That is, suppose 200,000 cubic feet per
mi l1 ute were flowing in the Darling, would you say
that quantity in the Darling would retard the flow
of the :Murray at Mildura ?-As a matter of theory
and hydraulic science it would-to. what exte~t I
cannot say, I have not made a speCIal study of the
subject.
3I3, If the Darhng IS iiowing freely, and you
are taking the gaugings at Mildura, w,hat effect
would that have 0'n vour calculations of the river
flow?-These calculations are based upon
of
gaugings obtained from the State Rivers anC!
'Water Supply Commission.
I cannot go beyond
that; I cam;ot say what computations were made
It must have some effect,
in making those up.
but it would be impossible to say without a most
complicated calculation. based on data collecte.d
under all of the conditlOns-I h\lve never had thIS
data.
, 314. f3y Mr. A.bbott,-In that case would you
register more water than the normal flow?-The
state of the Darling must have some effect j whether
it is appreciable or not I cannot say. In this .case
I simply got the gaugings from the State RIvers
,md Water Supply Commission,
315. By lvlr. Rees.-We have data since IS84,
vears before the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission was thought of. You we.re an officer
of the Department at that time j have t~e gaugings
been taken in such a way as to be &UffiCIently accurate for us to base calculations, and conclusions upon
, t~el1l ?~I have never since my first connexion with
the Water Supply Department, in r893, been responsible for the river gaugings. I have a general
knowledge of how they are taken, but how a particular case has, been treated I cannot say.
3I6, By lllr. Ilj allifold.-If the increased level
shown on the staff at Mildura was due to 'a fresh
~oming down the Darling, the calculations would
be all right, as long as the current meter was used?
--Yes, for that particular set of observations. It
must have some effect, but whether the effect has
been proved to be appreciable I cannot say.
3U. By Mr. Gray.-The only effect it would have
on' the gauging would be in case the ','ater was
backed up from the Darling past the line where you
take your gaugings ?-As a mattcr of hydraulic
theory, that b;tcking up goes on to infinity, no absol1,lte poim c,an be' stated where it stops. It is a
subject on which a great amount of writing has
been done on-it is really a most complicated
question.
I should s'ay in this case it has been
gone into sufficiently to determine whether any
correction is necessary, but I cannot say of my,
o"n knowledge that this has not been done.
3IS. In sonle cases the Darling comes down with
a high flood, and it backs the river up for 10 miles
perceptibly. In other Cilses it backs it up 20 miles,
but that would not re~ch the point where you are
gauging j would 110t the water go at the same rate
pntil it reaches the point where it meets the backing
uf of the Darling?-I cannot say definite I y. There
are traditions that occasionally the flow is reversed
by the inflow of the Darling, but l have never seen
anything of the kind. 1 can imagine a case where
that might happen, It has never been part of my
duty to see that the gaugings were made properly,
so I cannot speak authoritatively on the point.
319, Do you say that although the Darling would
pot back up more than 10 miles from the junction, it
would affect the fOrce of the flow SO miles back ?-I
cannot assume any distance, I cannot say with certamty that it would not affect the flow 50 miles or
~oo miles back, but it is an admitted scientific fact
that no preci~ limit can b~ fixed to the backing up
effect. .
~.
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320. By' the C hailliwn:--In Exhibit 3, you do
not take out tile South Australian quantum under
.
the ag.reement?-N o.
321. You assume tl1atSouth Australia. gets its
quantum from other sources
approximately.
322. In April and l'..ray, the amount not provided
for, unless we had extra storage, would be half the
'
New South Wales quantum ?--Yes.
323. If $outh Aust'raira got nothing from storage
or the Darling to make up Its quantity, that shortage
for Victoria would be verv much increased ?-Yes.
324. And if New South "Vales was taking anvthing out, probably both would go sliort for tho~e
two months?·-Yes.
. 325. The months of April and :\laY are fairly
critical months for irrigation ?-April is j 'I would
not say 'Mayas a general mle.
326. You pro.juce another t;liagram-[Exhibit 4.1
-what is. the meaning of that ?-This exhibit illus·
trates the apportionment of water under clauses 30
and 3 I of tl;le present agreement j I can hardl v see
hc,v clause 51 can be brought into effect.
-.
327. What does the diagram show with regard
to the months from July to January?-This merely
presents to the. eye, in a manner that can be readily
grasped, the apportionment.
328. One thing vou deduce is that in both periods
the diversion or needs of the. three States may go
down to vanishing point?-That is a possibility, it
is not a probability.
CI"
329. That brings out the fa,ct th:1t they all suffer
equally?-I would not, claim more for it than I have
stated.
.
330. Are you the officer. who knows about the
diversions ?-I am acquainted with the diversions
from the Goulburn River; I do not deal with the
, others.
.
331. What are the diversions from the Goulbum
over a series of years ?-c-That could be prepared.
332. With regard to thpse diversions, can you say
whether the diversions that have taken place in Victoria up to date have interfered with tbe navigability
of,the i'durray in South Australian waters.?-I cannot. I do not know the South Australian conditions.
333. By 1Ilr. Rees.-Are there any diversions from
the Murray watershed by the Metropolitan district?
-Yes, certain diversions are made of ,vater to the
Metropolitan Board's works-I cannot tell you the
quantity.

'

'

334 .. Did you hear Mr. Mead's evidence this
Murxay?
morning with regard to the storages on
-Yes.
335· Have you any opinion on the relativ~ merits
of locking the lower water, and storing the upper
\yater ?-!,dy opinion is that Victorian interests reo
quire'storage before 'locking.
336. What amount of storage would be desirable
-how many storage basins would you create
should say that, assuming it to be possible by agreement with the other' States to apportion the cost
'fairly, Lake Victoria storage works should be among
the first tak~n in harid, as provided by this agreement, and that Cumberoona should be the next-that
is, above Albury.
337. I understand you are familiar with the cost
of that work-has any estimate been. made of the
cost of the Cumberoona storage ?-An estimate bas
been made, which appears in this report of the Royal
Commission j I am not aware of any of her. Tbe
work proposed was a dam 70 feet high, 8,000 feet
long, a capacity of 25,367 millions of cubk feet, or,
roughly, three Waranga basins~-Warallga basin holds
. 8,600 million cubic feet. In acre feet, Cumberoona
,·would be 582,346 acre feet, that i"" an acre one
.
foot in depth.

338. By 1lfr. !I1anifold.-That is referring to the
contents, not allowing anything for the losses in
application ?-N 0; the capacity of the reservoir.
339. By the Cltairman.-:-How much land would
,that irrigate ?-Taking the views of the' State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission, that about ~ 2 feet
in depth is required over each acre irrigated, the area
irrigated would be about half the capacity in acre
feet, that would be 291,000 acres, approximately.
340 . What is the proposed cost ?-The New South
Wales. estimate of the cost, including land, was
£7 8 7,5 00 :
~
341. By Mr. Rees.-That is in New South Wales
territory?-Not absolutely j the river is in: New
South Wales territof\', but part of the darn would
extend beyond the l~ft bank of the river into Victofian territor,:. Though that cost appears .high,
aL per acre foot, it compares very favorably with
any other storage project in this State j it works out
at' about 275. per acre foot of water stored.
34 2 • By Mr. Abbott.-Would there _b~ ample
water there to fill that each yea.r ?-That IS shown
bv the diagram that appears on page 00 of the
r~port j it shows the behaviour of the reservoir itsel~,
it shows that for the period from 189 I to 19 01 1t
was only completely depleted once, that,was in 19 01 ;
in 1898 it fell very low, but there was onl y one complete f a i l u r e . '
.
343. By lIfr. Rees:-It is filled every y~ar?~Ye~.
344. By the ClIairma1Z.--What area"lll Victona
would that benefit 1'-That would depend upon the
apportionment of the wa.~er; I think. it was understood it should be apportIOned accordmg to the contributions to the cost.
'345. By Mr. Rees.-Have you seen any correct
data as to the loss in the flow of the river. ,Supposing y.ou dischnrged a millibncubic~ feet at Cumbemona, how much woule]. be 'avaIlable between
Echuca ane]. Swan Hill ?.:....-I must refer you 'to the
gaugings branch- as to that-I have not lliJ,ge any
observations, and any answer would be merely,
guesswork.
.'
.
34 6 . You have not seen any estimate as to the. loss
of water in long distances in the bed of the nver,
during low river periods ?-Not in the bed .of 'the
'Murray River.
347: We had it yesterday that there would be a
loss of 50 per cent. of the water flowing in'the bed
of the river bet,reen two points, say, between the
Goulburn River and the South Australian river-do
yOU agree with that ?-I know nothing one ,way or
the other with respect to that.
34 8 . By the Chaimzan.-:-In the cours~ of }'our
official duty, you had a g.reat deal to do WIth storage
--vou have made no closer studv of Cumberoona ?--'N 6. We have in' the Depart~lent an officer, Mr.
Thomas 'Murray, who first pointed out the site. P,:rsonally, my knowledge is confined to the officIal
report.
349. You have' had to do with storage on the
Goulburn'?-,-Yes.
35 0 . Assuming that this agreement was rati1ied'
by the yarious States, and became la\\' ror the next
t{velve years, what would the effecCbe upon that
river with ivhich you are familiar, that is, the Goulburn ?-That would be a matter of administration
bv the Commissioners appointed-there would
almost certainly be a shortage.
It would be for
the Commissioners to apportion that shortage over
all the irrigation works in the Murray basin.
35 I. If none of the flood waters went to waste,
iyould it be possible to avoid a shortage if tbis agree.
ment were ratified. Would it have any effect upon
the proposed Trawool or some equivalent stor'lge ?-The effect of the agreement w0ulrl be to cause
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364. Have you been on that work most of the
shortages; it would then be a matter for the Government to decide whether thev would suffer those time?-Yes, since 1888 1 have had charge of gaugshortages, or construct further'storage works to make ing for the Vi<:torian Water Supply.
36 5. Are your gaugi11gs over that period caregood the deficiencies.
fully
recorded ?-Yes.
352. Could the Trawool storage be adopted for that
366 . In 1902 VOU put in certain results which
purpose ?-The Trawool storage commands most of
the irrigation districts of Victoria, and the water were recorded at 'that time ?-Yes.
367. It was up to the year 1901 ?-Yes.
stored there could be made available, even down to
3 68 . Can vou produce a similar document 'now?
Mildura, if so ruled by the authorities--whether
it would be sufficient to make good deficiencies, ~ Yes I have brought the matter up to last month.
-[Tle witness produced tlte same, Exhibit
I cannot say.
353. By l~fr. Abbott.-Shall we arrive at the , .3 69. In I902 you produced a ta?le showing the
period when we are practically storing the whole of annual rainfall, diversion, and dIscharge of the
the flood water of the Goulburn ?-Making use of, 1t1urray River a~ various poin~s- J i~gellic, Albury,
practically, the whole of the flow of the Goulburn, Echuca, and i.\hldura j the MItta RIver at Tallanwe will.
gatta; the Kiewa River at Kiewa j the Ovens at
354. That is, it will contribute no flood water to the Wangaratta j the King Rive: at Wangaratta j .the
Murray?-I will not say that. An abnormal flood Broken River at Casey's WeIr j the Goulburn RIver
year is so much greater than a normal wet year, that at Murchison' the Coliban Rivet at Malmsbury;
there will be times when flood water will reach the CampaspeJ at Rochester; the Loddon at Bridgethe JUurrav.
water j the Loddon at Laanecoorie Weir j the Avoca
355. By the Chairman.-How often do abnormal at Coonoo:::r Weir; the Wimmera at Glenorchy;
flood years occur ?-In 1870 the discharges were very the Wimmera at Horsham j the Mackenzie River at
much greater than the normal ,vet years. You have Warto::;k Reservoir j and the Glenelg-what has the
two or three years, 1893 and 1894, not nearly Glenelg to do with it ?-It was proposed to bring
so great as 1870, but still greater than the others.
the Glenelg up to the north.
356. Out of twenty years', you have three with
370. That was done in various years up to the
abnormal flows; if you construct a storage such as ,year 1901 ?-Yes.
.
the Trawool storage, in all years but those excep371. The papers you now produce do not give
tional ones, will that storage abso.rb the whole of the same information ?-They give the gaugings.
the water of the Goulburn ?-Such a storage as
372. In .these documents, .report of the river
Trawool would enable the whole of the flow of the gaugings published by the Rivers and Water Comriver to be controlled with. exceptions such as have mission in 19:>5, that information is brought up to
been pointed out.
that vear ?-Yes.
357· By Mr . .ilfani/old.-If the Trawool scheme
373. You nO\" produce the gaugings for the Murwere built, in addition to Waranga, are there some ray River at Jingellic, Albury, Echuca, Mildura,
years in which there would be a difficulty in filling the Mitta Mitta River at Tallangatta, the Kiewa
it ?-Yes, a storage big enough t9 control the ordi- River at Kiewa, the Ovens at Wangaratta, the
nary years of bigh flood would certainly remain un- Goulburn at Murchison, for the years I906, 1.907,
filled in dry years.
1908, anp a portion of I909 ?-Yes-[Exhibit 5J·
358. By tlte C/lairman.-It could only be filled in
374. 'With regard to the tables which you pro~
duced in 19°2, are they accurate?-I think they
years of high flood ?-Yes.
359. By /}fr. Rees.-Is locking the Murray pos- are.
sible at reasonable cost ?-From my knowledge of
375. Ha.ve you any comment to make on them?
the construction of works in .river channels, I say -Yes; they were the best information I could give
there is no insuperable difficulty in the construction at the time.
of works.
376. The tables which appear, in the re'{:!ort
360. But in your opinion is it possible to lock the " River gaugings, 1905," are accurate, too?-Yes.
377. These recent gaugings are accurate?-Yes,
river at. anything like a reasonable cost ?-Were I
to answer that off-hand it would be merely guess- they are computed on the same basis, so far as they
work. I know the kind of locks proposed; and I go.
could get that information for the Commission.
378. I understand that you h~ve been engaged
in the re-survev of the river at certain points?The' witness withdrew.
\Tes.
.
379. Is that for the purpose of gauging?-Yes.
Adjourmd.
380. Are you able to state in general terms what
the result of that re·survey has been ?-I have prepared a. table here showing the gauging;; of this
THURSDAY, 3RD JUNE, 1909.
river as made twenty years ago and as made last
year. I have about a oozen places here, some O'n
M embers present:
the Murray, and some on the tributaries.
D. MACKINNON, Esq., 1·1. L.A. , in the Chair;
381. Are they very much the same points as were
The Hon. W. S. Manifold, M.L.C.,
taken before ?-Yes.
The Hon. R. H. S. Abbott, M.L.C.,
382. What is the general result of that ?-In
The Hon. R. B. Rees, M.L.C.,
some cases the re-survey shows that the flow as
D. Smith, Esq., M.L.A.,
computed twenty years ago is a little deficient, in
J. Lemmon, Esq., M.L.A.
other cases it was greater than it is now.
383. HO'W do you arrive at your gaugings ?-We
Ettore Checchi, sworn and examined.
:will take O'ne instance. In each river I have a gauge
361. By the Clta'irman.-What are you ?-An en- staff marked in feet and i.nches. We have a. ga.uge
reader reading that staff every day.
gineer in the Victoria State Rivers Commission.
384. Where is that staff placed ?-Generally at
362. How long have you been in that position?
a bridge O'r O'n a bank on some fixed point. The
-About twentv Years.
,36,'l. Have j'o{1 h~d speci~l employment in con- gauge reader enters each day's reading On a printed
nexion with the gauging of the Murray and its form,and at the end O'f the month sends in the complete return to' me at the head Q f f i c e . '
tr ibutaries ?-Yes.
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'385. Is that an ,officer under thc, control of the
State Rivers Commission ?-Yes.
~ 386. Is~he ~ reliable man?-Yes, the majority of
,them are constables.
•
.387. How, do you proceed !with regard to ascerJ:nping the flow of that stream ?-I visit the place
at different stages of the river. I visit the river in
slunmer, vvhen 'it i~ low" and I fl-scertain the dis,ch~rge for that p,articular height on the gauge.
Ther I visit it Mq~n wher the flow is :2 or 3 feet
higher, al1d measure the flow again in the same spot;
sy1:isequently :j: visit it when at higher stages-per'haps half-a-dozen yisits are made to each river, until
the ~vhole nmge of the flow from low level to flood
,level is obtaiqed.
After that I prepa're a table
showing the volume of water passing the gauge for
,all stages of th~ river: From this table the state'ment of ~!1e pail);' voltiII\e of flow is l11ade, and the
annual Qischarge thus determined.
3~it If a
gives you Correet ~nfor!1lation
ana your gaugings are accurately carried out for
all practical' plirposes; 'the results will be reliabie?
,;---;-Yes.
",
.
389. Wll! you e~plain your systeqlof gauging
,th~ river?-I use a current meter-up to hyo or
three years ago Revv's meter, the best instrument
available at the time'. ' I found it a very good in'strument. Now I use a tyre similar to the Revy,
but with an electrical attachment which enables me
,to do the work of ten hours 'in two hours. I also
use all Am,erican type of meter.
,390. Wn!lt is
method of procedure?~ We
'w.dl assume that there is a stream 20 feet or 100
,feet wide and of varying' depths. Starting from one
bank, I'stretch a steel wire across the stre'am. This
steel \vire"" is markedev~ry 5 or 10 feet. The boat
,is tie'd to the wire \lnq the n;teter is put in position
on the surface of the water' and held for a short
time, s~y a minute. Th<it will give the velocity of
.the w~t~i: at that particular point. Then I lower
the meter., s.a y, 2 feet in the water at· the same
spot, and get the velocity 2 feet from the surface.
'rr'hen'I lower it to 4, 6, or 8 feet, and so on, down
to the bottom. By this means the velocity of the
'current is obtained at the various depths. These
ob~ervations are plotted, and from tpe resulting
diagram ,the mean velocity IOf ,Hie water at that
,vertical is obtained, and by repeating the process at
each fixed distance until the other bank is reached
the mean velOCity a,t each' vertical is th~ls obtained,
and by eombin'ation with the horizontal distances
and soundings the volume of discharge is deter'm~~e~l. Suc.h discharge is that which obtains for the
height on gauge staff noted by me at commencement
and end of observations.
"
391-392. Where is the current strongest in the
~,tre'ilm. ?-A\:Pllt a foot or two below the surface, as
,\1. rul~, l?ut there is no fixed rule; sometimes it is
g{eat~~ ne',lr the surface than a foot bel<;nv. We cann_o.~ t,~J.ce, th\O! v€:iocity exactly on the surface because
~t1e \nstr4w\O!nt ~tself is about 6 inches deep, so you
must take it, a few' inches below the surface.
. 393. Yo,~ {epeat th,1i" process across the stream?
-Yes.
394. What i~ ~he next step ?-I get the mean
v~locity of th,e streal'\l at fixed distances, say, 10
feet ;;tp (l:rt , I p1,l;t them together and get the mean
velocity o~ t~e w~~le s,ection of the river. After
thg.t ~ Wt,I,~tiply t~e m,ean velocity by the cross
~~,~~iqil. of t~e waterway anq I 9Qtain the volume per
minute.
We were speaking <i"b9ut the re-surveys. I
,~uppose a ser~ous altemtion ~n tbe CrOSS s,eetion
.would m.ak~ a, very ~rious. diffe~ence in your' calcuJa~ions?-Yes, it mig~t..
.' , 396., When were tb~ firs,t ~urveY~made ?.,.,-Between 1888 and ~""8~,91 abo1,l.~ hy~nty, Y,~q~HlgO.
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'397. How 'Often have the Je-surveys been ma4e
time to time we check some of the
me:lsmements and also the tables, but not very
f requeut I y.
,398. I suppose in some places a re-survey has
not been made for twenty years ?-No, I do not
think there is any such eitreme casco In all places
we have an idea of what tl~e flow is' pre~ty well. '
399. By Mr. Abbott.-When Y9'U are cp.1culating
volume and you have a high current 'speed, does
not that increase the quantity o~ water "that passes
that, point ?-Not ne'cessarily.
400, Whnt effect dOeS the question of the speed
of the current have ?-Velocitv of current ·cannot
be rcgarded by itself. Velocity and sectional area
of waterway are the two factors, and must be taken
together. .
,
,
401. By Mr. Recs.--Then it is not necessarv to
make a survey of the bed of the river every ti'1ne"?
-Yf!s, I do make it. I must have the area of waterway, and the speed of the current, ana to determine
the area of waterway the depth of water is measurt:\d
:It each vertical, giving a complete cross section of
the'stream or river.'
.
402. 8v the Cl/ainnan.-~How· can vou have the
area whel; 'you have only one measurement, that is
the depth ?-I measure it every time with the roq.
, 403. You get down with the meter to within 6
inches of the bottom, do you use a frame or a rod?
- I 'use a rod, or sometimes i frame.
404. A great deal of your calculation is based
On depth, which is ascertained when YOll are not
,there ?--It is based on depth and on currept.
405. You practically have a l'e-suFey on each
.~casiori ?-Yes:
'
'
406. Surely the calculations, which <:lre the resujt
<,)f your observations, do not apply tQ the occaSIons
on which' you are not there gauging, you take an
assumed depth of 5 feet as' correct ?-1 do not
assume any depths.
4°7.' Ti,ke the case of the depth bein,g 3
feet, with your gauging you get your measurements
from the man who is on the ~pot from day to dilJ;
he does not measure the depth ?-No, he gives me
the.reading on the staff.
408. If that staff reading is wrong it affects the
whole calcula,tion because.it is an average calculation: Yo\! use your observation and his information
':for general use. Then he is inaccurate beca.use he
records '5 feet when there may be only 3, feet ?-,-1
'do not us~ ni5 5 feet, I llse my 3 teet.
409. Then as [aras the depth is concerned you
have your survey each time ?--Yes.
410. In that way you have a constant re-survey
going on in a rough-and-ready way ?-Yes; all
gaugings are necessarily also re-surveys, of the water·
way on the gauging section line,
411. The re-surveYs now carried on woul d be
with' regard to the' width of the stream?-The
current and width and depth.
412. By lJIr. Recs.~Is the beel of the river :'lur'
veyed at each observation 7-Yes.
'
413. You said you were rather doubtfu.I about the
re-surveys in certain instan~es, ?-1 do 110t think I
did. [The witness prod/iced a do.cu1ne1jt, giving a
comparison of the discltar.ge 'of tlte IJiver, Murray
and tributa,ries, according to tables, Exhibit 6.]
414.8y.the Cltairman.-When you gave evidence
before the previous Commission you put in tables
showing the estimated losses between the ,tributari;::s ?
-Yes. '
,
4 I- 5". You then stated that your method of estimating those losses was a percentage estimate.
IIi
y.:hat you called the Jingellic-Albury system the los~
:was .001°47, and so on; do vou still adhere to that P
-Yes, that was the result of the gaugings. ' ' .,,'
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416. The gaugings'taken since confirm that 1'-1
have not taken any to confirm that statement.
I
use the old ones; my xe-surveys are not yet far
enough advanced for that purpose.
417. You hold to that as a rough-and-ready
estimate 'Of the loss in the various systems ?-Yes;
all such estimates are a~proximate, and can 'only
be based oil the data then available.
loss the same in the high river as the
418. Is
low river
assumed It to be the' same for the
purposes
had in view" hamel y, asc.ettaining the
discharge 'Of the Murrumbidgee, Wako'Ol, and Darling Rivers. I was supposed to get the .gaugi.ngs
by New South Wales and embody them wIth rome,
but I did not get them.
,
419. What is the ca pacity of the proposed new
storages on the Goulburn ?-The Trawool reservoir,
if carried 'Out, w'Ould, speaking from memory, have
a capacity of 60,000 million cubic feet.
420. From vour knowledge of the GouJburn and
its discharge c'an that amount of water be obtaiJied
every year ?-Yes, witi). one exception, perhaps,
19°2.
421. That amount being obtained at Trawool,
what. would be the effect 'On the storages'lower do\vn
the river, would they also be filled ?-The storage
lower down the xiver would be supplied from
Trawool.
422. While you might fill Trawool you might still
leave the Goulburn Weir and the Warranga basin
'without any water in them?-Yes.
423. Is there enough water in the Goulbum in
your opinion year in and year out to fill the whole
of the existing storages and the proposed Trawobl
storage ?-'-I think so, except in a year like 1902.
4 2 4. It would only be in a year like 1902 that
Trawool would be flil1, and the Warranga and other
storages empty?-It might be so.
,
4 25. That. is your opinion that it \vould be practicable to hold up those 60,000 million cubic feet at
Trawool, and utilize the storages down belo\v, except in a year .like 1902 ?-Yes.
426. There would not be too much storage after
Trawool was built ?-No, I do not think so.
4 2 7. You understand generally the meaning of
the proposed agreement ?-Yes, I have read it. '
428. You saw that sd milch was apportioned to
New South Wales, Smith A_ustralia, and Vidoria,
can YOll tell us, assuming that that agreement came
into force, looking at it for the first twelve years,
what would the effect tie over the period of years with
regard to Victorian existing storages and the Trawool
storage, as to the usefulness of the storages; would
it be possible to fill them?-I am n'Ot prepared to'
answer that. It is a matter df working it out with
the figures.
4 29. You do not know anything about locking?
-No.
430. Do you know the Lake Victoria site on the
South Australian boundary?-I have never seen
it.
4.'\I. Have you any opinion to offer or suggestion
to make with regard to the question.of navigation;
how navigation could be maintained in Sonth Aus·
tralia ?-I have not.
43 2 •
Mr. Rees.-You put in an Exhibit as to
the discharges 'Of the river at Echuca during January, February, March, atid ApriJ of this \€m; will
you give me the discharges of the river' at Swan
Hill during those months ?-I have not got them.
I have only got twp sets that I took at Swan Hill,
one'in Februarv and one in March.
We only
started Swan Hill in February.
,
'
433· How often in February did you take it ?-I
have taken one in February and one in March,
and two sets in April, and I inteno taking a sCi
this week at S,wan Hill for the high flow.
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434. Can you say the minimum .oischarge in
February?-It was 647 cubic feet per second.
435. 'That is 38,820 cubic feet pet minute?Yes, that was on the ~5th 'Of February last.
I
have another of 964 cubic feet wbich was taken on
the 8th April last, that is 57,840 cubic feet per
minute. I have also the lowest either in February
or March, 19°9, that was 390 cubic feet per
second.
436. Can you give the date in February that this
record of 40,000 cubic feet per minute was taken at
Echuca ?-I can get it for you.
437. You return a minimum of 40,000 cubic feet
in February at Echuca, and you give 38,820 cubic
feet in Swan Hill; that really means a little over
1,000 cubic feet per miriute difference between
Echilca and Swan Hill ?-Yes.
438. Do you consider that that 1,200 cubic feet
repre~ents a tithe of the water that was lost by
evaporation and diversion in that reach of the river
bet\veen Echuca and Swan Hill ?-Yes, if the gaugings ,vere taken at S,van Hill, a week after it was
taken at Echuca, tliey would repre'sent practically
the same body of water.
439. It should 'correspond; less diversion and
evaporation ?-Yes.,
.
440. Assuming the dates in February were at
Echuca a week before Swan Hill, you would say
the loss of 1, 20~ cubic feet per minute was a fair
allowance to make for (tiversi'On and evaporation?
-Yes.
441. In April the record was taken at Echuca,
do you know the date ?-Noi but I can find 'Out.
442. In Aprii you h'ave 59,000 cubic feet per
minute at Ethuta, and at Swan Hill y'Ouhave
57,800 cubic feet; that gives about Hie same ratio as
in FebrtJarV?-Yes.
443. YO{I still say that 1,200 tubic feet per
minute would rep.resent the total diversion -and loss
by evaporation ?-Yes, if the dates agree, if there is
a .week's difference between the two; I d'O not know
that there is.
444. At Swan Hiii \vas a survey made 'Of the bed
of the river each time you made, an 'Observation?Yes.
445· During your re-survey 'Of all these points of
observation have you found any great change in the
bed of the river ?-Iri some places I have. For
instance, in. the Kiewa River there is a discrepancy;
the vallev of the river is about half a mile wide, and
the river'itself is about 100 feet wide. I find from
the observation I took lately that at a certain stage
it
much less water than it did twenty years
ago; the reason' of that is, there were a good many
anabranches over this big 'fiat, and it must have
silted up since.
44 6. Was tht:re no detailed survey of the bank
of the channel made in the interim ?-Yes, there
were two or three re-surveys made at the low stage
during the last twentv years; only the low flows
were checked, not the high ones.
447· Do vou not consider the l'Ow flow is of more
importance 'than the high flow, so far as this inquiry is concerned ?-I do not know that it is; for
storage purposes you depend on the high flow.
448. Is there any importance to be a.ttached to
the high flo\v when \\'e consider there is any amount
of water for everybody for all purposes in the river?
---If there is water fOi- everybody it does n'Ot matter
much.
449· You admit there is a possibility of a shortag~
oJ water during the low flow, and that is the lime
we require to have correct data as t'O the flow?-Yes. Vou will find in that statem~nt that the low
flows, when comFared', corresp'Ond fairly 'well.
()
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'450. At the Echuca point of observation how
468. Do you know anything about South Ausoften has a survey been made of the bed of the river tralia gauging at I'vIorgan?-They use a meter the
during the last twenty years?-Three or four times, same as I have nOw.
I should think, at low flows only.
469. Are the gaugings carefully taken ?-I cannot
451. ,DO' you not think it is possible that the chan- ' say, 'but I should think so.
nel of the, river has been very much altered Juring
470. Have you gauged at Mildura ?-Yes.
that period ?-Re-survey did not disclose much
471. There was a question raised about ,the result
alteration.
of a heavy flood in the Darling; what effect has
45 2 • By Mr. Manifold.-You have been taking that on the Mildura reading ?-There was a rise in
these gaugings for a number of years; have you the Darling in 1890, and the river rOse to a great
noticed any cases yet where, in spite of diversions, height, and it was said that it backed the Murray
the gaugings show .little or no diminution in the water so much that the people of Mildura saw the
water. You have heard of the Kansas and Colora,--lo river running up stream-whelher that is true or
case; the.re the Courts held that the lower State did not, I cannot say.
I heard of this and I made
. not prove any damage, because the gaugings showed allowance for that particular freshet, and you will
practically the same amqunt of water in the river. find in the River gaugings of 1905 reference to it.
Mr. Mead explained that that was owing to the fact Assuming the Darling affected the Murray for those
that when the land became saturated with water it few days we did not use the gaugings at Mildura,
percolated back into ,the river; have you noticed we used the ones at Euston, higher up, which were
anything, in your gaugings showing that that takes not affected.
place, in our soil ?-No, because the quantity taken
472. Mr. Mead says the discharge of the MurrumI have bidgee would cancel the discharge of the Goulburn,
off so far ,here is not so great as to show.
known cases in Italy where the water seemed to what is your opinion ?-I think the Murrumbidgee
return to' the river-ln the Po and other rivers.
is a little larger than the Goulburn j at times I think
453· Irrigation has not been on a sufficient scale it'is as large as. the Murray in volume of water.
here yet t.o have that effect ?-No.
'473, That is only ,vhat you have read?-I mea454. In the case of the European rivers their soil sured the Murrumbidgee about two months ago. .I
would be such that large quantities of water would think it was about 400 cubic feet per second.
not escape underground as happens in Australia?474. How did, vour readings compare with the'
I think it might .. ' The northern part of Italy is
New
South Wales' gaugingsr-I have not got the
all'Tertiary formation like Victoria, and there would
It is very low this
be sand and other driftS that the water could perco- New South Wales gauging.
year.
It
is
below
the
typical
low year.
,
late easily.
475. How would it compare with the typical low
,455. You think we might look forward, when'we.
carry irrigation to a greater extent, to 'the return of year on the Murrumbidgee ?-1 cannot say.
water ?.,...,.-Yes, I am quite certain of that.
476. By 1I1r. Rees.-You stated that you only
.456. py 1I1r. Abbott.-You have said that the made a recsurvey. at Echuca three or four times in
gaugings at Echuca and Swan Hill, ought' to prac- twenty years ?-Yes, at low flows; I did not make'
tically correspond, allowing for the time that the it, but my assistant did.
water should take to go?-Yes.
477. Did you make a survey of the river in high
457. In ~onnexion witti your gauging of the l'v1ur- fiows?-No.
ray, does it appear as if ,there was a large disap- '
478. How often has there been a re-survey of the
pearance qf any' water during the flow?-No.
bed of the river at Mildura in the twenty years?458. lVIr. l'dead told us that water from the river Two or three times, speaking from memory.
bank prac~ically percoi<ited to a distance of six miles
479. What I mean by a re-!\urvey of the bed of
from the bank of the stream; that would seem to the river is this--is it an exact measurement of the
indicate there might be a considerable l()';s ?"""':'There varying depths of the bed of the river ?-Yes, and
is the ordinary percolation that must take place in
the currents at the same time.
any case, 'but nothing special.
480. You have made a measurement of the cur'459. You say'in ,connexion with recording the
rent
more often than two or three times in ,twenty
river at certain stages, constables take
heights of
ye:US
?-No, the same number of times.
~he measurements; do they take it daily ?-'-Yes.
.181 Therefore the current has only been mea46o. ,They, rePort it to you ?-Yes.
'461. What is'the object of that report?-For me ~ured 'at Mildura t\vo or three times in twenty years,
to be able to cO!TIpute these tables.
I have to take :,md the velocity of current has been measured three
twenty years at Echuca ?-Yes.
the d<i.il y discharge of the river to give the annual or four times
volume of the' river discharge.
482. Is that about an average of the survey of
462. Did you not say the height of the water on both the bed ot the river and the currents at all
the gauge staff did not affect the volume of water? the other rivers
I think so.
-":Not if it Was, stationary; but it is not stationary; ,
483. By lrlr. Abbott.-When the .Mur:ay i.s in
it varies from· day to day.
high flood, and extends 14 or 15 mIles 1ll Width,
463. The gauge staff indicates the depth of the that puts all your calculations out ?-No, we meariver ?-No; the height of the river. I may measure sure the volume in the river channel; if the water
2 miles bel'ow the gauge, because whatever' passes
spreads 20 mile~ we can only i.nfer the volume over
the gauge must' come to me.
the banks-we cannot measure It.,
464: Have you any recognised periods for taking
484. By the Cltairmam.-Do you say you have
the gauging ?-No, I take it at very low flows, then only used the current meter at ,Echuca three or four
at, say, 2 feet higher, and at 3 feet higher, and so times during twenty years?-Yes, as a check.
on.
Twenty years ago a complete set was obtained at
465. Would it amount to six gaugings in the year Echuca, and we oHly require to check the flow from
at all'lmoortant place ?-Yes. '
i:i me to time.
466, By tlte C'ltairmcm.-Doyou know anythin~
48 5. Unless there has been some extraordinary
about the New South Wales system of gauging change in the bed of the stream, you do not need
'';vers ?-I have read that they used the 'system called to use the meter again ?-That is what we assume.
the rod svstem at one time; now they use an instru486 . Has there been an y alteration in the clif·'
ment similar to the one'l have now.
ferent
periods ?-I have put in a statement of the
- 467. Do you know if their gaugings are pubalterations.
lished ?-I .ca.nnot say.
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509. What do you base your opinion or; that ~t
is an under-estimate?-The South Austrahan estImate for a single weir and lock is £100,000 without any special works at Lake Victoria, so it cannot
be below £100,000 if that estimate is correct.
I
cannot think the cost would be Je3s than £I5 0 ,coo
for one weir and the Lake Victoria works combined.
It ,is mentioned in other places that two
weirs are proposed, but I do not understand the
object of thc,t at all.
510 . Do you know anything about locking?-~es,
I went into the question in 19°5, about the time
the first :Murray River agreement was spoken of. 1
made an examination of the river between Echuca
and Tooleybuc, and I made an estimate and approximate design for a typical section, at about the
head works of the Kow Swamp on the Murray.
This is the plan I prep'ared (Exhibit 7)·
I. Are )·ou prepared to recommend that design?
It is a movable weir, collapsible, a shutter
weir; there are iron trestles which collapse. You
put them down on the bed of the river during flood
periods, and in low water you raise them-there is
110 obstruction in the river in winter time.
r 2. Where is the lock ?-At one side, and the
goes across to an abutment on the other side.
5 1 3. What would that cost ?-1f.y estimate is
£60,000.
5 1 4. Would that estimate be affected by the
foundations ?-Yes, 'the foundations are good in
that section of !:he: nver.
5! 5. Is that \vhy you chose that spot ?--Ko, it
naturally divides itself into sections from Echuca to
Toolevb"uc-there would be no difficulty in getting
good foundations.
5 r6 .. Do you thiEk a lock of that sort in view of
the heavy floods tnat come down the Murray, and
the fact of silt being carried down, is a safe engineering feat ?--Yes, I am quite satisfied it could be
carried out, and, be quite safe.
517. Do you hold the same opinion with regard
to lecks c.reated right down to the South Australian
border ?-It is much more difficult, the foundations
are not so good.
5 18 : The further you go tqwaids the mouth of
the Murrav the more difficult the foundations become ?-I hel ieve they do get worse.
,
519. Is that based on any obsery[!tion ?~No.
The South Australian Government has taken sections.
520. Are );OU acquainted with their borings?Yes.
52 r. Do you conside.r that, apart from cost, further down durable locks can be made ?-Yes, it is
The witness withdrew.
not insnrmountal:lle.
522. Do you recollect the estimate for making
GeOrge Garso'n, sworn and examined.
those . locks ?--£ 100,000' each was the South Aus504. By the 'Clzairmall.-What are 1'011 ?-Civil 'tralian estimate.
523. Have you any reason to believe those estiengineer, ·and Commissioner of tOe State Rivers and
mates will be exceeded?-I do not think they are
Water Supply Commission of Victoria.
505. How long have you been in the profession? any .too high. but I would not like to 'say they could
not be done for that.
-Twenty years, in Victoria.
524', What is the nature of the foundation in
506. During that perioo you have been more or
less associated with irrigation districts ?":'-During the . South Australia?-This is a section at the site of
last sixteen years i have been principally engaged weir No. 3 at Overland Corner (producing the
same). . They have taken t\yO borings in the beel
in irrigation work.
.
YOll
507. Do you know anything about the Lake Vic- of the stream; it is sand v limestone or cia Y.
may
have
sandy
clay
that
is
very
solid,
butI
undertoria works which are referred to in this agreement?
- I know generally about them.
I have not seen stand they are loose in this case.
525.. You cannot say whether they would cost
any details of the proposals, but I know generally
more or les;:; than the estimate ?-I cannot say, but
what works are proposed.
508. Can. you say what the estimated cost is?- I am inclined to think thev· would not be anv less.
526. Your estimate was £60,000 ?-For' twelve
It has been variouslv stated.
In the Intd-State
Victorian
locks.
Commission's report it is put down at £84,000, but
527. You think they can p0ssibly l:e,constructed
I do not take that as a satisfactory estimate, I do
not think it is sufficient; that is obviously intended' for that ?-Twelve of them.
528. How.many locks is it proposed to construct
for one weir and lock on the Murrav and the necesin Victoria ?-Twenty.
sary works on Lake Victoria itself.'

, '487. By J1r .. Rees.-Who carries out the gaugings at Swan !;Iill ?-The engine-driver of the pump,
and at present he is a bailiff-he is' an officer ot
the Department.
488. Is it not the post-office
?--No.
489. By the Chairman.-Your contention is that
you can get perfectly reliable results without doing
it more than four' or five times in the twenty years?
-Yes.
490. By Mr. Rees.-You mentioned the eledric
current meter-have you used that current meter at
all in the Murray?-Yes, I am using it now.
491. Have you used it at Echuca at all ?-Yes, I
used it last month only.
492. Have 'YOll llsed that electric current meter
at all at Mildura
three times within the last
six months,
493. You told us you had only taken the current
at Mildura two or three times in twenty years, and
YOll have taken it already three times in the last
six months ?-Yes, with the electric current meter.
494. And you told us the current had onlv been
taken two or three times in the last twenty ye~rs?
Yes. I am making a re-survey of the whole of the
nver.
495. Was there a current meter used last year at
Echuca by you ?-No.
496. When before was it used at Echuca ?-Perhaps five years ago.
497. This year a re-survey is being made?-Yes,
of the whole of the river.
. 498. So' when you say the current mete; had not
been used more than three or four times, vou meant
prior to this year?-Yes.
At present ,~e do not
gauge !:he river at Echuca at all.
499· You said you had taken the river at Echuca
this year once ?~Yes.
500. Now you say there is no record taken at
Echuca?-No records of the gauge reading.
S0l. By tlu; C hairman.-At a certain depth of
water, and certain reading of the gauge, assuming'
. there' has been no alteration in the bed of the
stream since the last application of the cnrrent
meter, it i~. a fact in hydraulics that you get the
same veloclty7-The same volume of wa~er.
502. You
the same velocity too?--Yes, if the
section is the same.
503. By i}fr. Rees.-Have ,,'ou made a detailed
examination of the bed of the ;tream during- the low
river period, both above the gauging staff and below it for.a reasonable distance ?-No.
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5 2 9. Ho'.v much ;'YQuld thev cost ?-Mv estimate
was £60,006 each for twelvE:: and £Io~,660 each
for the remairiing.eight.
For that and other COi1tingent works my estimate was £I,600,000.
5,)0. The rest of the scheme coinprises six South
Australian locks; you think they would be well up
:to £100,000 each, so the cost of those locks would
be £600,600 ?--Yes.
53I. And the Lake Victoria works ,vould be
. £I5 0 ,000 ?-That includes one of the locks.
53 2 • You understaiJd for what reason the locking
is suggested-that it is to pI'eserve navigation?Yes.
533. Would it be wise to make the South Aus
tralian locks, and not carryon the rest ?~-I do not
think the construction is justified by the amount of
trade.
•
534· Supposing it was justified, navigation is reo
quired On the Victorian side-would it be justifiable
to make the locks only in South Australia ?-I do
not think it would be of much value; the most of
the South Australian traffic is obtained from the
Darling and the Murray.
535· It has been suggested that a start should \-,e
made \vith the South Alistraliim locks-would the
eJfect of that expenditure, without expenditure on
the Victorian lOCkS, insure navigation fora longer
period than they have it now?-No.
; 53 6 . If the scheme of locking is to be effective it
would have to be carried right out to. Echuca ?-_
Yes, to get the full benefit.
.
537.· Have you formed any opinion on the subieCt
of locking at all ?-I think the expenditure that
would necessarily be incurred in locking. the river
effectively would be quite unjustifiable..
53 8 . You consider it feasible from an engineeti'1g
point of view, 'and n,ot likely to be attended with
any disaster ?-Yes~ there is no insuperable enginet'ring difficulty.
,539· But you consider the undertaking is un·
desirable and u)1profitable?-Yes,
54 0 • Mr. Mead said vesterdav that it was verv
much more'desirable to sfore the upper waters of the
Murray-do you, take the same view?...-To allow of
~n~ e.xpan~ion. and the proper development of
trnjIatlOn It IS necessary-the other expenditure
would be a wasteful expenditure of monev.
54!. Have youan'y special' knowled~e of the
Murray traffic ?-I have looked up the returns given
bv the Customs House officer at Adelaide. alid I
find for ~he ten years I~9I-I90I the average total
value of Imports and exports from South Australia
was about £300,000 per annum; that is the total
value of the cargoes carried on the Murray ftr)in
South Australia.
.
54 2 • What would be the probable freight ?--I
~annot sav; it is a prettv long freight as a rule, and
It would be worth a fair. percentage-most of it
comes from the Darling and the Murrumbidgee.
543· Ha\'l~ YOll any opinion as to the probable
development of transport in the Riverina distrid?
-My opini~n is it. is not likely to increase; railways are bemg pushed out in every direction and
the traffic in railways is sq much more satisf;etorv
than the traffic by river, that I think the traffic i~
likely to diminish rather than increase.
544· 1.t is sl;gg:este? th:1t an enormous development owmg to ungatlon on the Murrav will create
a great deal of freight ?-It wt1l not do it for exports.
.145· It is said the increase of pOj)ubtion there
\nll cause the consumption, and import and export.
of a great quantitv of ,goods ?-As regards exports
I do not think it will be so.
546. If the proauction by water is successful',
surely prodUcts will be increa;;ed ?-The products of

irrigation \villhave to be carried by raihvay; the
steamer traffic is no use for stock ot for perishable
products, .or the higher class products of irrigation
-it is of very little value. .
.
547. What is it useful for ?'::::':'Bulk cargoes like
wh(:at and wool, though I believe if the means of
rail\\ ay commutiication were better, very iittle \votl
.would go that wav:....:..it is heavv traffic.
548. In your opinion river t;affic is certai::ily not
likel~ to be increased by the development of iJrigation in the Murrav basill ?-I do not think so, exe,,! >t for imports"'-::'the amount of imports riodot;bt
would be very rargely increased. But I think the
railwav would be the most. suitable way of cari)lng
it; imports are faidy high priced as a rule, an,d I
think they will always stand the railway freight.
549. You know what the terms of the agreemrllr are ?-Yes, the last one.
::.';c;. You are aware cif the quantity of \'later
a\,<lilable~-\vhat would be the effeCt On the yic 1,orii!i1
dl'velopment if that agreement w~re accepte(l, l]\· the
people of ViCtoria ?--There are t,vi:> parts of It, the
winter and summer months. I think that 'as soon
as storages are constructed on the Upper j\,fiJmi\'
and the Goulburn the winter navigation' period will
bp affected somewhat j it would be shortened in the
:! utumn by the ,vaters feqi.iired· .for filling those
storages, and shortened in the spii,ng by the iYJter
th:!t \,'ould reqilire to be aih~rted aireCt frgril thr
river for irrigation; in the summe.r period r. thilik
the flow of 70,000 cubic feet per minute' gUaranteed"
a1 the South Australian border is ratheitoo high.
55I: ~1r. Mead suggested yesterday there should
be a share of the \vater, but no fixed amount?-1
think that would be better, the discharge of that
river varies so much from year to ye:H, that it is
e};ceedingly difficult to fix :! 'b:!sis that wotild serve
for everv vear.
I think it would be better to distribute theJ~vater from time to time according to the
flO\y, ahd South J-\ustralia's share should be dependent tipon. the volume in the river as weil as the
upper States, rather than h:!v€: a hard-:!nd-fast
qwmtity stated.
The witizeH 7Oi'tlidri?~b.
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George G:usoh, further examined.

552. By tire Cltairmm,.-Do you think there is
any fisk of silt interfering with the working of the
weirs and locks that are proposed?-There is nO
serious difficulty to be apprehended on the Victorian section, at any rate; I cannot speak as to
South Australia.
553· Y04 are aware that. that lock at Bourke did
silt up ?-Yes, it g:!ve them some trouble.
554· The Engineer for South Australia; Mr.
Moncrieff, g:!ve evidence .that what is called canalization \voi.lId be undesirable in South Australia. because tne filting would be very heavy in. their
\~:lters ?-Yes, I have read that.
I think it is very
likely that would be correct.
'
555· If canalization would be interfered with by
silt in those \yaters; is there any risk of the lock~s
and weIrS bemg interfered with ?-It might be
necessary to do some dredging, it is quite possible.
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55 6 . Would that add to the expense ?--:-To the
annual upkeep, it would.
.
557. Materially ?-It ,~ould probably necessitate
having a dredge on the river, to be used at different places as required. .
558. You cannot give any estimate of the probable cost ?-No, I think in some estimates by the
New South Wales engineer the dredge was included
in their annual estimates. I think it is very likely
a dredge would have to be kept.
559. All you can say about that is that you
would expect it to add to the annual upkeep of
the system?-Yes.
560. There seems to be some difference of opinion
as to whether the locks and weirs could be made of
any use for the purposes of irrigation; have you
any view on that subject ?-Some could be made
of use.
For instance, the weir at the head of
Kow Swamp works might be used as a, diversion
weir by gravitation; the Kow: Swamp works have
a sill level at .5 feet above summer level. If you
ha.ve a weir below the point of off-take you could
raIse the water and divert it by gravitation in summer, instead of pumping it as we are doing lower
down at Cohuna and Koondrook; you could distribute it from the higher point ~y gravitation;
that would be a saving, but I do not think the
places are very numerous where that could be done.
$6I. One of the New South 'Wales engineers
p01~ted out that at Psyche Bend a considerable
savlllg could be made in that way?·-Yes, the water
could be raised into the billabong without tl1at first
lift at Psyche Bend if the weir was :.L suitable
height.
56z . Summi.ng up on that particular part of tbe
aspec! of locklllg, you do not think there would be
many places where that would he possible, and
there would be no great gain ?-No, r do not 'think
so.
In the case of pumping with low lifts the
e!fect o~ weirs would und.oubtedly be to lower the
hfts; lllstead of 15 feet to' 18 feet lifts as at
present, you .might have 5 feet or 6 feet lifts..
56 3. That reduces the expense ?-Yes but it is
,
.
not very serious.
'
56 4. You have evidence with regard to the prop?sed s~orage at Lake Victoria.
Ha ve you any
Views Wlth regard to the value of that storage ?-I think that Lake Victoria storage would be extremely valuable for irrigation.
It would after
~llowing f~r losses in evaporation in the ~tor~ge
~ts~lf, and Its conve?ance, supply sufficient water to
Irngate thoroughly about '100,000 acres of land.
56 5. In South Australia?-Yes, that is about
the limit of its utility for irrigation. .
566 . Could it do that as well as supply the
neces~ary amount to carryon navigation ?-No.
If
the nve: were locked the whole of that water would
be requued to make good losses by evaporation on
'!he flats flooded by the weirs. As far as storage
IS :oncemed there would be no water whatev"r
a.vallable for irrigation from Lake Victoria if -the
nve.r were loc.ked arid the evaporo.tion made good.
as .1t ~ecessanly would have' to be at the back of
the werrs .
. 56 7. You would recommend that as an inigatwn proposition ?-Yes.
.
. 56~. If it is c?m.bin~d with Icckin~ for navigatwn Its va'l ue for un!.[atlOn woul d be lost?-Yes.
569. ':'1hat is the locking system going to cost in
:-vaporatron ?-On the u?per liver above Tooleybuc,
It would not be excessive.
To mevent overflow
levees could be .placed on the banks of the river,
~nd the losses would be inconsiderable'; lower down
Ill, S~uth Austral~a, from evidence given bv Mr.
Moncneff, the Ch1~f Engineer of South Aw·:tralia,
85,000 acres of nver flats would be covered bv
that system of locks that they propose.
~

57 0 • Unless they put in· levees ?-;He says t~ey'
could not put in levees; that no conSiderable sa~lllg:
of' flooding would be effected by I:evees. He gIVes.
that statemc;:nt that' 85,000 acres would be required
to be flooded as· back wa~ers to the weirs.
q 1. That is 1'33 square miles?-Yes. He gives.
another scheme of putting a storage in the riyer' at
l'arcoola, which would result in increased flooding
t6 the extent of zoo square miles; but taking the
locks alone, without that storage, his statement is'
to the effect that 85,000 o.c·res of river flats w:ould
be flooded; that would take the whole' of the
available waters' of Lake Victoria to tnake good the
evaporD.tion.
572. What do you put the. evaporation at per'
o.nnurn ?-About 5 feet on these river flats. That
is accepted by th~ Murray Rivers Commission, a,nd.
for shallow water it is not excessive.
"
573. This would be shallow water?-The greater
po.rt of it would be.
574. You have a cross section ()f one of the.
South Australian weirs ?-Yes, at Parcoola~[The
same was produced, Exhibit 7AJ--that is at 'Over.
land Corner.
575. Have you-any comments to make from. an
engineering aspect ?-No, not beyond what I have
The foundations are not particularly satissaid.
factorY, but 1 do not think the difficulties. are in:
surmo~ntable.
576. Is there anything you wish to add to youi
evidence?-I would like to add in amplification as
to who.t I said as to navigation, and the uses of
Lake Victoria, the 100,000 acres of irrigation which
it would provide for would, o.t a moderate estimate, represent £1,000,000 worth of annuar
products.
577. If the wa~er confined in Lake Victoria were
used, for irrigation it would have a productive value
of about one million per annum ?-Yes, it w<Jufe!
suffice for the complete in:igation of about roo,ooo
acres, and estimating the vo.lue of' the products at'
£ro an acre the actual value would be ];r,ooo,ooo.
578. That is, assuming you could get the 100,000'
D.cres to profitably irrigate?-I think you can get it'
in the vicinity of Renmark..
.
579· That is not part of the 85,000 acres sub~'
merged ?--No, that is with pumping; of course"
you would have to pump. I mean the production of
products that would have a world-wide market. 580 . l!:v. 1I1r. Gray.--In what way do you prQpose to Irrigate these 100,000 acres from Lake Victori.a ?---;-By letting it run down the Murray, and'
takll1g It on to the most suitable lands for irrigation by pumping.
581. Did yOll not say that by impounding this
water in Lake Victoria it would be of nD use for:
irrigation ?-In the event of the river being locked,
the whole of that water would be required to make'
gooel,the losses by evaporation in the hack waters .of
[he weirs.
.
. 582 .. I.n the evidence given before the previous
C:o~mlsslon, do they not so.y there would be 16
bIllIon gallons of water available held in these locks'
:ll1d there woulC! be sufficient water to enable open~
IllgS to. be made to let the steamers through ?-I do
not know. I knOlw that to make the weirs arid lockS
effective you rriust maintain the back waters, and
to do so would require the whole of the available
waters of Lake Victoria to make gcod evaporo.tion~
583. The amount of wo.ter impounded in Lake
VictoriD., ac::crding to the sto.tement in this report;
would proVide for 90,000 cubic feet per minute
during the fcm months in the year; that, is all
the amollnt required for the running of .the
~;tearr:ers ?--That' would not carry the steamers.
They require fully 365,000 cubic feet per' minute
at the South Austral ian border.

George Garson,

15th June~ 1900.
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584. At that rate, the, proposal under this agree·
ment.to give them 65,000 cubic,feet would not be
sU.fIicient. for navigatiorn at all ?-I do not know of
an'y statement as. to 65,000 cubic feet per minute.
It 'is 70,000 cubic feet per minute.
585. That does,not provide for navigation ?-No.
586. Does.it for irrigation ?-I presume so.
. 587. The whole contention was that it was fot
navigation that they wanted the water, and they
agreed to take it under this agreement ?-~o,ooo
cubic feet would not be of any use for navlgatlOn.
588. You w.ere asked whether the _weirs were !lot
likely to silt up, do you not provide for flushmg
gates to clear these weirs?-The weir is collapsible,
and during flood time will be lowered in the bed of
the river, and everything will be swept right.over it;
it will scour itself, there will be practically no ob.
stacle to the flow of the river in flood time.
589. As to flooding these 85,000 acres, do the
South Australian people look upon it as an advan,tage or disadvantage?-I cannot say. I l.ook upon
it as inevitable from the building of these weirs and
locks j it is inevitable if the river has to be locked.
590. If they are anxious for the locking, I suppose they rather prefer tliis land to be flooded?I cannot say j. I do not see that it is going to be any
advantage to them.
59 1 . Can they put a levee along the rivers ?.Mr. Moncrieff says that is. not practicable.
59 2. It \vould be a shallow inundatioll ?-Comparatively shallow j it is ritcr:lflats, I understand.
593· By Mr. Lemm01l.-You are of opinion that
with canalization' and storage a practical scheme
could be devised to overcome the navigation question ?-To' make navigation permanent?
.594· . To satisfy the reasonable claims of South
Australia {:--It is a difficult question to answer. It
is feasible to .provide for navigation all the year by
constructing, locks and \yeirs j whether it is a'dvis~
able, isa different question.
, 595· Are you of !:>pinion that it could be done by
canalization and stqrage without locks ?-No, I uo
not think so.
6. O~e of the objections by, South Australian
engineers to, canalization is the siltation j would not
the flood waters be sufficient SCOUl to keep the siltation down without any large amount of dredging?
-I, am inclined to think the objection is well
founded. It is, <l. very wide stream before you get
to the South .Australian border., It is an average
of ,7¥ chains, in. widtl1, and it is alia sand bed j
any movement in the sand would probably cause
gre,!:t trouble in keeping the canal open.
. 597· Why would there be a difficulty that would
not affect Victor-ia, and vet would affect South Australia.i would
th~ South Australian section, he
more likely to
the benefit of the scouring ,vaters
of ,the river
it ,is a lower velocity for one
thing, there
not such a steep gradient jand the
nature of the bed is another thing. At thesanie
time, I do not advocate canalization of the, Vic"'
toi.-ianportion of it at all.
59 8 . You do 'not think Lake Victoria would help
the question.of navigation in a dry season?~That
is if the whole of. the waters of Lake Victoria were
used for the purpose of improving n~vigation-it
would extend it undoubtedly for a considerable
period.
599· What do 'you call a considerable period?---'
I should say, at least, a month or two months. It
would depend entirely upon the flow in .the river.
If you have a steady flow of 200,000 cubic feet a'
minute, and you add another 100,000 cubic feet,
you would make it nearly navigable. It would just
depend upon the flow of the river whether it would
be serviceable or not, but it would certainlv . extend
it for some time.
'

'59

600. By Mr. Manifold.-I gath~r f:om the tenor
of your evidence that, although It 1~ absol utel y
feasible to build locks, you do not tlunk It would
be worth it ?-That is my opinion.
601. The water of tbe, Ivlurray. could be much
better applied to irrigation ?-That is .my. opinion.
602. By the Cltairman.-Looklllg at It from a
South Australian point of view?--Both South Australian and Australian.
.
. 603. By 1I1r. G1.ay.~?n page 4~ of the c:oll1m,~~
sion's report, it says,
By spen~lDg ;:100,000 .'
are you satisfied that would proVIde 100,000 .CUbIC
feet 'perminute for, four months ?-£I50,000 IS my
estimate.
.
604. Seeing the agreement only provid~s. 70 ,000
cubic feet during that period, would not tL11~ work,
if carried out, satisfy all their demands?- I do not
think .so.; that is part of .the terms of the agreement that that storacreis to be constructed at once.
605. And they we~e to have that in additicm?Yes, until the completion of the works.
, '606. You sav that IOO,OOO cubic feet that they
were to get under the agreement was not to Be con:
sidered as part of their suppl y under th~t agreem'ent ?-It is a question of memory. I belIeve that
is SO,' bIlt it is contained in the last agreement.
607 . . By lv!i. Carlislc.-There .h~s be.en· some
talk of 'canalization; suppose thenver 111 So~th
'Australia were canalized. would a smaller quantIty
of water keep 'it navigable ?-It is not kept' navigable' now.
608. Would a smaller quanti tv keep it navigable
i i it was canalized than is requir~d to keep it navigable at present ?-Certainly much less water would
suffice.
.
6°9, Without its being locked ?-I am takmg
r.ana.Jization in the broader sense, including loCking.
I do:'not think it is feasible' without locking.
6ro. Would canalization run the water' awav'
quicker than it does at present ?~If that~ystem .of
canalization could be carried out. you could do wIth
mucil less water than at vresent.
6 [;. Canalization without lo::king'?-:If it was
feasibI'e.
".
612'.. Why is it not feasible ?-I think the cost of
the work wou ld
v:ery great .indeed. To ,begin with,
when 'j'ou remove certain bars you do not kno\v what
effect that will have upon the river belmv; without
the most accurate survey of .the river you could. not
arrive at any estimate Whatever, of ~vhat th<; cost
'vould be.
613. What does canalization mean a~cording to
idea ?-That' system' at, canalization I t~ke to
mean that Y011 are to' design a channel of su!licient
widfhfor navigation iri the beCl 6f the river. "
614. By Mr. lllanifold.-Do you mean dredgino:
, out the present channel?-That ,,'auld be a method
of canalizing it.' :That would not be applicable in
some Dlaces' where there are bars.' ,
'
6I5~ By .Mr. Grtiy.-You could not 'do that'\vithout locking?-The gradient is not so excessiye' that
it could· not be done. Ifvou have a 'defined channel, vou would keep it ft,o\ving: at a certain width
and certain eleDth. .
.
. "
616. By lY/;. Carlisle.-'-Would hot removing any
bars· that exist nmV', allow the' water to get'a\vay
f]uicker; now there is' a deep plact::, and then a
shallow place; the deep place holds the water' that
runs' over the shallow place; if you take- oul the
b~H, would not the 'water
away quicker ?-It
woi,lld drain that portion to a certain' extent.
.
T fte witness. withdrew.

Ettore Checchi, fmther examined.
6[,7· By the' Cltairman.-Mr. Rees asked you
about the elate in February at which the reading
was taken at Swan Hill. Do you now furnish the in-
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Ettom Checchl,
loth.June. 1909.

634. Is. it possible to arrive at an accurate meaturn of tire daily estimates of discharge at Sw~n surement?-No, it is impossible; the river shifts
It is only an approximation;
Hill and Echuca lor the months of March, April, 'from day to day.
there is no pretension of the gauging being exact.
and May-Exhibit 8.1
635. When the river is full the loss is greater
618. I understand you produce another statement, which shows the apparent loss per mile of than when it is low?-Yes, because of the overthe river in April of this year ?-Yes-[Exltibit 9J. flow, and diversions, and anabranches.
636. Does the water get away from the land
6 I 9. April is a low-river month?-Yes, very low.
much
quicker when the river is high than when it is
620. Is it the same proportion in the case of a
high river?-No, I do not think so. In the case of low?--Yes.
6:17. Will it soak away down below as welf?a high river, the loss would be much greater.
621. What is the cause of that ?-First of all, Yes, but I cannot sav how much.
638. By Mr. Gray·.-You say that when yoU take
there would be more water in the river, more pressure against the banks and the bottom; in the the gauging of the river you do not take any notice
second place, in a low river there would be a low of the diversions ?-No.
639. We were told the other day that when the
soakage, coming from tne adjacent lands, 'which
will have a great effect on the quantity lost by river is gauged the operator takes care beforehand
evaporation during the low river.' This soal,age to ascertain all overflows and measure them-is that
!nay be taken as being almost a constant quantity, correct ?-The main overflows in the shape of al}.at?erefore in a high river it will affect the loss very branches. For instance, there is the Kiewa River in
lIttle, because in dealing with greater quantities a . ~ valley about half ,a. mile wide j there is the strdam
very small quantity will make very little difference. It~elf, and there are five or six anabranches flowing
WIth the stream. I have to measure those as well.
622. By Mr. Manilold.~When vou are calculat640. Do you know at what state of the river .at
ing the daily discharge at Echucaa-nd Swan Hill in
Echuca' any diversion in New South Wales ceases to
order to find out the loss between Echuca and Swan
Hill-take the water passing Echuca on the first flow?--At Tocumwal the first overflow will take
day of the month; when would that wate;' approxi~ place when the river is about 8 feet 6 inches on the
mately reach Swan Hill (-The distance between gauge-.--that will be the Tuppal Creek. There is
Swan Hill and Echuca is about 200 miles. I sup- another nearer Echuca"called the Eagle Creek. I
have not seen that, but I'think it wlll be about the
pose !he velocity of the current will be about 30 or same level. Practically when the flow in the river
40 mIles a day, SO it would take four or five davs.
is 300,000 or 400,000 cubic feet per minute there ~
623. In order to compare the volumes of wat~rat are no overflows either in New South Wales or Victhose two places, you would take the water at toria.
Echuca on the first, and take it at Swan Hill about
641. What is the average depth of the river at
the seventh?-Yes.
Sw,an Hill, where you take your gaugings ?-At a
.624. The difference between those two gaugings low stage, the mean depth will be about 2 feet 6
glVes you the loss, and you divide that by the num- inches; in the deep places it will be 4 feet and in
ber <:f miles?-Yes. In this case,' the Echuca other places it 'will be onlv 6 inchE's.
'
gaugmgs were computed with the old table made
642. Do you take your gaugings where the bridge
twenty years ago, wher,eas the 'Swan Hill gauging ~s ?-About half a mile below there is a place that
was computed with the present table.
IS very shallow. and very suitable for gauging.
625. Is that more accurate ?-It is more recent.
643. By tke Clzairman.-Taking the loss-at
626. Does a table mean a survev of the bed of the Echuca, on the 1St March, we find 42,200 cubic
river ?-No j it is .a tabl~ on one side of which is the feet.; O? the 7th March, at Swan Hill, it is 33,480
gauge reading, and on the other side the corres- cubIC teet.
We ha.ve calculated the loss on vour
ponding discharge.
basis, and that comes to 840 cubic feet. whif be627. By the Clzairman.- Those things check each comes of the difference between 42,200 cubic feet
other?-They should do so.
and 33,480 cubic feet ?-I cannot say.
628. The rise and fall of the river .is a con644. Is that not diversion ?-I cannot say.
flicting element in those calculations ?-Yes. '
645. R9ugh1y, the difference is about 9,000 cubic
629_ By, Mr. Abbott.-Have you been able to feet; the balance of 7,200 cubic feet is unaccounted
c?mpa.re the difference in those gaugings with the for-where does that water go?-I cannot accouI)t
dIversIons. Have you any knowledge of the diver- for it.
sions?-No.
. ?46. That must go son:ewhere, or your estimate
. 630" Is there a large difference between the gaug, IS maccurate ?-What was the gauging of the river?
mgs at Echuca and Swan Hill ?-I gave a state647. Four inches at Echuca, and I ft. 4 in. at
;nent previously to the effect that the, Echuca gaug- Swan Hill ?-I suppose you are aware that betwecn
mgs at the low flow appear to be 19 per cent. too Echuca and Swan Hill there are three pumping
plants working. They were all pumFing in March.
small.
631. That would probablv be aL'Counted for bv There is a pump at Cohuna 5,000. cubic feet per
the private pumps betw'een Echuca and Swan Hill? minute; at Koondrook, about i,ooo cubic feet; ,and
-Not necessarily.
It mav be accounted for by at Swan Hill there will be about 1,500 cubic feet
the c~anges in the river during twentv years. The per minute.
Then there might be private people
gaugmgs at Echuca were taken in 1$88 or. 1887 . .and pumping, of which I know nothing.
although from time to time we have modified the
648. By Mr. Carlisle.--;-Do you gauge the river
tables, still the original gaugings were taken twenty except at Albury and Echuca ?-Yes, I gauge it at
years ago, and the river meanwhile has changed Jingel1ic, Tccumwal, Swan Hill, and Mildura.
according to my last n:easurements, but not as much
T lze witness 'liJitltdrew.
as mi.ght be thought.
.
632. By Mr. Cailisle.-When you are taking
Henrv E. Chambers, sworn and examined.
gaugings, w{len the river is rising after the summer,
649.
By the Chairman.-What are you ?--Mando yoU alIo,w anything for the lagcons and back' agel' of the McCulloch Carrying Company.
waters getting filled ?-No.
650. Is that companv concerned in the naviga63.3. That would account for a big loss when the
river is rising?-Yes, but I cannot take that into tion of the Murray?-Very slightly now; it had
been, years ago.
account, because it is not in the river.

for~ation ?-Yes.-[The·witness handed in the re-

662. Then the compensation for the expense of
65 I. How long have you been connected with the
business ?--"-For 25 years, but, as far as the river locking, assuming it was done in the twelve years,
business is concerned, we have been practically out would be the additional 60,000 million cubic feet·
distributable between the two Upper States ?-Ves;,
of it fot the last fifteen years.
652. Have you any knowledge of the river. busi- 'bearintr in mind that that refers to the low years.
663~ Vou'have not made out a table over a period
ness at present ?-Onlv in a general way. The corr.pany is not running any 'steamers or barges on_ the of years. Vou have taken four low years, because
river; except the carriage of logs to timber mills at vou consider them critical for irrigatiori purposes?
=-'Ves.
Echuca, owned by the company.
664. By Mr. Gray.-What is the .average fI.ow
653. Have you any means of ascertaining what
the course of trade is on the 'Murray at present?,-- of the river for' all the time you have been gaugmg'
No.
it ?-The information can be obtained froin a table
654· By Mr, Abb(7tt.-Is there an'ything you de- attached to the memorandum by l\h. Stuart Murray;
sire to say as to the advisability ot keeping the river investigating the agreement made by the Premiers
open longer, to get logs down to E;.chuca l-We of New·South Wales, South Australia, and Virtoria,
should like to, see the river open all the year round, in Sydney, 1903. That dm be worked out for the
bringing ,the logs down.
Commission.
655. By the Cliairman.--You have lived ,on the
, 665. By tlte Chairman.-In preparing this stateDarling, and been engaged in the trade ?-Yes. at ment you havE' averaged out the months-you haVe
the tirrie \ve owned ste.amers and barges on the river, '. taken an allowance for the two periods of five and,
I 'was manager it Wilcannia, but that is 25. years seven months, and \'iorked them out ?....:.:.I have takeii
. ago.
the possible diversions in each month by each
656. Vou carryon business at Echu'ca ?-Yes, a Upper State.
business 'called the :Murray River Saw Mills Com. 666. Vou have lumrea sections 30 and 31 of the
pany.
In ,colinexion '.'{ith that \Ve have to bring proposed agreement together?~Ves.
logs aOWi1 the 1\'lurra~: for cutting up at the mills.
667. I understand you are prepared with a
657. Where from ?~-From above; we go as far scheme, which you think would be fairer to ali the
as Yarraivohga sometin:.es.
We bring them down States concerned 1-1 would like to say that '1 have
when the river is navigable, and that lasts about preparecl this'in conjunction with Mr. Dethridge, of
three, months in the year o.n an average.
, the Water Supply Department. [The witness read
658. '\,;v'here ?"--From the point where' we bring the following paper]:the logs dchvn to Echilca.., ,
, 659. By lIb. Carlisle.-You can practically bling DIVISION OF WArERS OF THE MURRAY RIVER BETWEEN THE
STATES.
all the logs YOli require while the river, is high?The
requirements
of
South
Australia may be met by
Yes j we can bring a year's supply while the river is
providing at the boundary a summer flow (November-'
running, but it means storing them at Echuca for ~larch) of 60,000 cubic fetCt per minute, and a winter flow
the remainder of the y,ear. ~t would suit us better (Apri!~October) of 30,000 _cubic feet per minute, or app70ximately 25,000,000,000 cubic feet per annum, equivajf the river was running all the year.
lent to the irrigation of about 250,000 acres in additioil
The witness 'Withdrew.
to allowance for losses and domestic and stock supply"
Alfred S. Kenyon, further examined;
660. Bj the Chairnian.~We were examining vou
about the effect of, the adoption of this agreement
on the uses of the Murray. I understand you have
prep.ared a table showing in figures what _;,vould be
the result if the November agreement of last year
had been, in foiTe {ot the years r896-r899-those
are four, low years of flow?-Ves.
lit.' Witness
read tlte following paper]:---,-

rT

TABLE showing actunl results 1111,<1 1.1,le November)
1908, Agi'eemeut been in force fOl; the Years
1 H96, 1 'l97, 18fl8, 1899, the mo~t cri tical period
bf lo\v river on record.
Ail tlgnres represent ihollsa'nds of millioflR of cubic
feet.
~

,

Total possible dive-rslon
under the Agreement

at the respective off·
takes of--·
(Clauses 30 o.nd 31.)

432

400
401
aS6
40,;

NOT}; I.-The reduetion of South AustraJill'd snnre.fl.ftel' complete lock~
11lg or ] 2 ye{~rS-ChlUHe 51-\~il,1 be n..bout. 60,000 millio118 of c~lhic feet.
ThiR win mean n.bout e3,000 11111110119 of cuInG feet more water bemg made
available for the Upper Stutes at tlwir offtakes.
NOT' 2.-lt will be llotice(l that the sum of the ftow of the riYer at the
Boundarv and of the total possible diversions by the Upper States, does
not; in lo~ years, ren.eh the minimum contained ill Cl:.mse 51.

661. The'resuit of 'that is that until the locking,
South Australia in thpse four years would actually
take more than Victoria ?""':'That is so.

The volumes specified should be provided at all times
by the upper States, each contributing fixed volumes fr.om
each of the main contributing streams in prQPortion to
their average volumes.
'
.
The upper States should be accorded rights of diver·
sion for the balance of the flow as follows :~Each State;
subject to the limitation already mentioned, to be at
liberty to divert the whole or any portion of the flow of
any contributing stream within its boundaries and to
divert from the main stream any volume, subject to due
allowance for loss in transit, which it has a 1fowed to
enter the main stream, but not above' such point of en.
trance.
,
This would insure the States, provide.d they exercised
their full powers under this proposal, diverting in pro·
portion to their actual contributions to the river at any
particular period.
, . '
" It is of interest to show the effect of this proposal ih
an actual case. Taking the year 1896 as a typicaJ 101"
river year, dividing the main stream into convenient sections, and assliming the whole of the possible dh"ersions
by t~e upper States for the year as 100, the following
would be the allowable ~liversions:Diversions not to
Section of the Murray River and
exceed forits contributing streams.
Victoria.
New South
Wales.
Above Albury ...
l)
13
Above Echuca ...
33
9
Above, Narrung, Murrumbidgee
Junction
35
9
Above Wentworth, Darling Junction
35
:n
35
Above boundary
65
Or Stated in thousands of millions, of 'cubic feetTotal possible
qiversions.
Above Albury
58
39
Above Echuca ...
14 8
39
Above Nanung
150'
39
Above vVentworth
'150
142
Above boundary
15.0
280
'One great benefit of this proposal is that each State
'would have complete control free from any interference,
by any outside body of _the streams within its boundaries
>

~'AlfrediS. :kenyoh,
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an'd wou:d also be free to divert as it pJeased fronl ~he
'main stream so long as it did not exceed its volume. A
'Commission composed of representatives of the States in·
,terested would be confined to seeing that the compensa·
tion water for South Australia was delivered at each
specified point,
records or flows in and entering
\lle main stream
to restrictmg diversions from the
, main stream to the authorized volumes and places. During.
· periods of high river, its functions would be merelY.
/:lomina!.

668. You speak of the requirements of South
Australia-what do you mean by thatr-In COllsidering South Australian requirements I omit any
. provision whatever for navigation. I consider the
supply of water for the irrigation of 250,000 acres
along the course of .the river in that State is as much
and, probably, more than she would ever be able
to use under natural conditions.
669· You include nothing for stock supply?-In
addition there is provision at the rate of 2 cubic
feet per minute per mile of channel }or domestic
and stock supply,.' and a reasonable alJowance for
losses in tranSIt along the river channel. No provision is included for making good the evaporation
in the lakes at the mouth.
670. By Mr. Carlisle.-That is what the agreement. provides for South Australia ?-After twelve
"years the agreement provides for 60,000 million
cubic feet-this is a little less than half.
. 671. By the Cltairman.-If this was adopted
would you be able to say what the effect of navigation of the Murray would be ?-In low years,
which occur, in consecutive periods up to four,
navigation would entirely cea5£ throughout the year.
67 2 • In fixing those proportions 01 diversion you
are familiar with the scheme in the 1902 report?
, Those figures are in accordance with the gaug, i I1gs' accepted there.
.
673· They' are fixed by the Victorian and New
South Wales officers?-Yes. Those figures are only
put in as illustrative of what would happen under
,the proposal. The proposal allows the States to
d.iver~ whatever, they are cont.ributing, so the divi',5lOn IS automatIC at any partIcular period.
'
674· What are the diversions above Albury?· The diversion of the river flow into storage, such
· as Cumberoona.
675· Do you know anything about Cumberoona?
-Only that I haw, seen the site.
67 6 . What country will it command ?-Water let
down from the storage at Cumberoona could be
,diverted at some site, such as Bungowannah Or at
,the Ovens Junction to command the whole ir~'igable
,area in this State.
, 677· By Mr.lIlanifold.-Is that r,unning towards
l Waranga ?-It
would be a point from the main
· stream, ~t a point below Albury, going across
· ~~ntrr In a. south-westerly ,direction, supplying
· !rngatlOn reqUIrements in its course, and connect~f!g on the Goulburn-Waranga scheme either at the
'Qoulburn Weir or the Waranga Basin.
, 67 8 . By Mr. Holden.-What length of channel
-would .there. be ?-I could not say off-hand; it is
· sprnethWg hke 60 or 70 miles of main channel,
f~o~ the Ovens Junction, but it would not be supplYlflg country the whole of its length.
,
679· What area does Cumberoona commanrl?)ts water could be made to cover the whole irrigable
area in Victoria itself.
680. Wbat is the area of the basin itself ?-I
.' qmllot say.
p8I. By iUr. Ca:rlisle.-That would supply the
.,whole of the eastern 00ulburn ?-It could supply
the whole of the mam stream irrigation of the
,~{lstern Goulburn, and contribute towards portion
of the irrigation west of the Goulburn, generally
!cnpwn as the Goulburn-Waranga Scheme.
.682. By Afr. lv!r;mif.r;ld.-T'p.ere we get to the
dIfference between the country that is commanded,

,and the' country that cap be actual! y supplied. Victoria's share, according to this scheme of distribu,tion, would be, comparati~ely small, and would
irrigate properly a comparatively small area of
land-the water would not be there?-That is so.
683' Above Albury .we would only get 13 per
ceni:.,· so it would not irrigate such a vast quantity
of land, and if we had to take it through a long
channe1, the losses in transit would be con~ider
abler-Yes.
684. By Mr. Abbott.-Under your scheme would
the storage at Cumberoona be made of any value
: to South Australia ?-I think not. The provision
I have made for the requirements of South Australia would not require any expensive storage,
practically no storage at all, to keep it up j any
storage required would be for the sole benefit of
the Upper States.
685. We could not ask South Australia to join
us in that expenditure,' unless she was going to
benefit by it?-The small flow I have put down
. here can be provided without any expensive works.
- 686. By Mr. Holden.~You have not taken into
account the provision of storage at all in those
figures ?-The diversion includes impounding water
in the storage, so those figures include water impounded in that year, as well as streams diverted
in the channels.
This is only if such an agreement had been in force.
68 7. If the Cumberoona scheme were gone on
with, there would be 58,000 million cubic feet aoove
Albury for Victoria ?-Yes, and 39,000 for New
South Wales;'
688. By the Chairman.-That ,would be your
. only way to divide it, but whether there is stor~ge
there or not, this is what you consider would be
a fair division?-That is so.
68 9. By Mr. Holden.-The water is there now,
without any storage ?-It is there, but not when we
require it.'
690' By Mr. Carlisle.-Are those figures the
river without storage?-Yes, those are the natural
flows of the river for the whole year.
. 69I. By Mr. Holden.-They cannot be got with.out storage ?-No, not as we required them.
. ?9 2 •. By tlte C:.'z.airman.-Yours is a storage for
l~r~gatlOn proI?osIt!On ?-Yes" leaving out any proVISion for naVIgation.
693· By Mr. Abbott.-How would South Australia be affected with' reference to, 'their storage
down bel(;)\v ?-~J am of opinion t'p.at there would
be no relIable volume of water available for such
a storage as Lake Victoria in periods of low river.
694· B.y tlte Chairman.-She might ,get it from
the Dar~mg ~~We have four years herE) in which
.the Darlmg IS mcluded, and there is no water availa?le for South. Australian storage, so long as the
Upper States dIVert all that they may divert under
this proposal.
695· Under. the agr~ent ?-Under the agreement, I take ~t,. the dIf!ere,nce between the 25,000
and 60,000 mIllIon CUbIC feet in clause 51 is the
volume of wat~r expected to, b~ used up in keeping
the Jcck~ workmg, and provldmg for the increased
~vaporatlO!l, due to the larger surface by the back)ng up of water by those locks.
, 69 6 . By Mr. Grar-Is this statement of yours
b'l~e? on locks ?'-No, that lS wlthout any locks
eXlstmg at all.
697· By Air. Abbott,-Would it be possible to
.~ake ~p and hold up .the winter, flow of the Murray
ill thls way?-That IS a questIOn I cannot answer
abs?lutely, beca.use so much depends upon what
penod you :eqUlre to use the water. If you could
ta~e ~wo-thlrds of your flow in winter and onet~lrd ill the sU.mn;er. the storage Ilouid be com parafIvely cheap;lf It IS the reverse, and you have'to
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706. By fUr. Gray.-Even under existing cirtake two-thirds in summer, your storages would require to be very large and costly. In this pro- cumstances, do they not often get more water at
posal I show that in a low year Victorian diver- the boundary than we get at Echuca ?~Very m1:lch
sions could reach up to 150,000 million cubic feet. more, allowing for the in-take of the'streams below
698. By Mr. H'olden.-That is the total above Echuca.
707. By lIlr. Abbott.-In those diversions 'above
the boundary?-The total of all the diversions.
699. By fllT. Gray,-What is the difference in different points, how does the proportion bear ~o
cubic feet between the flow at the boundary and the proportion in the original agreement. Is tins
the amount that you say is available.' You say, in giving Victoria a larger proportion than the pro1896 there was a total of 337,000 million cubic portion provided for in the agreement?-This would
feet' available at the boundary, and you divide that give Victoria a slightly less proportion tha,n proThey glVe her
into--Victoria, 117,000 million cubic feet; New vided for in the I908 agreement,
South Wales, 199,000 million cubic feet; and the the same proportion provided for in the I~ter-State
"olume left was II6,000 million cubic feet. What Murray River Commission's ,recommend:HlOns j but
is the total amount of diversion you assume for the proposal is not to bind the States to any fixed
that year ?-The diversions by the Upper States in figures, bu.t to allow them to divert the whole of
that year are 316,000 million cubic feet measured their contributions to the river, subject to the comat their respective off-takes, and that represents only pensation allowance to South Australia, which
2°9,000 million cubic feet at the South Australian means, in other words" that each State diverts in
boundary; the differences being the losses in the proportion to its contributions at that particular
river channel and its tributaries in transit from the time.
The witness withdrew.
point of off-take to the South Australian boundary.
Those losses have been estimated, but they are
George Laing, sworn and examined .
. based on actual measurements at varion::. limits,
giving losses in transit.
708 . Bytlze C ltairman.-\"lhat are you ?-:-Execu700. You say, in 1896, the total ,flow for the year tive engineer in charge of diversions under the State
at the boundary, should no diversions take place, Rivers and \Vater Commission.
was 327,000 million cubic feet. In 1896, the wate~
709. Have you prepared a statement showing
, flowing past the boundary of South Australia was the diversions made by the State Rivers and Water
297,000 million cubic feet; that left only 30,000 Supply Commission on the Murray and contr,ibuting
milion cubic feet availabl~, so that must be what rivers?-Yes; trom July, 1908, to June of t.hlS year.
the aiversions are ?-I do not know where you ge~ [Ex/dbit 10.] I have taken the figures up to the
that figure of 297,000 !llilliqn cubic .feet. That is present date, and estimated a small amount for the
the flow at i\'Iorgan; you would have to add 10 per balance of this month. ' I have also a statement of
cent. to that to bring it back' to the boundary. the actual diversion requirements, assuming the com'Morgan is a considerable distance from the bound- pletion of the works now in hand., [exltiblt, 11.1
ary, and there are diversions 'in betw~en.
The The latter is given in cubic feet per second. The
figures-327,000 million cubic feet-are :Mr. "Mon- forme'r is in millions of cubic feet, in order to comcrieff's, figures for the flow of the Murray River pare with Mr. Checchi's gaugings.
at Morgan, witli the estimated losses between Mor710, By fllr. Cadisle.-You cannot say if the
gan anll the South Australian boundary added, and 'amount of water is taken out, that is given there?
the measured diversions by Victoria only; New -It is not; that is the full capacity of the pumping
South Wales had none at that period. The 327,000 , plants when 'finished.
million cubic feet represents the actual normal flow
711. By lvlr. Holden.-How far
can you go
at the boundary with no interference by man.
"
back with a complete record of diversions ?-It is
7°1. You reckon there would be a 10!,s of an exceedingly difficult thing to get a complete
120,000 million cubic feet between the boundary record in this form further back.
and Morgan ?-No; 30,000 million cubic feet, but
712. By the Chairman.-Do you not know what
part of that is diversions by the Upper States. I has been diverted from the stream ?~Yes.
cannot say how much was- allowed for those diver713. This information was supplied by Mr.
sions j my notes are not here. The 1 I 7,000 million Cheechi years. ago ?-Yes; I have made a separate
cubic feet are the possible diversions by Victoria in sh.tement,showing the total million cubic feet in
a year, if Victoria had taken full advantage of the 1go 5 gaugings.
clauses 30 and 31 of the agreement.
. 7.14. We w'ant to find out how much has been
702. By ilfr .. Abbott.--In this statement, in 1899 diverted by Victoria up to the present time?-The
there were 386,000 million cubic feet available; there principal diversions-those at Mildura and at Goulwas' sufficient ;'vater available under clause 51; burn Weir-are given up to 1905, in C'< River
without any pro ratd reduction ?-That is so; leaving gaugings," and I have prepared a statement showout 'of consideration the exceptionally low year of ing these diversions up to the present year j at minor
1902, the limiting condition in clause 51 of 365,000 points of diversion, such as Kow Swamp and Deep
million cubic feet per annum will not be reached.
Creek, the amounts will not vary greatly from year
703. By the Chairtmm.-Every one of those years to year,. Where, however, diversions are made by,
South Australia will get more than the amount they gravitation, and depend on the height of tne river,
are looking for; that is, more than the 60,000 there is considerable variation from year to year, and
million cubic feet?-That is so.
" there are no reliable records of such.
715. By Mr. Cadisle.-Do you include private
704. Your argument is that they are getting far
more than they require, and preventing the ex- pumps in those diversions ?!....I have made provision
pansion of irrigation in Victotia and New South for private pumps, as near as we can calculate,
Wales ?-They are getting more than they require from the information obtained. Licences have not
yet been' issued, so the quantities have to be estifor irrigation, and domestic and stock supply.
705. More than they think necessary for navi- mated, but there is ground on which to form a fairly
gation, if they assume that 60,000 million cubic feet reliable estimate. Applications have been received
is sufficient for navigation with locking: they are for licences, and inquiries have been made through
getting far more under this; they get 110,000 mil- the police.
716. You never sent :111\, one a long the river' to
lion cubic feet ?-'1'hat is the agreement prior to
see what pumps were in existence ?-That was done
lockin~.
,
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SO!lle years ago, on the Murray. It is now about
to be commenced, and gone into thoroughly on the
other rivers, ,but it. has not been done up to the
present.
?I7. By the Cltairmalz.-Have you no record at
all of the private diversions ?~-Not as yet.
7 I 8. You are preparing cine ?-Preliminary 'steps
are being taken to collect information.
ir9' Can you give any information as to the
private diversions that are taking place ?-Yes j that
is included' in the statement I have' submitted.
720, By Mr. Abbott,-Have YOU anv information
that wIll' enable us to check the appa~'ent loss that
j\f r, ,Checchi said he found in the river gauging
at Echuca and Swan Hill in the month of March
of this year. He said tIlat at Echuca the gauging
showed 42,200 feet, and at Swan Hill it showed
33,480 feet, leaving a deficiency of 7,720 cubic feet;
840 cubic feet of that he accounteq for by evaForation.
Have you any estimates of the diversions
from pumps at Cohuna, Koondl'Ook, Swan Hill, or
private pumps that would be reliable?-Yes; the
actual monthly diversions for the year are in this
statement.
.
721 . You have nothing special for a period of
low flow, as in March ?-1 have, the whole month
of March in this statement j but. not the daily diversions.
.
722. Have you any estimate of the number of
private pumps that work on the i'durray during
the irrigation period?-There are onl v about 600
in the whole State. I can separate the' :Murray
for the Commission.
723, A statement has been made that if all the
pumps, private and in connexion with the diversions between Ecliuca and M.ildura, were in operation in a· crucial period the :Murray could be
pumped dry?-1 do not think the private pumps
affect it very much. The irrigation plants, as the
comparison here shows, are very much more than
private plants, which requirtl oilly about 70 .cubic
feet a second. '.
724. By Mr. Gray.-Which is the largest pumping plant ?-The Mildura Psyche Bend plant. It
has a capacity of 216 cubic feet Fer second, but is
never worked full time; it is used only to fill the
billabong from which the irrigation pumps are supplied, but is given as being the full diverting capacity of the plant from the river. Up to the present the
Swan Hill capacity for pumping was 25 cubic feet
per second j Koondrook, 25 cubic feet; and Cohw1a,
100 cubic feet. That makes 375 cubic feet per second
'as the present pumping capacity. There is a small
quantity pumped through Lake Boga, 5 cubic feet
per second. Kow Swamp has a gravitation sUFply,
the channel from the Murr[lY to fill up the storage
the~e has a maximum carrying capacity of 666
cubIc feet per second. The Goulburn Weir diversiolil up to the present has been 367 cubic feet per
second, and, taking all the private diversions
together, and estimating them on the basis of the
area supplied, they require 70 cubic feet per second.
725, By Mr. Gray.-How much water was
diverted during the last six months by .the Goulburn Weir, say during January, February, March,
. and April ?-January, 974,000,000 cubic feet j
February,
699,000,000
cubic feet;
March,
675,000,000 cubic feet; April, 442,000,000: cubic
feet-a total of 2,790 million cubic feet in the
four months.
.
726. Your estimate of the quantity diverted hI'
private pumps is not to be very much relied on;
how do YOll arr.ive at it.
Suppose you have a
pump carrying a certain amount of water per day,
how many days do you reckon it is pumping?I arrive at it more correctly by taking the area
supplied, and allowing 18 inches to all acre. You
J

,

~---

cannot tell by the capacity of the pump what it is
irrigating. There are other returns from the LO\~er
::\:lurra y, showing the area irrigated, but that, ~galJ?'
requires consideration, because a large proportIon IS
irrigated by gravitation, without pumping, so the
size of the pumps is no indication as to the summer
•
diversion.
727. By tlte Cliairman.-Do you assume that the
land requires a foot of ","ater ?-Eighteen inches is
a better estimate, under these conditions.
728. Bj ll1r. Holden.-It is only this year you
have got to know what area was irrigated. What
did you do as to previous years?-These were also
estimated, and show a considerable increase since
19°2.
729. By Mr, Gray.-As to the amount of water
diverted at Murchison, where did that water go to?
-Some has gone into the Waranga Basin, and a
large proportion of it is stored there now. 1 cannot
now say what proportion went into the Waranga
Basin,. but that can be ascertained.
The witness 'Withdrew.
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730. Bv the C hairman.-What are you ?-General manager of Permewan, Wright, and Company,
Limited.
731. I under?tand the company are la.rgely engaaed in the Murray River carrying trade?-Yes. '
'732. How long have they been in that business?
~Nearly thirty years, 1 think.
.
733. How long have you been with them ?-About
three years.
734. Have you made any personal special study
of this navigation on the Murray River?-To a
limited extent only. 1 have had to reorganize the
company in other ways.
735. You are familiar with the course of traffic
on the Murrav?-Yes.
736. Could you give us an estimate of the
amount of capital engaged in the carrying business
on the Murray and Darling and Murrumbidgee?About £60,000 at present, I should say.
737. What does that include ?-Boats, premisest:
slips, docks, &c.
738. These are owned by private individuals?Yes,
739, How many firms are engaged in the business ?-There are only two companies engaged;1
there are several private owners, mostly with one or
two boats each.
740, Can you say how many steamers and barrreH
are engaged in the business ?-About fifty of each;
our fleet consists of thirtv-one boats out of the hundred:-fifteen steamers and sixteen barges.
741. Can you say what the volume of river
traffic is in pounds sterling over a series of years i'
- I can give the Victorian figures, but not for
South Australia.
.
.7 4 2 , The interest in navigation is practically,
Victorian and South Australian?-Yes.
743. New South Wales does not take any part
in it ?-No, they are practically all Victorian or
South Australian bottoms. The volume of wool to
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;Echuca 'over an average of fifteen years is about
41',500 bales. per year, roughly speaking, 7,000 tons.
744. What is· that worth?-An averag<: of £I2
to£I3 a bale.
745. Is it greasy or scoured ?-Mostly greasy.
740. The wool traffic coming to Echuca would be
worth about how much ?'-About haLf-a-miliion.
747. It is entirely river-borne to Echuca?-Yes.;
then there is general cargo averaging, say, Il, 0vv
tons per annum going from Echuca to various river
ports.
.
.
'748. That is outward traffic?-Yes; it consists
of 'various descriptions of stores, station supplies,
machinery, timber for building purpose&, fll'ewood j
It is. very miscellaneous, general cargo j I cannot
It
give the 'value of it, it is so miscellaneous.
rai1ges from stuff worth £r a ton to over '£IO a ton.
Then there is wayside cargo picked up after the
:boat leaves Echuca, and dropped at 'some inter'mediate 'port; we cannot give you the figures for
that, but it is a considerable trade. Then there
In a good year,' probably
is the wheat 11arvest.
50,000 bags of wheat come to Echuca grown along
the river near Swan Hill, Happy Valley, and
. plates like that.
749. Does it come every year ?-If it is a good
harvest, and the river lasts sufficiently long to ca.rr)'
it; there is about 5,000 tons of that in a good
year. .
, .
I
:
750. Are'these figures right up to date ?-Yes:'~~
751. Is there any additional inward trade besides
\\'001 and wheat ?-Practically nothing.
752. You do not reckon hides and tallow.?-Thev
me in sueli small quantities it is not worth COI;sidering.
753. C:an you say whether that wool and wheat
traffic is indeasing or diminishing ?-'-So.much. depends upon tile season. It will increase one year
and di~1l1ish very much the next.
754. Where is the wool drawn from ?-The Murrumoidgee, ~he Edwards, the Murray itself, and a
great quantity from the Darling. .
755, Echuca receives most of this: traffic?-Yes.
756. Do you know anything about the Swan Hill
figures ?-No, the Swan Hill figures are compara.tively small.
757. Have you an office at Swan Hill. Yes, a
~branch.
No wool is taken off the boats at Swan
Hill, it all comes to Echuca.· The same applielS
to llHldura.
'
· 758. Can you 'tel! us anything with regard to the
South Aystralian ports ?-No, we have practically
'very little ,experience there.
W.e only ran in a
·casual way for a season or two, the bulk of our
'work is towards Echuca.
759. Can you say what the tendency of this in>·wards trade i8---is it to South Australia or Vic·
tori<\. of later years ?-I un.derstand the bulk coming
· to Victoria is greater than to South Australia.
760. By Mr. Rees.-That is. from the Darling?
-More cargo con~es over the' Echuca wharf than
:over the South Australian ports either inwards or
outwards. It is a bigger business.
761,. f3y il·h. Carlis~f'.-Much bigger?-Approximately one-fourth as big again. That is the whole
'of the Victorian as against the whole of the South
Australian; nearly all the cargo that comes to Vic· tOf.~a cOl.11es to Echuca. the other ports are for out,wan:J,s ~,,!rg9.
.
· 762. You valued the plapt at about £60,000,
arid you value the bottoms at about £50'000?· The present value would be' about' £5°,000.
76,3. If' it \vas ~aicl seven years ago that the
yalue 0'£ the shipping engaged in the Murray was
Qne-foliIth, of a rru.llion you would regard that as
,11n over <2stimate ?'-C~rta~ly.

7°4. 1:' rom your knowiedge during the last three
years you would think it was an over estimate at
that time ?-Yes, of the value of the plant engaged. I do not think the steamers' and boats
were ever worth one quarter of a mill'ton.
765. 'Would you say' that at the present time,
maklHg allowances for the changing seasons, over
the last thirty years the volumE; of trade carried on
on the rivers has increased or diminished ?-1
should think it had gradually diminished, but not
to a very great extent, allowing for the seasons~·
the seasons influence it more than any other factor.
766. Settlement appears to be going on on the
Murray. How do you account for the falling off
in the river carriage ?-By the competition of the
.rnilways. I am speaking now of this side of
Wentworth, I do not know the South Australian
conditions. My remarks might be totally wrong
as applied to ~outh Australia.
767. Railway competition has interferred ?-To
. some slight extent.
768. What would be the effect on the river-borne
trade if the railway system were enlarged ?;-A continued small decrease.
769. Is it your contention that the river carriage
could compete with the railway carriage ?-For
nearly every class of goods.
770. In wool and wheat?-Yes. it does. even
against preferential rates.
.
7 7I. Do you think the Broken Hill line has
.interfered to any extent with the trade on the
Darling ?-Yes, I think so; because the rises. of
the Darling are so uncertain.
772. Do you think if South Australia extends
its railway system, as it is proposing to do, up towards Renmark, it will affect the river carriage,
t!1at is, from Tailem Bend to Loxton ?-I do not
think it would affect it very much, because the lower
Murray is na.vigable nearly all the year.
n 3· In what months is the river navigable?The whole of the Murray is usually navigable from
June or July to December and January.
774. Up to Echuca?-Yes, for about seven
months.
77 5· It is nearly always navigable on the lower
Mun;ay; where does the lower Murray begin ?-I
should say right up to Morgan; it is nearly always
navigable.
776. By Mt}'. Rees.-Between Lake Alexandrina
and Morgan ?-Yes.
777· By thf: Cltairlltall.-I suppose in an exceptional year, such as 1902, it. might be non-navigable?-Yes, I believe that it was; but that was
.before my time.
. 7~8. I suppose you know that the Proposal for
,lockmg the Murray will cost a considerable sum of
money?-Yes.
779 .. And the up-keep and interest will amount
to a considerable sum. Can you tell us what a.:n:lpunt
of charges in the wav of tolls and so on the
carriage would stand ?':""Our orinion is that the
~mount of tolls stated in the Bill, 6d. per ton per
IOO miles, is quite' as much as the trade will stand.
We would like to see it less.
780. You think it could stand that ?-I think so.
78r. We may take 'it that' the trend of the river·
trade is towards Melbourne, rather than Adelaide?
-Yes.
782. You feel confident about that ?-I am CODfident there is a greater volume of trade to Mel·
bourIle than to Adelaide.
783. How do you account for that?-The Melbourne markets for wool are considered much
superior to those of Adelaide.
784- That induces the wool to be sent to Melbourne, over the Victorian lines ?-Yes. Then,
again, a lot of the general cargo carried f!,om
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801. Apart altogether from the riv~r, they are
be landed cheaper than from Ad~laide.
of use ?7"""That is a question that a raIlway expert
all the trade from th~ Bay ,dIstrIct,
.'
as Carathool, is done from Melbollf1}e could answer better.
802. JJy 11fr. Abb~tt.-In C~)!1neXlO!1 .wIth. th,e
tl!e r~irer lasts..
.
.
wh,!t months !s wool ca:ped by your competition of the rallways agamst the. flver, IS Jt
a fact that the railways are carrym~ prod~ce
company On the river ?~We sta,rt )n September, not
at
illmost
unremunerative rates from ~hldura ',a~d generally get the bulk of it through by" the
J believe it to be the case that the Mddura Ime
end of December.
.
1 86 . When is the wheat cl:lcried ?~enerally, In is 'condllC;ted at a loss, and the wool !rom other
January, unless it is bel~ted by the rIver fallIng ports comes right past it, and goes to E.chuca.
803. A~ a matter of fact, the wheat WIll I)e cartoo soon, We are carrymg wheat now; but that
ried
. to Echuca from Swan Hill rather than go
is an exceptional thing. It is last year's ,wheat.
.
.
78 7. Have you any opin~on with regard t? ~he down the Swan Hill line?-Ye;'i.
804. ,By .Mr. Rees.-What IS your Ide~ lD sayadvisability of locking the rIver ~--:=I am of. opm~n
that the additional cost of loclung the flvers, m inO' that the Mildura line is conducted ~t ~ loss?-:order to make them permanent I y navigable, as I bunderstand it is j I cannot say that It IS. It IS
against the sclleme of bt)ildi~g weirs aCross the~ the genel'al opinion.
805. IJuring a reasonable wheat seaSon have you
for ~rrig/ltiQI! purposes on\ y, IS not so gneat as IS
m<lcle out, c;onsidering that the ~ost would be borne any 'records 'to show that th~re has ..been more
by th~ tqr~ ~tates. . I think It. would c~st m?re wheat sent away from Swan HIll by rlVe~ than by
to bUljd suffic,Ient p111wllYs to gIVe anytlnng lIke rail ?-No, I can only say a large quantIty comes
the S4JP,e service, Take tbe rail way from Hay to down to Echuca.
806.--By .Mr. Carlisle.-Any wheat that ~as
Sydney, it pr<u;tically runs along the Murrumbidgee for a considerable distance, a.nd y~ nearly loaded at ports, not Swan Hill proper, but outSIde
all the traffic between Hay, anp eveIJ a~ f!i r :l:) Swan Hill would naturally oome to Echuca.
Carathool, is done with lVielbournt:; despite the Wheat cart~d to the Swan Hill station would not
long river journey, it is cheaper to do it than to be loaded 011 boats and sent to Echucil: r-~o. .
send goods bv train to Sydney.
80 7. If it was loaded on the Echuca SIde, It
788 . By Mr. Rees.-What is the distance from would come to Echuca?-Yes.
Carathool to Sydney by rail ?-Four hundred and
'808. Suppose it WliS as close to a railway station as to the wharf, it would probably go to the
twel1ty-six miles.
789. By Mr. Carlisle.~What !s the distance station, if it was coming to Melbourn/$ ?-I should
from Finley?-I cannot say. I have nevel" done think so.
8Q9. By ff!r. N.en.~As q. matter of fact, you
any busint;ss with f<illley.
79 0 . By the Chairm(m,~Your argument is that have cll-fried very little wheat to Echuca t~e last
it is cheap~r for the thT.~ States to build these few years, except wheat for the Echuca. mIlls?locks th[;ln fOf individual States to put tlleir money L~!lt YC1j.I tht! river!? did not l;1.?t :mfflcientl y to
c<\.rry ;lny wh@at; th~ year 1;lefofe there was no hilrinto rai)w<tys for the same purpose ?-I t~ink sc:79I. By iftJr. Rees ...,,,·,,That is, supposmg welfS vest to speak of; but in a 'good season I underare built in the rivers?~Yes.
stand About 50,000 bags of wheat are conveyed
'·79'?:Ey·th~Chairman.~Do. y01,J mean by wei~s, on the river,
storage~ ?~~Erections for storIng water that WIU
. 8l:0. By to;? r;ha.irm{1!1l.~Hav.e y?~ allY furt~eT
prevent boats from going through.
statement" to make as to the deSIrabIlIty of lockmg
793, Instead of building locks~ we can put the the river so as to maintain navigation ?-None bemoney into storages up the river ?~Yes, and they yond the fact that I thinll: the river carriage is
will not render the river unnavigable.
cheaper.
794. By llh. Rees.-It is not proposed to put
Su.Is it necessary that this traffic should be
wt:ir'? iMo the river to stop navigatioll ?~-I under .. maintained all the year round-would anything be
stood that Mr. M,tad"s prQPo~aJ .wqs to store the ga;ined ?-No, 110t a.t present; but if. settlement
wat~l' bv Il1eiJ,PS of weiJ,'s.
increases, the work could not be done 111 the five
795 .. You Sc'ly if weirs /lf~ put ip the river or six months-if there was a large increase of
it would be beITer to vote an additional sum of settlement.
money to put locks in th~ weirs, and in thlat
812, Y91J carryall the wheat in one month, and
case it would pay better to lock ?-Yes.
you carry ail the wool ever likely to be raised
796. By the Clgl.irma}1,-Your argUment is that there in four months ?-IIJcreased settlement would
it would pay the St<l.tes better to allow the l~king mean il greater quantity of miscellaneous cargo
to \:)e paid for by the States than to make these outwards from Echuca-either more boats or a.
storages, and to 'practically destroy the river car- longer river would be necessary. At present, if
riage,anr,l have to bllila nulways as a substitute the river lasts for five' or six months, it is ample
for the river carriage ?~That is what J meant to for present requirements.
convey j the cost of the qHwqys and the storages
8I3. Take Hay-you take general merchandise
wOllld be greater than the origillal ~heme of lock- there j is there anything to be gained by the
ing.'
.
Hay merchants or shopkeepers having the river
797· As far' as the river-bome cardage is con- Opfm all the ye,H ?-Not with the present requirecerned, it would get the itdvantage of the State ments.
\
expenditure on those locks?-Yes.
Sq. If the requirements increased very mlJch
they could get their heavy loading at one portion
798. No toll that we can suggest would campen·
sate the States for the expenditure if they charged of the year 'to carry them tl1rough the rest of th~
interest and maintenance, and all the incidentals year?-Yes.
of up-keep; the trade c01,Jld not stand it ?-No.
8r.". By ldr. Abbott .........:At the present time there
799· On the other hand, the railways are earn- is still traffic from the Darling going to Echuca
ing revenue, ;md the storages will increase produc- 0/1 the high river period ?-Yes.
tion ?-Yes.
8I6. Suppose South Australia puts in the two
800. Looking at it from that point of view, locks that they propose on their own account, will
do you say it is better to maintain locks ?..-WiJI it have the effect of diverting a large portion of the
t?e railways pal', They can only compete with the Darling trade to South Australia ?~It is a diffinver-borne traffic by making preferential rates.
cult matter to say. It is a question of freight
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and the market. The Melbourne market is considered a better one for wool than South Australia,
and if wool is for sale in the States the Melbourne
market is preferred. If ,,~ool is for shipment home,
there is a slight advantage in river freight by sending it direct to Goolwa.
.
817. I suppose the fact of those locks being
constructed there would give Adelaide the special
advantage of a longer river?-Yes, II think it
would make the Darling River more continuous.
818. By l11r. Carlisle.-In an average year w(\uld
the owners bf steamers maRe a reasonable proll,
on the money put into steamers as an investrilent?
-On an average 5 per cent on the money invested
over a; series of vears.
8~9. That co~ers sinking fund and everything?
-Yes, those have been our results for three years,
not referring to the forwarding business, but river
business only, as far as we can separate it from
the odler.
820. By the Cltairman.-That is 5 per cent. on
£60,000 ?-We have not £60,000 invested in the
river business. ,I cannot say what the profits of
the other owners are.
821. By Mr. Carlisle.-The last few years have
not been very favorable ?--Yes, 1906 was a very
favorable year.
822. By the Clzairman.-If the others are earning about the same interest on capital as you are,
even if it was £80,000, of capital embarked, that
at 5 per cent. would give £4,000 a year.
Is
there anything allowed for depreciation and writing
off ?-I am allowing for everything.
823. The comparison between the ,income earned
in that .way and the expenditure on locks is a very
serious one; really, the ,capital engaged, unless
some great advantage is to accrue to the producer,
would not justify the heavy expenditure ?-If the
river were made permanently navigable, there would
be a far greater amount of capital put into it.
.824. By Mr. G~ay.-Provided there was anything to carry?-It would mean increased settlement.
825. By the CJwirman:-~,The proposed expenditure' would be about £3,000,000 for locking the
Murray and Murrumbidgee, apart from the Darling; 4 per cent. on that would be £120,000; if
you add to that the up-keep, £37,000, that means
£157,000 ,a year, and the whole of the plant
earns £4,000. a year ?-You are assuming' my
figures are the same as other firms---I can only
give, the figures over an average of three years;
previously to thaf. our books wen; kept differently.
826. Added to that might be the amount of tolls
collected by the various States, which have been
computed at something like £2,000 per annum?Yes.
827. By Mr. Gray.-Do you know what quantity of trade was shipped at Victorian ports
to South Australia, or from South Australian river
ports to Victorian ports ?-No, I cannot give those
figures. It would take some research to get them.
828. Is 'there any river traffic between Victoria
and South Australia ?-Not very' much, I think.
829, The river trade to South Australia only applies, to New South Wales ?-Yes, it does not affect
Victoria: at all.
,
830. How many boats do you work ?-This year
we shall work about 25 or 26.
831. By Mr. Rees.-On the Darling and the
;Murray?-We only work the Murray as far as
,Wentworth;' we work on the upper Murray and
Murrumbidgee, and on the Darling, between Wi).
cancia and Bourke.

832. By Mr. Gray.-, How many weeks do you
assume the river is open' for traffic on an average?
--The Murray will be open about 25 to 30 weeks
,
this year.
833. Will one boat run a trip each week ?-It all
depends upon where it goes. If it goes to Hay, it
is a three weeks' trip; if it goes to Balranald it
will do it in less than two weeks.
834. How many boats do you expect to corne tei
Echuca from any river ports during the season?About twenty·two of 'ours, I should say, an average
of .four trips each.
835. By Mr. Rees.-Would 100, boats corne into
Echuca ?-Certainly, taking them altogether, there
would be about 88 of ours.
836. By }vIr. Gray.-What average tonnage
would each boat bring ?-About 120 tons.
837. By 111r. Rees.-Do you count a steamer and
barge as one ?-No, they count as two boats, and
the average would be 180 tons for the barge and
perhaps 20 or 30 tons for the steamer. They run
in pairs as a rule and between them they average
about I20 tons each.
838: That would be 100 times 120 tons ?-Yes,
that is about I2,000' tons into_ Echuca, and then
there is' the outward cargo from Echuca.
. 839. By Air. Gray.~Ho\V n:any steamers did
you employ last year ?-The steamers carry very
little cargo; they .are mostly tugs.
,840, Ho~y many of the I6 steamers were employed last year ?-All of them and a few others
that we have sold since.
84I, As to the cost of locking, the question will
mise as to whether navigation or irrigation is most
important, It was ,proposed by .a, former Commission tha.:t there would be about 15 locks between Wentworth and Echuca. Four of 'those locks
might be useful for irrigation and the other eleven
wouh~ be necessary in. the interest of navigation, do
you think the shipping interest On the' river· would
be of sufficient importance to enable you to pay
the cost of those eleven locks ?-~No.
"
842. The shipping interest would not think for
an instant of casting the cost of n:aintaining ann
erecting those eleven locks on the farmers living in
the country on the Murray ?-No.
843. As to the cost of storages, you mentioned
that the cost of railways and storage would be so
much as ag~inst carrying freight by boats ?-Yes.
844. I suppose you did not allow that where the
railways run, not only would they carry the freight
but would supply a large settlement ?-The river
does that too.
845. Take a railway from Euston, that supplies
a lot of territory that navigation cannot supply, so
that the railway would have that advantage?Yes.'
846. You also said you were of opinion if the river
was permanently navigable there would be a greater
traffic ; how would the traffic be brought about ?By increased settlement. I have never argued-that
storage should not be gone on with j I advocate
na.vigation with irrigation.
847. If it was a question which should go, irrigation or navigation, which should go in the interests of the States ?-Navigation should take
second place to irrigation.
848., By Afr. Abbott.-You say there is .a considerable traffic from the Darling to Echuca at high
river periods, and that your steamers did not go up
the Darling; how is that traffic maintained ?-By
other steamers.
849. There is no transhiQment at Wentworth
from smaller boats to larger ones ?-As a rule there
W9uld be full cargoes and the exchange of barges
,\
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~~hl empty barge given for a full barge, to avoid contend that the waters flow naturally in their
transhipme~t ; in small quantities the transhipment· direction, and if the river is locked they will

would take Dlace.·
850'. By Mr. Carlisle.-Are there any other large
owners besides vourselves ?-There is one large
combination on "the Darling, the Ben Chaffey
Steam-boat Company. There are also a few small
individual owners.
85!. By the Cltairman.-I am informed there is
very little wool coming down to Echuca from the
Darling ?-There has been .a fair amount in the
past. I do not know what will be the case this
year, in view of the arrangements that are being
rr.ade to divert traffic to South Australia.
852. Is there ,an understanding that the Darling
traffic has to go to South Australia and the Murrumbidgee and Murray traffic to go to Echuca?No, there is no understanding. It is a matter for
the owners of the wool themselves to decide.
853. Is there not an understanding by the Shipping Companies ?·-The arrangement is, we have
this side of Wentworth, and the other company
keep to the other side.
854. South Australia will be largely interested
in the Darling wool traffic ?-Yes.
855, The Chaffey combination is to look to the
South Australian side ?-Yes.
856. I am told, as a matter of fact, there is a
very small percentage of Darling traffic 'comes to
Echuca at all ?-Less 'of the Darlin'g, produce
comes to Echuca than to South Australia.
857· Far less ?--Yes, I suppose it is far less.
85 8", The Darling wool goes through your hands?
-If it comes to Echuca it does.
859. Can you say whether there is any large percentage of Darling wool coming to the Melbourne
wool sales ?-I cannot speak as to a large percentage, there is a fair quantity.
860. Can you say what percentage it is ?-Onefifth, perhaps.
86I. There is no special inducerr.ent about the
Melbourne wool sales to induce them to come
through Echuca instead of Adelaide ?-There is a
preferential railway rate from Echuca for Darling
wools, they are carried at 255. per ton greasy,
whereas other wool has to pay 42S.
ton greasy.
862. Where does the Darling
for that arrangement ?-I think Euston is the starting point.
86 3. In spite of tha~ preferential rate the tenrlency will be, under the new arrangement, for the
Darling wool to go to Adelaide ?-I do not know,
but efforts are being 'made to induce it in that direction, whether the superiority of the Melbourne market will counterbalance those efforts l' cannot say.
86 4. By Mr. Gray.-Doe5 not a good proportion
of the wool that goes to South Australia come round
to Melbourne?-Very little; if it goes to South
Australia, it is shipped from there or sold there.
It only comes round to Melbourne in some special
circumstances.
86 5. By the Chairrnan.-As far as South Australia is concerned, assuming that arrangerr.ent is
carried out, if the Darling is not locked, what advantage to South Australia will it be to put those
locks in South Australian territory on the Murray?
-They may hope to get some of the Murrumbidgee
and Riverina traffic. The bulk of the Darling wOQI
goes to South Australia; the Murrumbidgee wool
nearly all comes to Echuca.
866. So far as any other trade than the Darling
trade is concerned, there is no great gain to South
Australia in having the river locked, except in the
case of an enormous increase in population in thtl
i\lurray basin ?-That is so.
86 7. The success of those locks in South Australian territory will depend on the navigation of the
Darling to a large extent?-The South Austr3Jlians
C

a far larger proportion of the trade.
868. By Mr. Rees.-You know !vlildura very
well ?-Slightly.
_.
869. Are there any wharfs suitable in Mildura
to transfer goods from the steamers to the railways ?-There is a small wharf.
.
870. Is it suitable to transfer goods to the raIl·
wav ?-It is half a mile from the railway.
871. What would be the effect on the trade of
the river if suitable wharfs were built at Mildura or
on the proposed extension of the line at Yelta, the
junction of the Darling ?-I do not think it-,vould
make much difference to the river trade. I th:ink
the wharfing accon:modation at Mildura is' ample
for their requirements.
872. If suitable wharfs were built at Yelta or
Mildura, do you not think the river trade would be
diverted on to the Mildura railway ?-No, I do
not think so. I do not know Yelta, I have never
been there.
873. What has been the effect upon the river
trade of the tapping of the river at Mildura by the
railwav ?-Not very great, J unden:~and.
874. Is it not a fact that this year you have ceased running a boat between Mildura and Sw.an
HIll ?-We ran a passenger boat between Swan HilI
and Mildura for years, but took her off last year.
87.1. Now you have ceased running a boat at all
on the river ?-We run cargo boats; we have
ceased running a passenger boat.
87Q. The effect of tapping the river at Mildura
by the railway has been to make you take off VOilr
boat from tI:!e passenger traffic ?-Yes.
. 877. Has it not had a marked effect upon vour
trade so far as goods are concerned ?-No, I do
not think so, not -a marked effect.
878. By Mr. GraJ'.-Do you still carry heavy
freights to Mildura ?-Yes.
879. By Mr. Rees.-Are there as many miils in
Echuca now as there used to be ?-My knowledge
of Echuca is only of three years duration.
880. You know the big mill there has been burnt
down -?-Yes.
881. And has never been started again ?-So I
understand.
.
882. Do you not think the effect of that mill
ceasing to operate will affect the amount of wheat
you will carry to Echuca ?-It mav do so' the other
mills will doubtless be able to put" through am-thin-.'
that is brought along.
"
.)
883· B.v Mr. Abbott.-Would not that depend
upon the production of wheat in that area ?-The
wheat traffic is ,peculiar. If the river does not last
~ntil January, there is no river to carry the wheatIt has to come .:nya y by other means; whereas in the
case of the last harvest a good quantity of wheat is
now being brought down.
884· By Mr. Rees.-Is it not a fact that formerIy the wheat was brought for milling at Echuca
from the Swan Hill district?-Yes.
885· And, now that one of the
mills is
burnt down and not re-erected, will not the traffic
be very much less, if it does not cease ?-I think
the other mills would probably do increased business.
886. Have YOll carried any wheat on the Murray
~rom the S:van Rill district to Echuca, and sent
It on by rall to :Mejbourne ?-Practically none.
·88~. By!rh. Abbott.-Where the railway strikes
the flver it does not bring any traffic to the river
for y~lU to carryon the river, either up or do',"n,
that IS, at MIldura or Swan Hill; there is no
produce t~at goes by rail to the river to be carried
tf'> any pomt up or down the river
ill cases
of missing the boat at Echuca j
goods
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mal' be forwarded to Swan Hill, to catch the,
bOe;t there, Of, if it ~s 'D~lfl~J1g traqe, it m;~y be
sent to Mildura,
.
888. If \IT'heat is produced anywhere where it
can
ra~led, it' goes on by r;Jil; it does not go
to the river to catch these shorter transits
1
;!llde~stand.'
"
."
,
889· By iflr. l(ees.-'---Riyer
IS cheaper
tban rail carriage
.890. If the i'ivers are locked, and a fair cbarge
placed Oll the gosq.s as a t911, would yon still say '
that river carriage ts
thgn r<lil
?-"Yes.
'
,
891: By Mr. if1anifold.-According to your
evidence, the river, in its present
in ol'cliilary
seasons, suffices altogether for
bulk of the
traffic-both wool and grain-but it cuts the grain
short sometimes?-Yes.
892. Are your 16 steamers <\bout the average
class of steamer on the river ?-The majority of
them are of the average class j there are a few
we thinl,<: of laying aside this year.
893· What is the avel'<J.ge cJ,raft of yOUi' stempers,
lo:.ded ?-About
feet to' 4 feet 6 inches.
.
894. And the
?-Abcut the same.
895· Wbit hq'se-power are yonI' steamers ?-As
a 'ruie, 16 horse-power nq~lil1al.,
,896. You s~y tillS river carriage is a great
vantage to Hie prodl!cer. Could you not
whole of tile trade that exists at present a\ld a
great deal '
if )'011 \~'ere to put on a better
class of boat
; a better class 'of boat would
do more work.
897· So fara,s the river is concerned, you could
carry the whole of the traffic without any locking,
and - coutd meet any increased productionsimpJ)'
by improving yourbo:ats?~There is 110 inducemCl,lt
to increase the class of t;:Taft at present j trade 15
going back under lhe present ci:CuD;ls,tances.
898. If the traffic warranted It, and there was
a" much water ~eft as there is :in the ri '.'er now,
VGIl would be able to ·carrv the '\vho'le of the trathc
in thebyir;nprO\;i,ng yo~r plant
excluding any increase 'of setHement ...
899. If you put on riveJ; steamers wrth no more
dra£t tiol.a!B 'you lhave now, but with greater horsepower, you could compete with the increased
traffic?-Wie would have to put on more vessels,
a,nd they would be much lighter draft; they ',muld
only
,'perhaps, 2 feeL
9°°, As a 'commercial 'speculation, i f th,e
warranted it. you could compete wi'thit with the
preser.j,t riller, ,vithan 'impf0Ve~p.J:allt ?-Y:,s, .if ~he
ri,'er is tl0t rendereill uBnavlgable by l·trlgatlOl1
works.
liI0r. 1'0 'carry '01'1 onr own ,ir,i'igationsettlemenJ;s
we \'voulol .Jilave .fo
the river about \yhat it
is no~v?-iL'n that case wecGuld take the traffic.
902. There is no
for lo~king if the
w.ater is lef.t as iti;; now
the diversions wili
I do 110); s~e
necess~i:y for
not ,reduce the
locking.
903. By jJ{r. Nees.-We used to do a
trndr
towards
Yarrawongabut,
practical'ly,
Echuca is the terminus now.
904. Yeu used to 'do a traffic from 'Yalfawonga
to Echuca?-Yes, but, except under speci'll ciI'cumstances, the boats do not go past Echuca now.
905. To wFIat do xou ascribe
?-'~ have
never gone in:o 'fhat.
906. Is it n,l a fact that it is owing to the
tra.de heing divc£tccl 'by railways ?-'It may be so.
907. You bave ceased operating above Echuc:a ~
- -Yes.
908. And that, you think, is due to the_ rail~l'ays!
- I think it is more due to the fact that the rIver 'IS
not ver:), navigabJe there, except. in a h(gh flood.

909· Owing to the competltlon of the railways
Tocul11wal, Yarrawonga, and Albury, the
~teamers have ceased
running ?-Yes, for short
distances steamer 'traffic is no use.
910. By 111r. Gray.-H you were
to put
J11ilCbinery into one steamer that could. generate
1,600 horse-p:>wer, you would necessanly have
boats that would draw a much
depth ot
water ?-:-Yes.

at

Tile witness withdrew.
Thomas '!Hurray, sworn and exam,ined.
911. By tile Chairman,-What are you ?--An
engineer of tile Water Supply D·~partment.
912. It has been suggested that a S~0'fage ~t
Cumberoona or Albury is extremely deSirable, HI
the interests of irrigation. You know that locality?
-Yes.
9I3. Some proposals were made, and estimates
made as to that?-Yes. Cumberoona is 16 miles
eJst of Aibury, at the great northerly bend in the
!\lurnn' river.
I discovered the site in November,
'901. . :'I'll'. Wade and I· visited the site with ;\
view to arranging surveys, the Victorian Gove;'nment and New South Wales Gc>vernment shanng
the cost. Surveys were made of three sites on
the river.
The New ,South Wales Government
officers conduoted the surveys, anel also carried out
pittirrtY and boring the site of the dam. Evidence
was given by Mr. Wado, the Chief Engineer of
Water Supply in the Public Works Department
i:1 ,Sydney, before the 1902 Murray River Commission.
914. Do you agree with the evidence he gave ?-,
I agr~e generally.
The information that was disl~losed on the ground showed there was a very
huge storage there-there was no question o~ that.
As regards the capacity, the figures were taken
Ollt
'1111'. Wade's officers, also the CGst.
9IS. That appears in ithe evidence ?--Ye's.
9,16. What irrigable land would be served by
this proposed storage at Cumberoona, on the Victorian, side ?-H;aving reg~rd to. I,!ater available
£01 that irrigable land, taking areas going do-w,f.j
the iiYer, there is 'the Ovens j.uHction., with a weir
on the,Murray River just below the junction. There
Il'ould be an area commanded from th,1,t weir of
J.08.0.D0 ncres.
This a.rea l;es to the west 0f Yarra1~.O!~'ga, anel extends over to Picola and Barmah,
generally speaking, north of the J;:lroken Creek, that
i" the aiea comn)andec1.
The, prop0rfion irrigable,
taking a' year like I 902 ap.proiin;Ia~el y, according
to the contribution of water, would 'be [20,OPO
to Victoria, out of about 200,000, that could
by the C'umberoona storage in a year
that.
917. That . is what was assumed to. be a fak
division at that time ?-Ves.
918. The storage in an extremely let\Y y,ear" !ik~
1902, would
Vict,oria 120,000 acres arto~ether?
-Yes.
919. H,ow many feet <;1.0 you allow to t~e acre?
- 2 ft. 6 in., I allow that as about the' quantity
that was used at Mildura~f cour-se, the quantity
varies in different districts.
9 20 . What distance from ·the pFQPOsect diversion
at the Ovens Junction would that water be ·carried
for profitable use ?-About 60 miles.
9;' 1. You are ,thoroughly satisfied with that as a
site for the storage?-Yes, it is a first-class storage j the river has a very slight rise of 3 to 4 feet
in the mile; the water would be hacked a distance
of 20 miles, and the height of the ·dam would be
about 70 feet to full supplJ lev.el. There is a
slate and sandstone range on the southern side of
the river, and there are ontCJ:QPs, 0f Ith!J.t ,mage ,on
the north side, showing that the slate and sand-
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,stone extends right across,
A mile ~l~d a hal~ to
the north on the New South Vvales Side there IS a
granite range, The len,gth of the d~m ~s a mile
and a half, I agree WIth Mr. Wade'S VIew as to
th~,t L:eing the best site for a storage.
922. By 17f1. Abbott.~~What area Qif country
would be permanently submerged by that storage?
All I can sav is there are fully 24,000 acres of
private "land, "and there are som~ Crown lands-it
y:onU [;e within 30,000 acres.
923. Would there be more land submergerl: on
the Vic(orian side than the NevY South \Vales SIde)
.__ .,\,J r. Chesterman gives details as to that in his
evidenc:e before the 1902 Commission. The catchment n,'c,l at Cumberoona is 3,240 square miles.
Q2L1.• Bv Mr. Cray.-What will be the depth of
water' at -the Cumberoona weir ?-Seventy feet at
full wa;er supplv level, that is, to the level of the
'bve- \\' ash.
.
. 925. By Mr. j(tes.-Would you require the water
to be 30 feet aboye the full supply level ?-N.o ;
70 feet is ab:we the floor of the flats. Accor9mg
to the levels taken from the bed level of the flver,
the total height to th~ top of the dam is 100 feet,
. and then there is the 10 feet margin between the
. top water' level and the reduced lev'el of the top
: of 'the bank. The 70 feet is the depth on the floor
of the flat-it is not on the bed of the river. _
926. By If'Ir. II! anifold.~-I understand you suggest taking the water off at the Ovens Junction?That is one point at which it can be taken off. The
whole matter is awaiting further investigation by
Mr. Mead. It is intended by him to visit the
IeGalitv at a later date.
, .927: In the map attached to the report of the
: last Commission, it is proposed to take it off much
higher up at Bungowannah ?-There was a report
· prepared in 1903, comparing those two off-takes,
· and it showed the natural facilities were so great
· in connexicn with the Ovens Tunction scheme as reg~rds economy, that the BUllgowannah scheme was
put aside. A minor scheme could be worked in
. from Bungowannah, but it would be of a very
minor character-the main off~take would be from
the Ovens Junction.
.928. Assuming this dam was built at .Cumberoona, ,,,hat would be the effect of that enormous storage on the River Murray; would an ordinary season fill it and allow a reasonable amount of
water to go down the river?-I can give only an
al}proximation. The total length of the river is
1,700 miles from Goolwa to Kosciusko; out of that
there are 460 miles cf river in South Australia, rind
1,240 in Victoria and New South W!lles.
The d;stall('e from Cumberocna to Goolwa is 1,550 miles
of river.. The Murray River varies in width. Up
near the head it is about two chains wide; down in
South Australia. it is four, five, six, and eight
chains wide, If the average width is taken at fc·l1[
chains right throughout the course, every mile of
river would represent 32 acres of water are3.. There
are I,550 miles; that would be 50,000 acres of
river bed; the tc·ta'I storage at Cumberoona in acre
feet is 600,000; one foot in depth, of the Murray
River from Cumberoona to Goolw'!, woulc! represent 50,000 acre feet, so thut, dividing 600,000
acre feet by 50,000, it gives you J 2 feet in depth;
:lO, if the water was spread out in the Murray Ri"er
Oyer the whole length, it would covel: a depth of
1 2 feet.
These figures do not include Lakes Alex·
andrina and AH~ert, the spread of water in which
coverS an area of fully 150,000 r,cres.
92Q. Whnt will be the effect of such a storag(?
on the flow of the river-will it monopolize the
whole of the flow of the river, flood water and all.
cr will it fill the storage iri' an ordinary year, and
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still allow a good lot to run away ?OW~ .the river.
What dIect will it have on the naVIgabIlIty of the
river ?-T<;lking a year like 190.2, the ~t()([age wo~ld
intercept all the water that was flowmg., Ta~1l1g
a year like 1896 yQu wo~d have about half th,e
discharge of the catchment stored, and half would
go down the river, part for ?se and ~me to wa~te.
93.0.. I understand that 111 an ordmary tYPIcal
low year the quantity of water tha~ comes down
the river at that site would be suffiCIent to fill the
dam twice over?-Yes, then take a mean year, the
flow would be enough to fill it three times.
9;31. fly I/lr. Rees.-What ,would
the effect
in an average of years on the flver durmg. the flood
period. You would have to allow a certam amount
to fill the Cllmbero.Ona reservoir, and the balance
would fiow awa"-what would be the effect upon
the leyel of the- river in an average of years of
fillinO' the Cumberoona storage during a flood
period ?-That is a difficult question to answer
forthwith. Details would have to be prepared from
the gaugings.
.
,
932. Suppose, on the average, we had flowmg
on the gauge at Swan Hill IO feet or 10. 6 ~eet
above summer level, would it reduce the flood nver
;;l fcot or two feet by filling that storag~?-Take
Cumberoona, and assume that the filll!1.c:': takes
place in five months; there are 1,'i0 days of filling.
Assuming that it is approximately an average fill·
in" there are 60.0,000 acre feet m Cumberoona to
lilf'in 150 days, so there would be 4,000 acre feet
per dav to put into Cumberoona. Th", output at
Swan Hill,' with 10 feet of water, may be taken
approximately at 13,0.00. acre feet per day.
933. What would ce the 1.:eduction below _flood
level ?-T could not say. It IS a "ery comphcated
question. A lot of '~'ilter goes int(: Ne=v Sou!h
Willes thro'Jgh Tuppal Creek; there IS qmte a bIg
rl"er at DeniJiqu1l1, the Edwards, and there are
other rive's,
I ::hc>Jld think the ,,~orim: of the
water at Cumberoona in some years wodd affect the
Im\'{,~inl! of ,the river water lever about a foot, or
perh1 p;' less, at Swan ~ilL . I should ~ay onetl:irte:nth of 10 feet, that lS 9 1l1ches less nse.
934. By If'!.r. Abbott.-You say the amount of
water that could Le impounded at ICumberoona
wn'Jld be equivalent to putting 12 feet into the
whol;:; of the bed of the river from there to Goolw3_
It h;)s been stated to this Commission that there
is en!y to be a sufficiency of water in the Murray
to SII)ply the pumping plants between Echuca <lnd
i\!ildura.. If this storage at Cumberoona was fuil
at the crucial period in the summer time, and you •
Jet an equiv;1lent of 2 feet go down the river, ho~
long would that storage last before y~u empt~ed
it; that is, how long would the pumpmg penod
be incre9.f.ed between Echuca and Mildura from the
advantage of that storage ?-I could not answer
that off-hand. I would have to calculatE' it, and
make allowances for loss and evaporation in the
water going dOlm th_e river. In cOlweyance', there
would, however, be little loss in the river bed, owing
The supply of the
to its being already wetted.
plants would be m<tintained from the storage
throughout the summer ;1l1d autumn.
935. By Mr. Carlisle.-~You know the Ovens offtake would not suit New South WaJes?-Yes.
936. CQuld they get the water there ?-Yes) they
could. The levels s]'ow that to Deniliquin 600,000
aCreS of New South Wales, westerly of a north -~m(j
s:1~lth Ilne, between Berrigan and Jerilderie, can be'
commanded from the i\:[urray below the Oven:.
junction. When I was talkinc; the mat~er O\'er with
'1\1r. Wade some years ago, there was goi.ng to be a
series of (11'005 from Bun!!OWannilh, and he had
some idea of utilizing motive power in ('onnexion
with that ..
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by stearr:er, ~o as to keep the Adelaide market going
when Le Renmark people cannot send their fruit
'there,
953, The proposal is to put ~ railway from
Tile witness withdrew.
Talem _<:nd to Loxton, about 30 miles from Renmark "-·That raihYav ",iii not serve Renmark.
Elisha C. de Garis, sworn and examined.
954.. ASSllmillg ;1 -railway is put 111to Renmark,
938. By the Cltairman.. -What are you?-An what will be the effect on tl":e river traffic ?-H
agent. i"lember of the firm of E. de Garis and would get ;,ho"t 75 per cent. of the traffic.
Company, Mildura and Melbourne. Our business
955. Why dD they prefer rail to river traffic?is with the irrigated lands and fruits j we sell them It is sneedier ::tad it is continuous j there are four
on agency.
month; of the year when the river traffic is not avail.
939. Have you been connected with Mildura?- a b l e . '
'956. If the river was available, would they use
I have been resident there seventeen years.
940. Have you held any official position there? the r::t:k3x ?-I think so, they would use it for
- I have been a shire councillor. I was president their fres:~ fruits. I think 7:'i per cent. of the
traffic would l'Se the rnil.
for one term.
9 j 7· 'lOcI do not a dopt that l"!,ercentage because
94I. Have you had anything to do with the trusts
there ?-:-No. I was on the advisorv commirtee of the rl'icr is partially open ?-No, I assume that"the
the Agricultural College lands. I ~ was chairman competition between the river and the railway will
of the Tragowel Plains lri'jgatic,n Trust before be keener at Re!1milrk than it has been at Mil dura.
For a period of the year all the traffic that is necesgoing to 'Mildura.
.
942. You handle a large quantIty of Mildura sary y;ould have to go by rail j for the rest of the
year all that is speedy ~\'ould have to go. by rail,
fmit ?-Yes.
943. Is it a developing tri!de?- It has not in- even if it w,,:; dried fruits j then the bulk of the
creased much the last three years. I reckon the early fruits comes during the dry period.
9,58. Assurrjng that the river was navigable all
a\';:~rage for tl::; la:Tt three years ,vas. about £200,000
the time would the railway be able to compete with
a year.
the river for the Adelaide trade ?-I am still of
944. How is th::<t brollght to marlcet ?-The fruit
is prcc<':'.St·d in
houses at J\Jildura, ,md con- opinion, if we had the same conditions in force as
at present, that is the competing railway ratesveved '0 m:1fket bv rail.
the South Australian Government has a compet.
YfJ'.! kneW lvrilclura before the· railway went
ing rate to Morgan, and if they continued that .r~te
before the Chaffers went there.
.946. Has the rai t\Yay ,been ,,,' benellt to Mildura? to Renmark, I think there would be no competltIon
that would hurt the railway from the riYer, on
-·A. very great henefit.·
account of the greater speed and certainty of rail
947. Yo;.) are f<lmiliar with'the district ?-Yes.
.
948. To what extent is navig:ltion of any use to traffic. ,
959. People get into the way of transmitting in
tbe people of Mildura ?-Spe?tking in general terms
I should say the river is of use to ~:iildura simply a particular wav, and stick to it ?-Yes, when the
fer road-side traffic. Supposing VIe wanted to ship line. opened to "Mildura we felt that to some little
fruit from i\iiidura to Deniliquin, we would shi)) ext~nt, but we do not feel that at all now.
960. By Mr. Gray.-Have you any suspicion
it, to Echuca ; if we w,anted to send it to Hav we
would ship it til:' the Murrumbidgee; or if it that if the boat traffic was knocked off altogether,
the railway would drop those competing rate.s ?wanted to go away up to Bourke, it would go up
No, but if there was an ,arrangement between the
the Darling, '
R:tilw:ty Corr:missioners saying the competition'inust
940. Does th::Jt amount to much ?-Very little.
cease, then I think the advantage would accrue to
I might say that when we were agitating for a the river.
raihray we were confronted continually with this
96r, By the Cltairman.-You handle a considert}ugcear that the railway would not pay: some abie quantity of Mildura products
some
said it would not pay grease. because of the water hundreds of tons".
.corr:petition. Now \ve find the railway has taken
962. Where are those goods consumed?-The
,the traffic from the river.
bulk in the eastern capitals, MelbOllrne, Sydney and
950. What is the reason of that ?-We have a
Brisbane.
speci.al freight on the railways, known as the taper963. What is the nature of the stuff you handle?
ing rate; that is fixed, not in view of the comne- -Dried fruits.
titian of the river, but of the South Australian
964. That is the great part of Mil dura's outlines. We get the dried fruit through from Mil- put ?-Yes.
Some goes to London occasionally.
dura to "Melbourne for about 35. a ton more than In one year we had a very heavy export, but the
we used to pay by the river ; as against that .3s. prices were not payable.
we save the cost of insurance in transit, and then
965, Is the Australian market capable' of expanwe get the traffic all the year round, instead of sion so as 'to absorb l,arger quantities ?-For sulbeing confined to six months in the vear, and then tanas I think we are growing all that the Comit is very speedy.
We sent on one occasion a monwealth can eat ; currants I think we can ~o
consignment of citrous fruit, 400 or 500 boxes by on for the next six or ten years before we O'lerriver, and ro per cent, of them were unfit for sale take the Commonwealth requirements; peaches, we
when they reached l'delbourne ; that cannot happen have probably overtaken the Commonwealth requirewhen they come bv rail.
ments : apricots. verv nearly, if not quite so : but
951. Renmark i~ in an analogous position to Mil- with lexias or pudding raisins, we far and away exdura?-To some extent, except that they "have not ceed the Australian requirerr.ents, until we come to
the railwav.·
distillation, and what the reauirements would be in
95;. In- the event of the rnilway being put into the. matter of distillation we have 'no experience vet.
Renmark. what would be the fate of their water Last year some hundreds of tons were sold for that
carriage-:..would it be used ?~I think so.
We purpose. ,
have an understanding with Renmark that if the
966. We have had some evidence as to the great
river fails. and they cannot get their dried fruit profit to be derived out of the production of fruit
to Adel.aide, we will lend them fruit, ship it from in this irrignlJle are.a in New South Wales and VicMildura to Melbourne, and send it on to Adelaide toria--to WI18t extent is that capable of profitable
937. If you take it off at the Ovens Junction,
how far into Victoria would you come, before you
got to the surface level ?-About I6 mil~s.

